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THE
DEBEPAID.
eviremid -Hindu priests -only; but ~Mahomedan also; and —nfter tie entered upon lid Hinistry,
“Mr. Harlah; its chairman, has diawnup and
will offer when the appropriation bill is conDirectly after Bro. Hallam's address to and on them they have tastefully arranged George Fox constantly associated with the
idols. But the mats and Baptists; one of his first sermons was ceived private admonition; this. failing, sidered. It authorizes the President to apthe church, it was announced by the pastor their favorite
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, that a balance of about one hundred rupees cloths are not so much for showing off the [preached to a Baptist congregation, at |
they were summoned before the meeting point ® board of not mere than ten commisremained to be paid before the house could idols as for catching the handfuls of rice Broughton. Fox frequently recordsin his for discipline; and, if still obdurate, they sioners to serve without pecuniary compeni At
No. 30 Washington St, Dover, N.H.
be free from debt. The general sentiment which the people give upon returning from autobiography his intercourse with the Bap- were after three admonitions, excluded. sation wholly under his direction,}to superLUTHER BR. BURLINGAME, Agent. prevailed
that this money should be raised the water. The lucky fellows who have tistdenomination ; and the more we study his The method of Quaker discipline is al- vise and control the disbursement’ of [any
All letterson business, remittances of money, &¢. on the spot in contributions or pledges be- spread their mats close to the water's edge, life and ministry the more clearly we per- Naa,
part of the appropriations made by the act.
The
Baptists, however,
should be addressed to the Agent, and all communica
fore the dedicatory prayer was offered. We get the most of therice. I noticed that the ceive how much he was indebted to: that surpassed
the Quakers in mercy to expelled And the said board of commissioners have
ons designed for publication should be addressed to have what is called the Memorial Church
bathers poured out most liberally to the ‘denomination for religious influence and members, inasmuch as the former sent fre- authority, subject to thé Presidents approvthe Editor,
3
Building Fund founded at the close of the images closest to the sacred tank, so that suggestion. . . .:
quent messengers to such persons, beseech- al, to establish all necessary rules and reguTERMS, Forone year, $3,00; or if paid strictly in’ late terrible famine in remembrance of God's
The characteristic principles promulgated ing them to repent of their evils deeds, and lations respecting trade and intercourse
some must have received many pounds of
advance, $2,50,
The Mahomedans by George Fox, and which to this day extending a welcome back on proof of with Indian tribes. The President is aumanifold mercies to the mission during rice during the day.
Subscribers in Canada and the other British Prov.
thorized to divide the country occupied by
The pastor seemed to be fast friends ‘with the Hindus form the. essentials of Quakerism, may be sincere reformation.
:
moes, will be charged 20 cents a year in additionto that season of public distress.
on thisoccasion,and a stranger could never grouped into six statements. First: The
fhe price of the paper, to prepay
e postage to the putthe question,‘ Shall we ask for help from
One marked peculiarity of the Friends is the Indian tribes. into districts, to assign
i |
We,
distinguished between
the
two necessity for a practical individual expe- their use of the singular pronouns ‘ thon” two or more of said commissioners to ser
the Fund in oder to pay off this balance ?” have
.
Ministers
* (ordained and licensed,) in
J
:
rience of God as manifesting a living pres- and ‘“thee” in addressing persons; but this vice in any one of such districts respectiveNot a voice angwered, there evidently was classes.
thorized and
to
These
people
are
for
having
their
religence of the Spirit in the souls of men. custom also prevailed amongst many of the ly,and the commissioners so assigned{shall,
thinking
going
on
in
those
pews,
and
the
subscribers, and in collecting and forwarding moneys,
ious festivals pay well, so there is always Second: That the study of the Bible is early Baptists. Another very prominent in all matters periaining to said district,have
are all
cent, on all moneys colright
sort
of
thinking
too.
After
a
signifi\
and remitted by
them,
cant silence some spoke out—¢‘ No, no, let an extensive market in connection with comparatively uselessif searched simply as feature of Quaker custom is the requirement all the rights and authority of the full board,
and others should be particular to give
Hundreds of traders were on the a history, instead of making its teachings of that members shall marry, if at all, within and $25,000 isjappropriated to pay the necus
first see what we cando here!” In fif- them.
the
A
en ( Jon
and State) of subscribers for
whom they make remittances, &. Remember, it is teen minutes the entire balance was raisground
with
all sorts of wares exposed for practical application to daily behavior. the bounds of the society. The Friends essary expenses of said commiesion. ' While
aot the names of the towns where they reside that we
want, but the names of the Post Office at which they
ed. I noticed that several of the people sale, and the hum of noisy traffic was well Third: The duty of recognizing all men as are much troubled if their members marry this plan is not strictly in accordance with
got up and went home [and brought their nigh deafening. Besides this noise there is alike God’s children through Jesus Christ; out of the church, and have dismissed the one proposed by the Quakers, yet they
a= All 0
accounts of revivals, and other 2
money,
and laid it on the table of the Lord, plenty of Hindu music, which is the worst and that, therefore, Christians should neither : thousands from their ranks for this offence. will doubtless fed a satisfaction in having
matter involving facts,
must be accompanied with the
oroperGy names of the writers,
P
thus redeeming at once their pledges. No noise on earth. Little dancing parties of flatter the great not despise the repulsive. So, too, the Baptists were greatly grieved some of their own ideas embodied in it. It
collection was taken up, which always gives men and boys, dressed up like fancy wom- Fourth: The call of every Christian to if their members married any but members is stated that the
covetous and miserly holders of the Lord’s en, are doing their best with singing of some sphere of work in the Lord's vine- of their own denomination; and, in such
PRESIDENT'S HEALTH
treasure such a fine chance to get off ‘by lewd songs and beating of kettle drums yard, and hence spiritual monopolies are to cases, they usually disowned the delinquents.
is
poor.
In
addition to fatigue occasioned
dropping in some mean bit worn all smooth to amuse the crowd and make money. But be guarded against. Fifth: The importance Learned essays were written by some of
by
hard
work,
he has had a severe attack’ of
by pinching. It was a blessed sight to see what drew my attention most was the cun- of seeking the spirit of all religions mat- their preachers to show that Christians |
neuralgia and has been for a time- confined
ters,
rather
than
resting
in
verbal
creeds,
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 7, 1869.
the poor, who work hard every day for their ning of the Brahmins.
Supplying themshould only marry those in the Lord, and, to his house, but it is stated that he is now
living, the dear orphan children, who earn
selves with garlands of small marigolds visible ceremonies, or mere professions. in practice, this theory was frequently in- out and able to attend to business. It ia not
several pice each week by carrying loads they went swaggering about the grounds. Sixth: That all spiritual service is only to terpreted to mean Baptist Christians.
Spent and Mis-spent,
at all surprising thatthe state of his health
on their heads or digging in the garden, the Upon meeting a disciple, or indeed any ac- be entered upon under a sense of duty, and
should cause so much anxiety especially at
iL
farmers, whose fields had just yielded the quaintances not of their own caste, they prayerful dependence upon God.
this trying juncture.
Stay yet a little longer
in the sky,
Let a Baptist now read over these six points
Chips.
most abundant and beautiful crops of rice would throw a garland over his head with
O golden color of the evening sun!
;
FRESHETS
.
.
I ever looked upon, the teachers and preach- mary blessings, invoking the gods to pros- studiously, and he will perceive that they
Let not the sweet day in its sweetness die,
——Who has not seen an apple-tree near- were caused by the rains and melting snow
While my day’s work is only just begun.
ers who have learned that it is more bless- per them and so on. All thig of course contain principles very familiar to him.
ed to give than to receive, and the few presmeant money, or some other ‘sort of gift. Before the time of Fox these characteristics ly dead, yet having a branch or two loaded at the earlier part of the week. On the HudCounting the happy chances strewn about,
who counted In this way these wily priests took a good had . distinguished Baptist theology. In with very good fruit? even so the back- son river, the state of things assumed a some Thick as the leaves, and saying which was best, ent from our other churches,”
ita
precious
privilege
to
help
these breth- deal of treasure from the people. I was England both the General and the Particu- slider may sometimes have life enough re- what serious aspect below Albany. On the
The rosy lights of morning all went out,
Mohawk the rise was very great, and the
ren in building a house unto the Lord, all watching this game in the densest of the lar Baptists had anticipated most of the doc. maining to do some good acts.
And it was burning noon, and time to rest.
whole valley for a few miles above Schenectogether bringing in their offerings so free- crowd, when I saw one Brahmiii fairly trines, and also the system of discipline,
——A
man once went to a store and
Then leaning low upon a piece of shade,
adopted by the Friends; but of these two bought a lot of flour on credit. He after- tady was submerged: Therise also of the
ly
and
cheerfully
on
this
important
and
caught.
He
walked
up
toa
very
intelligent
Fringed round with violets and pansies sweet,
interesting occasion.
The money was eas
looking Hindu, and was about flinging a branches of the Baptist family, it was the wards dealt much with this trader, but was Niagara, and Genessee and other rivers ocMy heart and I, I said, will be delayed,
ily
raised,
the
Zayat
was
dedicated,
free
of
And plan our work while cools the sultry heat.
garland on his neck when the man instantly General Baptists, who were a distinct body very careful to promptly pay for every arti- casioneéd more or 128s alarm. The weather
in this section has been decidedly nncomfortdebt, and everybody went ho
ppy and drew back with apparent surprise. What,” in the year 1608, that most fully exemplicle purchased. After a lapse of time the
Deep in the hills, and out of silence vast,
fied
the
views
subsequently
attributed
.to
able.
]
hopeful.
said the priest, «“ are you not going to wormerchant presented his bill for the flour and
A waterfall played up his silver tune;
THE FOREIGN NEWS
Quaker
origin.
'
The
violent
discussion
Here then is a house of worship. which ship the gods to-day ?” «No, I am not,” was
demanded payment.
‘¢ But” answered the
My plans lost purpose, fell to dreams at last,
has not cost the Foreign Mission Society a the resolute reply. The Brahmin saw it which arose amongst the Baptists relative to debtor, ‘have I not promptly paid for the has been meager and unimportant. There
And held me late into the afternoon.
is again some talk of war in Europe, dut
election and reprobation, resulted in many
penny, that
I am aware of, but has been was of no use, so, hoping to bring him over
corn, the molasses, the sugar and all other
But when the idle pleasure ceased to please,
thousands
joining
the
ranks
of
the
Friends.
how
much it implies we are unable to say.
by petiing, he at once raised his right foot
built with funds
gollected in India alone,
things which I have purchased.
¢ Yes,
And I awoke. and not a plan was planned,
We perceive, then, that George Fox, was
or
4
"
pr 4
and
with
his
right
hand
wiped
off
from
it
and
that
too
within
the
limits
of
our
mission.
yes”
responded
the
creditor,’
¢
but
are
you
+ Just as a drowning man, at what he sees
Not a few of the brethren of the Santipore some of the holy dust, and rubbed it on the rather the organizer than the originator fool'enough tosuppose that thatcancels your ‘Washington Correspondence.”
Catches for life, I caught the thing at hand.
of Quakerism.© Even the dogtrine of ‘the
«| church have worked with their own hands back of the refractory disciple, who walked
indebtedness for the flour?”
Who will not
And so life’s little work-day hour has all
at preparing the brick and mortar, carrying away more indignant than before. This inner light,” upon which Fox placed espe- condemn the folly of this debtor ? and yet
WASHINGTON, D. C., March 21, 1869.
Been spent, and mis-spent, doing what I could,
had been anticipated both by millions are thus hoping to cancel their inthe materials for the floor, the walls and taking dust from a Brahmin’s foot,and rub- cial emphasis,
[We omit from this letter the pleasant and
And in regrets and efforts to recall
German
mystic
and
by
English
theolothe roof, and building the house itself. Near- bing it on one’s forehead is a favorite custom
debtedness to God.
Sinner,
could and
pungent paragraphs relating to Senator Spragus,
The chance of having, being, what I would.
ly all of the village children have worked among the Hindus, and shows - how com- gians.
should you henceforth always do just right, as he, perhaps, gets attention epough in the ediAnd 86 sometimes-I
cannot choose but cry,
The system of church discipline establish= it would not in the least degree atone for torial columns for one week.]
more or less on the building, and many of pletely these poor people are under the heel
;
Seeing my late-sown flowers are hardly set;
The tenure-of-office bill was finally disposed of
the women too have been day laborers for of the priests. But a better day hastens ed by Fox, and especially the method of your past guilt. God has a fearful account
_Odarkening color of the evening sky,
months in its construction.
on, and every man who rebels against this care for the poor, was largely taken from ngainst you which must be remitted through to-day. The committee of Conference, to whom
are me the day a little longer yet!
:
it was referred upon the non-concurrence of the
sort of el
and imposition, helps Baptistsources. So, in like manner, Quak- the merits of Christ, or you are doomed to House in the Senate amendment,
— Harper's Magazine.
THE BELL.
to-day reported
erism
borrowed
from
the
General
Baptists
everlasting chains.
bring if the sooner to our door.
an amendment to the Senate amendment which
But I must not fail to speak of that most
their
careful
attempts
to
avoid
precise
defiAt this jattra~we¥occupied a prominent
——When it becomes evident that ihe was promptly agreed to in both Houses, and the
valuable and most welcome gift from many
Missionary Correspondence.
stand for preaching and selling our publi- nitions respecting the nature of God, con- more devils know, the less dangerous they troublesome matter is finally set at rest. As fikind friends in New York and the West,
—
Ep
!
cations.
Thousands undoubtedly heard fining themselves to the use of Scripture are to society, then may we admit that the nally adopted the amendment isa substantial rethat clear-toned beautiful bell which is to
peal of the tenure-of-otfice act.
In fact, as the
Caxr NAGWAN, INDIA, Jan. 30, '69.
the message of salvation and some bought terms ; it cultivated, like the early Baptists, diffusion ofknowledge alone is a sufficient
matter now stands, so far from putting say limcall these happy people together for the
in very earnest manner, the social element;
and
carried
home
tracts
and
books.
One
THE DEDICATION.
itation upon the President it expressly confers
safe-guardto a nation’s welfare.
services of the sanctuary. I cannot tell
thoughttul young man purchased the first and like the Baptists the Friends protested
upon him the power of removal during the vaca*
The chief event of the month has been you, my dear Si
how delighted every——When I'see a spider composing his tion of the
against the necessity for colleges to eduSenate—a disputable power,
the dedication of the mission Zayat at San- one seemed with your handsome donation. volume of the Oriya Scriptures, and sever- cate ministers of the gospel.
web
of the dusty and forsaken cob-wébs of the least, upon the letter of the constitution.to Say
This
latter
tipore on the-17th inst. Itso happened that Many of these people never saw the like, al took single gospels in both Bengali and
Meanwhile the business of nominating new
idea had been prominently put forward by his neighbors, then I may conclude that it
four of the five missionary brethren of this before. It was amusing to see some walk Oriya. Over this. immense field we tifed
officials proceeds somewhat sluggishly. There is
may
be
well
for
a
minister
to
make
his
the
Baptists
as
early
as
1610,
long
before
to scatter the seed of life,and,at night as we
field were prefbnt, and the services were cautiously up tothe bell as it lay on the
no great haste in making removals of officers who
Fox's days; for although the Baptist ad- sermons but the patch-work of other's propeculiarly pleasant and impressive. ' Bro. grass and so carefully feel of it, and it made turned away tired and exhausted for rest
have discharged their duties well, and the delay
ductions.
J.
HAYDEN,
mitted the value of learning, they were far
is by no means agreeable to those who are here
mith, just from America, read the Secrip- me laugh more than once to hear such cu- and refreshment, our hearts,if not our lips,
from making it a necessary qualification
pressing for appointments.
lifted
a
prayer
to
the
Great
Husbandman
for
Hotel bills do not
ture selections and’ offered thé introductory rious questions asked about it. Every time
halt while the action of the guillotine is” delayed,
for preaching
the gospel: Even the fierce
Events of the Week.
prayer.
Thé discourse from the words of it rings it will thank you for sending it his blessing to attend that precious seed of
and the result has been that the great body of .
protest made by Fox and his followers
-Jacob at Bethel,—¢‘ This is none other than across the deep blue sea to bless this the kingdom dropped that day into multioffice seekers have gone home, and the pressure
against
a
‘
hireling
ministry”
was
not
origCONGRESS,
the house of God, and this is the gate of heathen land, and the heart and lips of tudes of human hearts.” Without his blesshas very sensibly abated, The workof retrenchinal with them; but here, also, we trace
heaven,” was preached by your coriespon- many a dear Hindu convert will bless you ing all is done in vain, but with it comes the
during the week, has done two noticeable ment in all the departments has begun with enerwhite and waving harvest that shall yet’ the idea directly to a Baptist source. In things. It has settled the tenure-of-office gy. Large numbers of clerks in all the departdent. The address to the church was made for the gift.
the seventeenth century, most Baptist mincause India to ‘* shake like Lebanon.”
ments are being discharged and the force reduced
by Bro. Hallam, who, with remarkable
PRAYER REQUESTED,
isters
carried on business, and seldom re- difficulty and substantially fixed upon the to the lowest figure adequate to the performance
J. L.P
“force and felicity, brought home "to the
ceived any compensation from their con- terms upon which the Supreme Court is to of necessary work.
One word farther about Santipore. I wish |
hearts of the native brethren their obligaThe Senate have passed-the bill for the redisgregations.
Sometimes their traveling ex- be remodeled. - After much delay the first
tions and privileges in maintaining the ser- to ask our Christian friends who feel an in‘Quakers
and
Early
Baptists.
penses were paid, or they received small named subject was referredto a conference | tribution of the currency which failed to become
terest
in
the
progress
of
God's
cause
here,
vices of the Lord's house. The dedicatory
The
presents but when in some cases it became committee, which, contrary to general ex- a-law, at the last session of Congress.
prayer was made by the pastor, Rev. J. and who desire to see all serious obstacles
The first number of the present volume necessary to contribute to their support, it pectation, arranged the terms of agreement, amount proposed to be withdrawn from the New
removed from the path of the Christian
Phillips,
of the The Freewill Baplist Quarterly, to was yielded to with much reluctance. At and the report of the committee was adopted England States is increased to thirty millions intoiler among these benighted people, to
stead of twenty as proposed at the last session.
This little chapel measuring, I fancy, not
which we called attention in our last issue | Berkhampstéad, so late as 1679, it was by Both Houses. The bill, in its present The senators
from that section, of course, oppospray for the conversion,of that an godly man:
more than 30 by 60 feet is the fourth meetcontains.an article on this subject from the considered a sin requiring church discipline form, provides that the President's power of ed the bill and argued with great force that
the
who gave the first fifty rupees for the new
ing:hotise built in the mission.
Ithasbeen
pen of Rev. C. H. Malcom, of Newport, toassert ‘‘that men ought to have a set removalOr suspension is not in any way de- withdrawalof suchan amount of curren 'y from
Zayat.
By
the
divine
mercy
he
may
yet
constructed in a simple yet strong style,
R. I. The writer draws his facts largely maintenance by the year for preaching.” pendent on charges or reasons, but may be that section would very much depress and
become a power for good, as he is now a
having brick walls and pillars and a thatch
from an old volume, by William Tallach,
Concerning
the rejection of singing ia re- exercised at his own discretion ; that no re- disturb the business interests of that secroof. The cost of the house alone is power for evil in this country. And with which fell into his hands. The discussion
moval can be made during a session of the tion, and that its effect would react upon other
ligious worship, also, we find that Fox was
about five hundred Rupees, of which sam him pray also for the scores of European is one of general interest and we give anticipated by some of the early Baptists; Senate, except by the consent of that-hody sections of the country,and that the losses arising
from this disturbance would far overbalance any ~
one hundred was contributed by generous young men in India who are serving satan extracts of the more essential portions as
given in confirming the successor; that the
for many of the Baptist congregations then
They proposed, instead,
supposed advantages.
with a Ligh hand. These fornicators, drunkfriends at the Balasore station, and two hunPresident
may
suspend
at
pleasure
during
a
follows :
that national currency should be issued to the
rejectéd the use of psalmody, as some do
ards
and
blasphemers
are
greater
stumbling
dred at Midnapore. The first donation was
To a superficial observer nothing seems to this very day. The Quaker plan of en- vacation, and appoint successors who shall south and west,and as fast as currency was {ssued,
made by an ungodly man, a government blocks in the way of good than anything more improbable than that there can be couraging the gifts of the individual mem- receive all the pay and emoluments of the greenbacks - should be retired. Two objects
in heathenism itself.
:
servant, who, though he has for several
any especial aflinity between the. Baptist bers of the churches was in exercise by the offices to which they are appointed ; that would thus be accomplished without disturbing:
ANNUAL BATHING FESTIVAL.
years been a most devoted friend of the
and the Quaker
denominations.
At flrst the General Baptists, and by other sects, nominations in cases of suspension must be the interests of the country :—=The wants of the
south and west would be met, and a step towards .
mission, helping its various glepartments
This month we have attended two large sight, indeed, there appears to be a peeu- before the rise of Quakerism.
When any made within thirty days after the retissemb- resumption of specie payments would He taken in
with a. liberal hand, still indulged in open jattras or religious festivals of the Hindus. liar antagonism between these two religious one of the Baptist brethren had improved his ling of the Senate; that if, during this ses- the retirement of the greenbacks, But no arguand shameful vice which makes his very. The larger one was at Sarsangka and oc- bodies. The Society of Friends reject wa- gifts to the edification of the church, he was sion, the President and the Senate fail to ment would suflice and the majority adhered to
name a stench in the nostrils of all pure- curred on the 12th inst. At this place there ter-baptism altogether, but the Baptists recorded as a ‘‘ brother confirmed in the min- agree on the same one, the suspended offi the determination to withdraw, the sum needed
minded people. He volunteered to aid the is an immense tank, the largest I have ev- think nothing less than dipping to be true istry.” In many churches there were sev- cer goes back at the end of the session. | from New England,
The subject of adjournment begins to be dispastor in ..procuring funds for building a er seen in India, and this jattra is an annu- baptism; and so, in this respect, these two eral such recorded ministers. The Friends This is all there is of the act as it now
house of worship at Santipore, and headed al bathing festival. It is said that a special denominations stand at the antipodes of adopted the same plan, using the term stands, and it applies to every official ex- cussed pretty strongly. The House haves resolythe subscription list with a‘denation of fifty stipulation was made with the god of rain Protestantism, one rejecting the very use of ‘“approved. minister.” The Baptists also cept judges of the United States courts, ed to adjoura on the Gth of April. The Senate
to-day discussed the matter for an hour, hut came
rupees.
In the dedicatory prayer this poor when his tank was excavated that it should water, and the other requiring the over- rejected oaths, and in their ~ declaration of What, however, is not a little amusing, to no conclusion. Some of the Senators are op:
Te- | posed to an adjournment till some legislation is
man was most touchingly and earnestly
re- not rain for twelve years, which was the whelming waters, -in baptism. The Quak= faith said, “We look upon it as oyf duty both those who favored unconditional
membered.
Another donation of fifty rus time required to dig it. Not having méas- ers declaim against a hireling ministry, to keep ourselves from oaths.” The early peal and those who opposedit, claim to perfected to settle matters in Georgia. Senator
Sherman was of ‘the opinion that some further
pees came from a beloved brother in Christ, ured it I cannot state accurately how large organs, singing, steeple-houises, and costly
Baptists protested with mtch earnestness have won the victory. We presume the
an Executive Engineer of the East India this sacred tank is, but as a rough-estimate church architecture ; but the Baptists have against “‘superfluity of apparel,” and dressed sighature of the President will be affixed legislation was necessary for the Paciilc railroad,
both to secure the proper construction of the
Canal and Irrigation Company, for two I should say that it occupied not less than oll these, and think them necessary to with marked simplicity ; they anticipated to the bill at once, and that the hunger of road, and to fix the point of junction for the
years stationed at Midnapore,
He was" al- fifty acres. We reached the ground early growth and religious culture. The Friends the Friends in their ‘especial care of the the large swarm of office seekers will be, in eastern and western companies, A bitter strife
The new Supreme’ is raging between these companies upon the lat.
ways interested in missionary work, and and found a multitude already assembled have plain dress, plain language, and re- poorer -members of the church; and the | a measure, satiated.
we loved to count him among the few true and the bathing going on. Probably thou- fuse to take an oath, even in a court of jus- Quaker custom of marriages is nearly the, Court bil} provides for one chief justice and ter point, both aiming to secure the contro! of as
eight associates, with the nine existing ju- much of the line as possible. At the present time
and consistent friends we find among Eurosands of people took a bathin that tank of tice ; ‘but the Baptists have no scruples up- same with that previously established by the'
they are grading past each other; on parallel
dicial
districts. There are now eight judges
pean residents in India. He frequently at- the gods between sunrise and sunset. on these points. In what respect, then, ean early Baptists. The Baptists and Quakers
lines some twenty-five miles apart, aud the one
tended our meetings for prayer and praise, Men, women, and children dash into the it bo said that the Baptists” and the Friends’ alike in the seventeenth century termed on the bench, so that if the bill becomes a or the other company must lose a large amount
and we shall not soon forget his earnest pe- water with great delight. Some hurry out have near relationship to each other? . , . . their. meetings for church business and law a new appointment will have to be of work as their location wf o is accepted or
Ard it is especially gratifying that rejected. One of the last acts of Andrew Johntitions and brotherly exhortations. Soon again, whereas others linger to repeat the
George Fox, in the year 1645, being two ‘government ‘‘ meetings for discipline. In made.
son was to authorize the payment of $2.400.000,
the appointing power isin good hands.
afterhis gift for the chapel he received the names of the gods or worship the sun by years before he publicly came forth as a
these meetings the Baptists considered the
subsidies to the western company, to aid them. it
.heavenly summons, and went up higher to offering up handfuls -of the turbid waters. preacher, visited his uncle, named Picker- precepts of the New Testament as the only
THE INDIAN QUESTION,
is said, in securing their location over the dispute
be ¢* forever with the Lord.” 1n this house But the first thing a stranger would notice ing, in the city of London. His mind
raleof discipline. These meetings for dis- to which we referred last week,continues to ed territory. This is denied by the Pacific com.
buile-for the worship of God, and in the about this scene is the long row of mats was deeply exercised concerning religious cipline were held monthly, quarterly, and excite more or less interest. The extentto pany, however, and an investigation is demand.
hearts of all who knew him, our friend and blankets and cloths spreidd out on things; and from this uncle, who was a
IfCongress undertakes tosettle this matter,
yearly, just as the Friends now have them. which the Senate Indian Committee will go ed.
adjournment will be delayed, but Congress will
now in glory will be long and lovingly re- eithbr side of the path leading to the bath- Baptist, he derived much spiritual instrue- At these meetings inquiries were inin the direction advised by the Quakers, is hardly sit beyond the fifteenth proximo fri a legmembered,
A
ing place. These belongto the priests, not tion and comfort. Indeed, .both before stituted congerning the conduct of the mem
probably indicated by the amendment which islative capacity.
4
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w.
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tempting
to bring the real truths of the gos-

@ ommunications.

—

——————

acts.

ge ot on

?

And theirlabors are notin vain,

new,

must

not

be

unmindful.

Ag

unchanged ; but what may ge

gl

while,

when

they

said that a

The

He

called his re-

ligious theories,.cannot long remain precisely the same.
Clinging to what has

exhibiting

in their life many

rich

fruits of

the Spirit, yet differ from the great mass of
evangelical
Christians
in their religious
theories, and in their manner of presenting

religious truth. . No one of the fundamental
facts of the gospel is set aside by them, but it
has evidently become woven into their own
experience; and yet their view of these

few years;
it will vanish as a fairy cityor
a dream,” but as itreceives new accessions

of strength from without.

Conversionis in-

deed, as has been well said, the true article
of a standing or falling church.

facts, or themselves as related to these facts,

There can be no difficulty, then, in assigning to conversion its rightful place, among
the aims of that ministry and service which
as Christian. teachers and disciples we re-

may be in some respects different from that

joice to render to the Lord.

entertained

each in his own way and in his own sphere
to move and influence men toward himself.
No external prosperity, no growth in wisdom, knowledge or virtue, no confirmation
and establishment of habits of hearing sermons and taking interest in religious work,
no gifts of tongues, of prophecy, of heart or
hand, no display even of reckless liberality
and ofthe very martyr-spirit of olden time,
can in themselves be considered as the at-

by

most,

whose

love is

love and whose faith is their faith.
therefore, the question comes up,

their

Again,
How

are

we to conduct ourselves towards those who
have adopted such peculiarities of belief?
They should be held. in esteem as servants

God, has set us

singing, while I have

another

tree

at

the

other end, and hear the reading. Bro. and
Sister'S. and Mr. and Mrs. Martin go back
and forth, seeihg and hearing

all they

can.

The teachers and schools sit in different
groups under the trees, at a little distance,

waiting their turn to be called.

They

prove the tim¢in reading and singing.

im-

It

is surprising that the parents allow their
children (some not more than six or eight
years old) to walk so far as some of them
have come, twenty

miles.

. But the

whole

Santal country seems to be waking up.
‘Our camp has rather a picturesque appearance.

The ponies, oxen, cow, goat,

fowls’

:

:

.. -~Fault Finding.

sin and sickness and misery, and that of itself would make difterence enough.”

Reader, 1 think you and I had better stop

as we look now.”
«I certainly do.

*
.At least, I think jt more

and

if he

“You do not supposethat we shall look
x

o

nN
it

y

sick and tired of trying to make myself seem
all right, and every body else all wrong.
I have just resolved to look into the empty
corner of my heart, and put a little more
charity there and see if it won’t crowd out

z

will preach the same truths. The founda
tion doetrines of his sermons will continue

2

a

‘after
a little

pel

hidden chambers of the mind are compelled
to give up theic treasures. One by one
these have been brought to view, till man
has, in some good degree, learned to recognize himself. But the end isnot yet. More
and more will continue to emerge from the
darkness of our mysterious being. To this
grand fact of human experience, the minister of the gospel who would have some- thing

ag

the chief evil to the chief good of being;

into contact with the hearts apd con- | conversion, as the conscious entrance of the tiger had just crossed the road before them
We told
sciences of men, they leave dll such work soul into the life and love of God, the reso- and they were afraid to move.
”
i
| th
Li
lute
turning
ath
for the Lord himself
to do, through the |
The
!
magical influence of sacraments, and the that leads to the glory and.rapture of heav- and when they began to do this, their spirBY REY. J. 0 BARROWS,
en is a matter of highest moment and of first its seemnto revive, and they marched on,
constant repetition of puerile and unmeanconcluded,
They place the kingdom importance to all: Tt is indispensable to the shouting as they went. We reached Garba
ing ceremonies.
individual. Without it, that great spiritual ta at eight o'clock, ‘and found Bro. S. and.
Some facts of a general character can of God without men, and not within them:
hardly pass unnoticed.
Now, the questions for every Christian to change is missed which is the very drisis of Mr. B. with ‘the tent pitched and supper
1. The firstis that of progress in mental consider are, How should such ministers be being, the turning point of character, the ready.
Six schools had already arrived.
§cience. A revelation presupposes same ob- | regarded? What treatment ought they to
{
;
It| Oar sleep was sweet and refreshing.
Divine | pacejve? The answer is Plate As mep, as. is indispensable to the church.
Without
jf, | Twelve schools have been examined to-day
ject as that to which itis made.
““fruth has been revealed 10 the mind of man.
citizens,as friends, they should receive from the kingdom of God reveals no indwelling altogether too much work for one day.
Its application or adjustment to his mind is, | aus courtesy and kindness, respect and good divine power of propagation, exerts no Oar terit is pitched in a mango. grove, and,
therefore, the great object to be gained. ‘will; as miaisters,, they should be made to tran-forming influence upon mankind, wing we have examined the schools under the
“Weré there no progress in self-knowledge, understand how their pretensions are re- no.gregt moral trinmphs in the world, and trecs. Mr. Martin expresses himself highly
cannot long be expected to endure.
The ‘gratified with the appearance of the schools
oneadjustment would last for all time; but edgrded.
Oar opposition to their work
"now the case is far otherwise,
In no de- | should be disereet, but clearly defined, un- kingdom of our Lord lives among men only and says that. the improvement since last
as its enthusiasm is re-kindled by the zeal | year is marked.
partment of human. effort do the greatest inpistakable and unflinching.
tellects labor with more zeal and patience
The second lesson is one of charity. of new converts, only .as its ranks are re-|
Dee. 13. Mr. Bacheler sits undér a tree
furnished and its frontiers extended. It at one end of the tent, and examines
than in the endeavor to ascertain ‘what our There are those who, holding to what God
- mental and spiritual being is, and -hew it | has revealed as essential to salvation, and will die out and be no mere in the lapse ofa the schools in geography, arithmetic and
po

.
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sonie of the snarl.

’

.

I wonder I did not see the point long
ago, instead of tryingto patch up my poor,
rickety, discontented heart on the faults of
gome Une else,
"
Why, reader, did you ever think when one
of these miserable fauit-finders gave you a
minute history of all their neighbor's affairs
and furnished it with a censure hére, and a

Lslander there, you would be the

very

next

than possible that the “human form divine,"
or something like it, i3 to be retained. Not
only from the fact that risen Elijah bore it;
Moses,

who,

had

not

passed

through his resurrection, does not seem to
have looked different from the other,—I have
to use those two poor prophets on all ocea:
sions, but, as we are told of them neither by
parable nor picture, they are important,—
_.
and that angels never appear in any other,
but because, in sinless Eden, God chose it

for Adimand Eve. What came in unmarred beauty direct from His hand cannot be

unworthy
the stars.’

of. His other Paradise * beyond.
It would chime in pleasantly,

foie

too, with the idea of Kedemption, that our
very bodies, free from all the distortion of
guilt, shall return to something akin to the
pure ideal’ in which
He molded them..

vietim they would mutilate ?
Then there is another reason and stronger.”
«What is that?”
.
Well, I have, and that's just what set me to
«The human form has been borne and
thinking. I'did not want to have my picture
And, further
irthe
made and held up to the world, distorted as dignified forever by Christ. Father in
it,
than that, He ascended to His
only a fault-finder could make it. No, in- and lives therein it astiuman God to-day.”
deed, I rather take my chances for making —Qates Ajar.”
a favorable impression without any aid
from

these

character-painters.

sometimes, to try such

justas

I tell you.

' ‘Worse,
the

and

rest; some

drawing;

I

used,

butit

is

Tam sick and tired of

more
who

Extemporaneous

Preaching.

tll
ty Qe

Pr. Lamson, in the

Christian

Era,

dis-

shocking than all cusses the following questions:

profess

allegiance

to

«Is the ability to preach extemporaneons
ly a gift, or isit an acquisition? If the
speakers acquire’
ter, biting words against their own brothers latter, can all public
and sisters. Nay, even the Shepherd of the it?"
I reply decidedly, it is an acquisition. I
flock of Christ does not-escape: their cross, believe that any man, having talents suitacutting censure, and.verily Ihave wonder- ble for the ministry, can acquire the ability
ed,—were they not wolves in sheep's cioth- to preach unwritten sermons, Is it to be
ing. These unceasing, fault-finders are supposed that the profession of the milisiry

Jesus, that meek and lowly Lamb, speak bit-

carts, &c.,—all,are arranged under different
been revealed, he must make his own theo- of our common Lord, and dispensers of his
trees.” The separate camp fires, and the
ries. Those forms of statement by which free grace. ¢‘By their fruits ye shall know
general air of life and work makes up
differs from that of the law in this respect
never suited, never content, noticed
too
the same unchanged truths are made to ap- them.” The grapes which we see have not
altogether a lively picture.
This mango . much or slighted altogether, thrust out here And yet all lawyers, at least all those who
practice at the bar, are able to address
by thorns, nor the figs,
ply to the human mind, as he now views it, been produced
orchardis magnificent, nearly half a mile
and admitted just ‘where they did not judges and juries, sometimes carrying out
by
thistles.
It
is
not
impossible
that
these
tainment
of
the
end
*of
-otie+~spiritunl
Work
in length and an eighth in width, all in’
must be the product of his own thinking.
want to be. Indeed I don't believe the sun long and elaborate arguments, with no
students of the word, in pondering some among men.
The whole being must be rows, but unkept enough to 1dok wild.
If he adopt the formulas of the old creeds,
ever shot a gleam of light athwart their |P aper. Now those of us who were acquaintturned to the love and service of God; the
as if these were the revelation itself, instead great truth, have attained to conceptions
Dec.”16. The schools have gone home, the
with students who have become lawdesolate
path. It used to hide away from ed
yers, and with students who have become
of some man’s or somg men’s view of what more perfect than our own. Perhaps some soul must bear the divine image and be re- grove is more quiet, still there is plenty of
me, behind a cloud of my own getting up, ministers, in our college course,” do not
Tae
" has been made known to us, he will thus peculiar experience has enabled them’ to freshed by divine grace.
life. We have been admitted to the native
whenT had these fits come on; but as [ have remember that those who were destined for
separate the old from the new, giving the catch a glimpse of that which others have
Magistrate's house and find his wite intelli:
told
you, I am nearly worn out trying to see the law, had any peculiar facility for extemform® without the latter.
This is one not discovered. This may be the final vergent and anxious to learn to work.
She
of them who
A
Father’s
Letters.
No.
10.
other
people, just as I expect their distort- poraneous speaking. Those as spe skers at
source of dullness in” the pulpit. Religioug dict of history. 'And,indeed,there would be
is a good reader. .This is the nicest zenana
have since become eminent
ed eyes see me.
bar and in halls. of legislation, bave
truth must be made to reach the'mind upon nothing new in such a verdict. History is
My Dear Sox:—Také heed to the doc- house we have ever seem. We stay in Fault-finding ! Just as if God could not the
the ability. The difference begins
acquired
the plane of its present development; then but an imperfect illustration of the law of
trine ‘you preach.
Remember that it is Gurbata one day longer ‘on her account, as
take care of me and every body elsg, with- in the professional course. The candidate
it engages the attention, and excites inter- progress.
she
is
anxious
to
learn
to
make
ler
hus.
sound doctrine which cannot be condemnout any of my interference.
I am ashamed for the legal profession enters the lawAnd, moreover, in working out the grand
est, even though it be rejected.
band a*pairof slippers, and we are anxious
he is to be a
ed,
which
is
to
produce
lasting
good
reof
myself,
and
of
you
too,
that
we have not school, knowing that if
2. Anotherfatt is that of constant change problemsof advancement and perfection in
He
not read.
speak,
must
he
that
she
should
learn
as
muchas
possidle
of
pleader
sults.
“The law of the Lord is perfect,
before this given up fighting and gone to knows, too, that his power and success in
in the direction of Christian effort. In sorhe the Christian life, it is to be expected that converting the soul.” ¢ The testimony of Jesus.
Ny
:
praying with all our hearts that we might his profession will depend greatly on the
periods of the church's history, its great many will make mistakes, There is but the Lord is sure, making
Dec. 17. The last school has been exwise the simple.”
Hence
geta foretaste of peace on earth, such as facility with which he can do this.
work has seemed to be the preservation of one mistake which is fatal, and that consists
It is the doctrine of the gospel that most amined and our work in Gurbata is now
from the first day of his professional
Christ
spoke
of
in
his
sermon
on
the
mount,
in
want
of
love
to
Jesus.
If,
therefore,
it
what had been acquired; at other times its
done. The baboo’s wife has received the
till he takes his place before a jury,
wlen he said,—* Blessed are the peace-ma- ‘studies,
seems necessary to show what we believe to fally reveals His. method of redemption.
attention has been turaed to new conquests.
he is aimingto acquire this. ability. He
You “will, doubtless, be more deeply inter- -canvas for her slippers and instrucfion to
kers; for they shall be called .the €
n watches public speakers in reference to it.
Not that either object has been pursued ex- be the errors of those who have the spirit of ested in some particular topic
than in any finish them by hersélf.- Our last visit = this
of God.”
:
He reads whatever pertains to it. He
Christ,
we
are
to
do
this
in
such
a
manner
clusively, but more prominently.
Now if
S. P. B.
other, but do not make a Lobby of that. afternoon was very,interesting..
practises as opportunity offers, In one
I
want
to
know
the
bliss
of
this
below,
as
to
acknowledge
them
as
brethren..
They
hose particular views of divine truth which
Seek to know what your people most need,
and go to heaven when I die where fault word he is constantly aiming to acquire
are adagted to meet fhe wants of Chris form part of the sacramental host, and are and interest them thoroyizhly in
that one ability, and he does acquire it.
those
docfinders can never hope to go.
Reader, can
marching on to victory. The words of our
Notes with Suggestions.
tiang
pt One of these periods, be transferped
On the contrary the candidate for the
rtrines. In discussing controverted points of
you believe in Jesus and profess to follow ministry enters the theological school with
to the other, the freshness which was once great Captain come to us clear and distipet, doctrine, treat the subject
fairly.
Do not
him, 4nd hope to get to heaven with this the expectation of léarning to make writ
PRAYER TO UNDERSTAND THE SCRIPTURES.
the life and power of the word preached, is above the din and confusion of the way, ‘See misrepresent
the doctrine, und thus make a
ten sermons.
All the training and critisin
in your heart?
thatye
despise
them
not.”
In
difficulties
with
mathematics,
"if
we
entirely lost, and with it, all interest is
fulse issue, to show how easily you can decism of the school have reference to this.
I
could
not,
so,
God
helping
me,
1
am
Let
us,
then,
learn
to
discriminate
becould
have
interviews
with
their
authors,
lost. And the same is true in respect to all
He reads the best specimens ol written
stroy it. To what does it amount to demolwe should prize them, as they could explain going to stop fault-finding at once.
sermons, and studies them as models.
He
the varieties of labor which are either con- tween the true and the false,—between that ish_a ‘manof straw?
their own work.
So as to the Bible.
We |.
improves all opportunities for bearing the
He
M,
La
* servative or progressive,
What is needed which may result in good, and that which
State the erroneous theory, if possible, in
best preachers of written germons. He
to give strength and encouragement to him can be only evil. Without exercising our the language urged by those who defend should go to its Author in prayer. It will
writes sermons and reads them before the
be
a
great
hélp
in
understanding
many
who is engaged in one thing, may not have senses to such discernment, we cannot, as it. Meet their, arguments with candor, and
professor and the class for criticism. In
portions of it. '
Christians, be faithful to our trusg.
To.
one
word, he is constantly aiming to acquire
a similar effect upon another, doing that,
present your views in as clear and logical
the ability to makea written sermon, and |
EXPERIENCE A TEAcuER.
Follow Christ
whichin its-aim or manner, is dissimilar. shrink from manly .opposition to all who manner as you are able to do, and support
in proportion to his talents, he does acquire
The scribe who is well instructed unto the would pervert the gospel of Christ, and thus your position with a.few well chosen and faithfully, and the great things of his king’
:
in.
destroy
the
souls
for
whom
he
died,
is
culpadom,
the
mysteries
of
godliness
and
the
kingdom of heaven, will bring forth from
appropriate texts of scripture. When prac.The difference between the lawyer and the
his treasury that wkich is nveded for the oc- ble cowardice ; to refuse fellowship with one ticable, appeal to the consciousness of your way of saving grace, will be understood.
preacher, then,
in respectto extemporaThe Heavenly ‘Body.
| neous speaking, is not an original, but an
casion, and not what he may chanceto lay in whom the Spirit of God manifestly dwells, hearers in favor of the truth. It is the high- “If any man do his will he shall know of
rr
——
acquired one. Exch has made what he
:
his band upon; or what, because of "habit because he does not see with our eyes and est kind of evidence, and the most conclu- the doctrine.”
I asked Aunt Winifred,in some perplexity, aimed to make—the one & speaker—the
Mhear
with
our
ears,
is
pitiable
conceit—is
UNBELIEF
WORKING
IN.
When Peter Fhe she supposed our bodies would be other a writer. The studentsin any theoor education, he can most easily produce.
sive argument:
for
If this latter course be pursued, the old reve- bigotry and sin. We shall avoid these exike.
logical school in the land have the same
Do not denounce those who hold false was in prison, the church prayed
“It must be nearly all ‘suppose’ " she said ‘natural gifts for unwritten speaking, as
lation, can never be made to live again in tremes if we keep in mind that there is, in doctrine nor hold them up to scorn and con- his deliverance. There seems to be great
the Lord's storehouse of truth, that which
faith
ud union, in prayer. But was there *‘ for we are nowhere definitely told. But have the same number of students in any
the present. Whatever men are inclined to
tempt.
has ever been, and shall ‘ever be,—t hat on
this is certain. They will be as real as Jaw-school. True, every student cannot
not
some
unbelief in the company?
When
do for Jesus, they need an equipment for
Censure, sarcasm and wit are not arguthese.”
make an eloquent speaker.
Many lawyers,
which no-man may attempt to lay a destroythat service.
They well know that there is
ment, and seldom need to be employed in prayer was answered and Peter came to
** But these you can see, you can touch.” respected and useful in their profession,
ing hand and be innocent; while there is
inthe Lord's armory all that they need ; but
“What would be the use of having a never attain to this. Many
preachers
Use * Sound the door where the prayer-meeting was
also an abundance of that which may tothe the defense of the truth.
how-to bring it ougapd convert it into weapFSpeeclr that cannot be condemned, that he held, and those within were informed. that body that you can’t see and touch? A body would fail in the attempt. But are all
end of time, as it is brought forth, seem to
ons for their own use, is what they would
that is of the contrary part, may be asham- Peter was there, they said the person who is a body; not a spirit. Why should you preachers of written sermons eloquent ? Are
mento be new, not having been so well unnot, having seen Roy’s old smile and heard not many of these defective inarrangement,
learn. If the preacher,. with his eyes open
ed, having no evil thing to say of you.” Do told that he had come was insane. Let us be- his own voice, clasp his hind again and weak in logic, feeble in expression, open
derstood before.
to their wants, aid them in this, what he
not seék for new and curious theories of ware of unbelief. * It is offensive to God.
feel his kiss on your happy lips?
to almost every form of criticism? M
POWER or. PRAYER.
It has been said, it
says will be new, though it be only the The Importance
“It is really amusing she continued conviction is that a feeble sermon, feeble
of Conversion. religion. They are seldom found true or moves
the hand that formed the world ;—it -“.to sum up the notions that gond people— mean in though! and style, will be more
timely reiteration of some familiar truth.
profitable. Plant yourself on the immuta—
C—
The aim of the Christian ministry is often ble rock. ¢ Sufficient is the word of God.” moves the hand also, that holds the heart. excellent people—even thinking people— effective if spoken than if read.
3. Another fact is the ever-varying phases
have of the heavenly body. Vague visions
»
of human wickedness. ' Sin is of chameleon represented to be the glory of God in the fos- Draw all your instruction from that perfect It is a mighty agency for good. The earn- of floating about in the clouds, of balaneest,
believing
prayers
of
Christians
avert
hues and of kaleidoscope forms.
No one tering of the Divine life in man where it is source; that pure and living fountain of
ing—with a white robe on, perhaps—in stiff
Pay Your Pastor.
application of the truth of God, is adapted found to exist, and the implanting of that life. Do not attempt to solve mysterious more evil and bring more good than any rows about a throne, like the angels in the
—
to destroy its power. It retreats, but ad- life where itis wanting ; or, in popular terms, questions on which the Bible is silent.
It other agency, nay, than all other agencies old pictures, converging to an apex, or
Pay
your
pastor
what you have promised.
°| ranged in semi-circles like so many marbles.
vances at another point; it leaves the field, the edification and conversion of souls. is ot your busifess to explain what God that men employ religiously.
Murillo has one charming exception, I If it be sufficient for his temporal support,
PrAYER MEETINGS. These'are often at- always take a secret delight in that little his mind will then be free irom worldly
but appears again. Now nothing can be Now conversion, whatever it may be, and has not revealed, *‘ Secret things belong to
more devoid of real interest to the sinner, howsoever brought about in this dispensa- God.” It is not your work to level the mys- tended by only the minority of the church, cherub of his, kicking the clouds, in the cares, and he may give himself up to the
than the fighting over, by the preacher, of tion of free and universal grace under which teries of the gospe] to human comprehen- or at least only # small minority tuke part right-hand upper corner of the Immaculate work of his ministry with a cheerful, conold battles. The changing fortunes of each we live, cannot take a subordinate place sion, but to make your hearers know * What in them. If the majority prayed in them, Conception ; he seems to be having a good tented and happy heart. He will respect
time of it in genuine baby-fashion. The and love you tor your liberality, and laamong the ends and aims of Christian ser- isthe riches of the glory of this mystery what
contest and its final results, are well known.
wonders would. be accomplished! truth is, that the ordinary idea, if sifted bor the more earnestly for your spiritual
But the conflict which is now in his own vice. It is. apparently and avowedly the among the Gentiles; which is Christ ing If all should pray, the victory might be com- accurately, reduces our eternal personality good. He will not be easily drawn away
appointed way of entrance into the king- you the hope of glory.”
soul, and which is yet undecided, is a matto another field—at least he will not be ever
as,
:
What has God plete. Delinquents, will you pray? Your
Isaac Taylor holds that, as far as the seeking a change. Able to educate his
ter of intense interest. Indulging in what dom of heaven ; the exclusive and only way said, should be the leading question with prayers and your help are greatly needed.
“he knows to be wrong, he yet hopes to es- of salvation and eternal life. To turn tothe’ the Christian minister, and should always
THE GREATEST SUBJECT. Man.
is fond of abstract idea of spirit is concerned, it may children, to supply his library with the
just as reasonably be granite as ether.
best books of the day, happy Jin the midst
cape the legitimate consequences of such a Lord, to repent and be converted, to be be a finality. Make your sermons as prac- the great and delights in the wonderful.
Mrs, Charles says a pretty thing about of home comforts, and able to ny wp a
renewed
in
the
spirit
of
our
mind,
to
be
concourse. But he is still constantly disturbed
tical as possible ; i.e.,draw ont BY inference, Mighty rivers, stupendous cataracts, tow- this. She thinks those ‘super-spiritual little for the time when he must
aid
beings,’ and aside, he has nothing to do but to study and
by the feeling that he is risking everything ‘verted and become as little children, is the reflection, improvement or suggestion some ering mountains, vast continents, broad angels’ very ‘unsatisfactory,
in his struggle with eternal right and the only method by which we see and enter the practical thought, some duty or motive, that oceans, and the sun, planets, comets, and that ¢ the heart returns with loving obsti- labor for your good and the Muster’s
lory...
There is shall impress your hearers :with.a sense of stars are contemplated with interest. But the nacy tothe young men in long white garJaw of God. Let, then, the word of God, spiritual kingdom of our Lord.
Tt the salary be inadequate, itis all you
ments, who sat waiting in the sepulcher.’
no matter if spoken thousands of years ago, no other way known to us or open to us. obligation to God for his goodness to them,’ ‘greatest subject we know of in the universe
all you are able to
Here again-I cling
to my conjecture promised, and perhaps
be brought to bear upon the very sin in- It is not by natural descent, itis not by in- and lead them to look to Christ for salva- of God, is the plan of saving grace through about the word ‘angel’; for then we should give. He knew it when he accepted your
dulged in, and it will be listened to, some- tellectual culture, it is not by moral excel- tion.
R. N.
the mediation of ‘Jesus Christ. “The an- learn emphatically something about our call. If he ® a man of earnest devotion.
to the work, willing to make sacrifices of
what as if it had never been known before. lence ;it is By faith and repentance and the
gels desire to look into it;” the hosts above future selves.
‘ As the angels in heaven,’ or ‘equal unto personal comfort for the sake of preaching
Here is the old in the new; and the old has new spirit of life that we become fellowsang
‘‘
Glory
to
God
in
the
highest”
when
it
the angels,” we are told in another place,— Christ, he may reduce his expense to his inMission Work.
power only because it isin thenew.
There citizens with the saints and of the household
was revealed. We may believe that all that may mean simply what it says. At come, and still be happy and useful. You
JOURNAL OF EVERY DAY THINGS.
is no want ‘of freshness in preaching’ which of God. No one is or can be a member of
heaven rejoiced with wonder and astonish- least, if we are to resemble them in the ought to appreciate his labor of love, and
the church of the Lord Jesus until” he has
deals in this manner with present sin.
ment at such a plan and such love. Let particular respect of which the words were pay him by all means, to the day and the
Dec. 11., 1868. In a mud veranda by the none despise or neglect the way of being ‘spoken,—and that one of the most impor- dollar! You may be too poor to give him
From this view of what should be con- passed unto the life which is of God through
tant which could well be selected,—it is not more, but you cannot afford to be dishonest,
road-side on the way to Gurbata to examine saved.
tained in sermons, we may derive two les- his Son. . For the kingdom of grace ‘which
unreasonable to infer
that
all resemble especially toward one who is sucrificing" so
the
Santal
schools.
This
is’
the
day
we
our
Lord
himself
founded
is
not
a
trivial
or
:
:
rrection,’ by much for your spiritual good.
Sona,
: ==.
ae
fo
CoMMUNION WITH GOD. To-day tele- them in others. ‘Int
But what
is the pastor to’ do, whose
The first pertains to our duly. There are a national organization like the Abrahamic have been longing for, for nine months. | graphic wires are being put up on the Con- the way, means, in that connection and in
those, called teachers of religion, who in or Jewish community; it is the general Sister Smith, M., and I started early this cord and Portsmouth Railroad, passing close many others, simply future state of exis- salary is paid only in part, or in uncertain
, coming in long after the quartence, without any reference to the time at
their eagerness to present what is new, re- body of believers, a society, or the societies morning, and heffe we stop for dinner which
by our residence. Messages can be sent over which the great bodily change is to come.
come due? What is he todo?
of
redeemed
and
regenerate
souls.
There
relishes
remarkably.
Bro.
S$.
and
Mr,
B.
ject everything which bears the stamp of
fuch
wires
thousands
of miles in a
‘ But this is a digression,’ as the novelists How is Le to sustain his character for comage. Instead of attempting to inculcate a is no entrance into that kingdom by natural have gone on to Gurbata to get the tents viry few minutes.
¢ The swift-winged ar- say. Iwas going to say, that it bewilders mon hone 3! Your promises will not pay
e butcher's, the grocer’s, or the
knowledge of the old and unchangeable. birth ; there id no entrance into it by human pitched. Mr, Martin and family &re to join row of light,” as Cowper calls it, flies me to conjecture where students of the his bills
Bible have discovered the usual foggy non- | bookseller's. How can he love you as dear
The return of laborers to
through that which in present life and ex- and social education ; it is onlyby spiritual us to-morrow.
much faster, being but eight minutes in sense about the corporeity of heaven.
| children in Christ, or pray for you, or labor
perienceis new, they say that the old is birth through the teaching and power of the whitened fields is indeed cheering. 'We coming frogn the sun to the earth, ComIfthere is anything laid down in plain in the study, the pulpit, or from house to
God.
‘That
which
is
born
of
the
flesh
is
have
had
so
much
joy
within
a
few
days
worn out and of no use. They deny the
munion with’ God is quicker than either. statement, devoid of metaphor or parable, house, as he should? Is ita matter of surgreat facts of the gospel. Jesus is brought flesh ; and that which is born of the spirit is that we ought to be ready for something We ask his blessing, salvation and grace; simple and unequivocal, it is the definite prise that he- should preach dull sermons,
contradiction of all that. Paul in his pref- and seldom call to spend a pleasant hour
"down from his divine throne, and placed on spirit.” * Weare born,” if we are subjects bitter. The boxes from our own dear G. and and while our words are being spoken, He ace
to that sublime apostrophe to death, at your homes? Is it tobe wondered at, ‘if
one formed by human hands, if, indeed, he of this kingdom, ** not of .blood, nor of the Sister D. made mo forget that I was an old comes with the needed good. He encourrepeats and reiterates, lest we should make he should become dissatisfied with you,
will
of
the
flesh,
nor
of
the
will
of
man,
but
woman;
and
every
new
thing
taken
out
be allowed to sit ona throne at all. The
in his meaning.
:
ind you with him, his’ ministrations unAnd by the spiritual birth is was an occasion for a new delight. Even ages us thus to seek, promising that while a mistake
‘There are célestial bodies.’ ¢ It is raised | profile to you, his temper soured, and
inspired word is affirmed to have been pro- of God.”
yet seeking he will hear.
‘
F.
the
wrappers
were
precious
and
carefully
meant
neither
more
nor
less
than
what
is
duced in the same manner as the writings
a spiritual body.’ ‘There is a spiritual
is character and influence as a minister of
body.’ ‘Itis raised inglory.’ *It is raised the gospel ruined? -No congregation can
- of Confucius
and Zoroaster. The sacra- meant by conversion itself, The impor- preserved,—all these things have made us
PRECIOUS beyond rubies is the idealism in power.’ Moses, too, when he came to afford: to “let their pastor's salary remain
a5
= + mentsare set aside if not trgatad with con- tance of conversion cannot. therefore be a little too happy to last long.
Dee. 12. Last night, as we were jog: which can invest with celestial dignity the the transfigured mount in glory, had as unpaid. They can better afford to borrow
overstated. Nothing can possibly take its
earthly avocasion, and which, even when
per cent., than fail to
real a body as when he went into the lonely the money at fifty
those who place or rival it in abiding interest and ging on in the dark, all at once every thing ‘the
are e
On the other hand, ther
hands are engaged in downright drudg- mount to die.”
5%:
meet their just obligations to him, and bear 4
“But they wilNpé different from these ?” the consequences which inevitably follow
soard all that is new in form and applica- practical issues and results. CORForsion,as came to a dend’halt, and the bullocks’ heads ery, can fill the wind with noble thoughts,
*“The glory of the terrestridl is one, the to both pastor and people. Pay your pastor
tion. , They persist in presenting what they the determination of the course away from were turned round. No one would answer and carry you through the daily task as a son
; "would call the old alone. So, instead of at- ‘the false to the true end of life, away from the question, “ What is the matter?” until or daughter of the king.— Pearl of Parables. glory of the celestial, another. Take away | what you have promised.
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A men who have resided as many

Door.

the

: At

On the whole, it appears

Gi

ebue, both the missionaries,

’
;
*

'
—And vee thes
_.
On His meek, dew-wet head.
Each eve faint glimpses through the dark

OFguspel

To hear Him 1ift the latch.

ew

we

perigct ion.

has effected.
member,

shine,

I bow my head. I veil my face
Before the light divine.
Oft. when rome sin with fiery track

My weak heart overpowers,
And Doubt, her wings folds, chill and black,
Over Faith's budding flowers,
And deeps
of grief roll over me,
While love and hope seem dead,
The door I open fearfully,

=“.

I see the same meek form

Sadly and Iutely wait,

My dark and narrow door!

Under Thy wings myself I hide
‘Weary, and sick, and poor;

heart, tho’ stfned and marred

Unto my

its truest rest,

dwolilsg is unbarred

Heavenly Guest.

S. Tanner.

—Emily

:

—

and

the

+{ and they

to

complete

my

illustration,

and

they

sigh

over

them,

—

and

of him

couple eslled upon him one day and desired |

{0 be manird, but said they were poor and
could give bim nothing. He told them that
it was of no consequence, and married them.
Some time afterwards, the man called and
brought two young locust trees and gave

conducting

an

I begged

to do so; and it was in this way :

‘will do somewhat;

PATENT

learned,

exhibition.

it to behhfor our
something which he believes
p

interest to hear.” Such willbe the feelingiol

Street Crossings,
and Newmmlg - Side Wa
Dr. Kennedy's Rheumatic:
Shop
Floors,
Carriage Ways,
.
ent,
Dissolv
=
Warehouse Floors, Gutters,
R* ADER,you may considér this a sort of a spread
eagle heading, but I mean every word ofit. J
:
Coal Sheds, &ec.
When your system is racked with
ve been there.

1

a

Jqorn

Wh

comes a mass

flashing
ground
sight is
be- ' Let the

He satin his pulpit one Sunday. when an
eccentric minister, whom he knew well,

of

cavalry,

with

the

sun

on their swords, and the very
shaking beneath their tread. The
terrific. The moment is eritical.
line of the square waver, let it break,

multiplied to such an extent that-before. his

this is not a very encouraging field, but it i+

now turns on each man keeping his post; table, and there the appetite was formed.
standing to it like a tree rooted to the soil. sBeware of the first glass!
li -

a very important fi-1d, and he may as well

death he sold trees to the amount of £100.
Tn a collection of ministerial anecdotes, 1
find the following :
At the first sctilement of one of the NewEngland towns, the inhabitants, with their
characteristic piety, erected a house of worship, und procured the services of an emiWithout a fixed salary, he
nent minister.
was partially dependent upon gratuity for
support.
For the more effectual supply of his wants,
as well as to’ testity their attachment and re. spect, the members of his flock appointed a
day for a general contribution. Oa that

be here as as any ond else;

group;

cordiul salutations were

Aad i3 it not quire as true of a thousand

other fields, where the laborers
ir easier

joy sparkled in every eye.
Aniong the last to arrive;

aciing, the

to

some

token

alas! nothing

the

up each a small

hensrts and kind wishes.
After much perplexity,
woods,

dug

household

are you, that
anxiety

It

may

be

you

shall

and care?

How

but

be

Who

spared fatigue,

are

you,

that, un-

to Jesus must

not

only

elm-tree,

-and came with their humble off: xings.

Silently and- unobserved, they planted
them in front of the pastor's dwelling.

no backward
ings.

Not venturing to mingle among thé wealth-

fer givers, their wo: k accomplished, they returned to their homes.
Two hundred years have rolled over the
events of that day. The shepherd and his

longings

So with you;

or backward

if you

be

look-

would he saved,

look not behind! Old habits aud old indulgences, and old companions will deaw
you.
If they do not stop you entirely, they
will divide your mind.
You will be distracted

between

going

on

to

Jesus

and

; givers and their gifts forgotten.
* away

Nay,

falling back into impenitence.
Your good
purpose will be we ikened ; your- sinful habits will be strengthened. Half a heart pev-

designating the site of the parsonage,

stands

er carried a man to Jesus.
It must be all
ornone.
Christ will only accept the whole

gave,

they

he that received,

and

are

that

They

passed

have

Near by, and

not all forgotten.

an aged elm. Until within a few years,
there were two of them, Interlocking their
gisnt branches, they had long battled with
the tempest and drank together of the
morning

dews;

for their shadows

reached

back’ through two centuries. Others bave
long been’ planted beside thens; and long
and densely shaded streets, like arched passages,

have

given character, beauty, and

name to the City of Elms.

.

Of these two trees, thus planted, one

a

has

fallen a victim to time; the other y et stands
in bale old age, rich in its memories and as-

gocistions—not the laast ot which is, that it
was the poor man's gift.—Irenoxus in the

Observer.

Darwin

on

Missions.

The following testimony, in regard to the
character of the South Sea Islands’ missionaries, and the fruit of their labors, will

not

be regarded as coming from a source
prejudiced in favor of Evangelical Christianity. I:isfrom a volume hy the author of
“Origin of Species,” and

occurs

in a vol-

ume entitled ** Journal of Researches .into
the Natural History and Geology of the
Countries visited during the voyage of H.
M. S. Beagle round the World, under the
command of Captain Fitz Roy.” Speaking
of Tahiti, Mr. Darwin writes : —

Thus seated, it was a sublime spec'acle to
watch the shades of night gridually obscurBefore
ing the last and highest pinoaocles.
we laid down to sleep the elder Tahitian
fell on his knees, and with closed eyes rePosted a long prayer in his native tongue.
Ie prayed as a Chis'ian should do, with fitting reverence, and without fear of ridicule,

or any ostentation of piety. At our meals
neither of the men would taste food without
ga)ing beforehand a short grace. Those
travelers who think that a Tahitian prays
only when the eyes of the missionary are
fixed on him, should have slept with us that

night on the mountain side. * * *
Que of my impressions, which I took from
the last two authorities. was decidedly iocorrect ; viz., that the Tahitians had become
a gloomy race, and lived in fear of the mis; sionaries. Of the latter feeling I saw no

trace, unless, indeed, fear and respect be
would be difficule in Europe to pie
faces,

halt’ 60 many

The

it.

secure

:
Remember,

too, Lot's wife,

She

was on

the road to safety
; yet she. perished!

lost.

Ste was really desirous to be

saved;

once more,
Scream no

more

at

the

warns you hy me, whom
Gd now
goul.
Speak a3 earnestly
he has set over vou.
Speak with
as you can, but donot scream.
all your heart, but with a moderate voice

It was said of our Lord : ‘He shall not cry.’

The word

properly

means:

‘ He

shall

not

scream.’ Herein be a follower of me, ‘as I
am of Christ. I often speak loud, often ve-

hemently;

but'I fever

scream, I. never

why

“that good man,

as wrong and

of keeping the Sabbath i8 looked at in a
similar light. On these points I will not
pretend to offer any opinion in opposition to

he

suffer

earnest

intense,

the

and

Perishing.

“io the

instant

Another

street.

Curiosity impelled him vo

if he knew whom

he had rescued.

abideth

forth

have the

alone;

much

but

fruit.”

if

it

die,

often finds re-

Or

Mrs. E.D. Cheney says: That negroes
have a remarkaole sensibility to beauty ard
a capacity for artistic expre-sion, is charac-

of the

human

IT IS A PUBELY.

were

in such

grievous

Family Bible

darkness

before

own lives..
|
O John! pray for an advisable and
tractable temper? By nature, you are
very far from it. You are stubborn and

—

its worth

Reading.

and

power

who

never

triend, or labored to make a friend

y

letter upon Bible reading in families, says:
A gentleman told me that he was in busi
ness und ndt then a religions

‘but he

man;

occasionally visited the home of a religious
man. Oae morning’ he was at family wor-

o for the

°

dav when

our

Christian

men, will keep

it near

>

P

of the
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Mineral Paint Co.
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Grafton

are now manufacturing

the

Best; Cheapest and most durable Paint in use; two
coats well
put on, mixed with
pure Linseed Oil, will

last Worl

yore)

it is of a light brown or beautiful

chocolate color, and can be changed to green, lead,
stone, drab, olive or cream, to suit the taste of the
consumer.
It is valuable for Houses, Barns, Fences,

Carriage and Car makers,

Pails and

Wooden-ware

Agricultural Implements, Canal Boats, Ves-els an
Ships’ Bottoms, Canvas, Metal and Shingle Roofs, (it
being Fire and Water proof,) Floor Oil Cloths, (one
Manufacturer having used 5,000 bbls. the past year,)
and as a paint for any purpose is unsurpassed for

body, durability, el xsticity, and adhesiveness.
Price
86 per bbl. of 300 Ibs., which will supply a farmer for

best

ears to

come.

Warranted

in all

cases as above.—

end for Circular which gives full particulars.

None

enuine unless branded in a trade mark, Grafton
fineral Paint?
Per-ons can order the Paint and. remit the money on receipt of the goods.
Address
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BIDWELL, 254 Pear] St., New York.
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the best remedy in the world for the Catarrh, and as
such earnestly recommend it to all.
:
ISAAC H. LAMBERT.
This testimonial is a samplé of what we daily
receive. We warrant it to giveimmediate and permanentreliefas can be attested by thousands who
have used it. Sold by all Druggists, Price $1258
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makes a like charge against the latter,
whenever he prays tor the efficient agency
of the Holy Spirit. But despite all this
logical acumen, are not both right in prac.
tice ? The sovereignty of grace,asinvoked
not incompatible with
by the Arminiffi®R
human free agency, aud therefore he calls
upon God for saving power. The freedom
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already

souls

would have been crushed under the iron
hoofs which were almost upon her. At
great peril to himself, he rushed forward
and seizing the little one, bore her in safety

bastes to save the perishing,

change
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the progress of the civilized world, and
compare it with the *¢ original investment.”

A physician was once returning to his
home, when he saw a little child in great
peril
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One pound equal to four pounds in the usual state.

Tue increase of a dollar at compound
interest, in less than two hundred and
forty years, amounts to more than two
millions and a hatf of dollars. The question is, Will not money invested in planting
the truth of God increase quite as fast and
as largely as it does under the laws of
trade. 1fany one doubts the answer, let
him compute, if he ‘éan, what the Gospel
has done for the peace, the wealth, and

mercy for the sleeping world at his feer,
and for the unborn world that he saw with
divine vision.

Save

i
Christian

Cutler,

dozen, 15,36

do

uneven roads; but with a cheerful spirit,
we may walk thereon with comfort, and
come to the end of our journey in peace. _,
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prayer,
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di~position.

in all his
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do,
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For his chosen he sent upward the
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Tiggeisenoagh in the world to complain

flock.so our Shepherd, in those nights of
watchfialness and prayer, knew and looked
us,*for

is—
8,26

Sale.

‘Desiccated

is often a greater

book

not theless.

made intercession for all coming genera
tions.
What vast trains of the children of
men mu-<t have swept in review before the
Saviour's eye ! And asthe shepherd knows

upon

SUCCESSFUL

of the world as battles

§

and recognizes each little Jamb

Sozemle, bed

quire of the

There |
event than a successful campaign.
are noiseless events in the history of the
human mind that do not scar the forehead
20

We know not what we owe those nights
of prayer.
The world’s Redeemer there

I advised you once, and you took
affront; nevertheless, I will do iu

of love.
it as- an

Thomad WMesh, yea, and John Manners too,

and

—

A Good

yet she *¢ looked behind her,” and perished !
Calvinists exhortation is quite consistant
Her fate is all the more sad and sickening be- teristic of this race [ have always believed. with that almighty grace which must be
cause she perished in full view of the mount You find traces of it in all their houses, in given ** that we may have a good will, and
of refuge, and on the straight road to it. the culture of flowers, in the pictures and to work with us when we have that good
She was almost there.
“ornaments, in the courtesy of their deport- will.” Then let the Arminian still’ pray
This is the fate of millions.
They are ment and in their enjoyment of music. his Calvinistic . prayers. and the Calvinist
awakened, but not saved.
Every revival Bat the want of order and discipline is very still ply his Arminan exhortations, so that
leaves behind it scores who are awakened, conspicuous among them. They are more Christ may be glorified and souls saved.
and yet not saved. I have often wished cleanly than one would-expect, more so, I
A PARAGRAPH in some of the papers states
that 1 could ring these four solemn, thrill think, than any other class equally poor in
ing word+, as an aluirm-bell through every our country. But the confusion in their that ¢*two brothers in New Britain owning
In church property together, proposed to make a dicongregation.
Uader faithful sermons, in assemblies is very unpleasant.
days past, you, my reader, were probably they are constantly coming and going, and vision of the same. Each made a proposition to the other, and on comparing notes
This,
awakened to serious reflection.
You walkthere is little sense of decorum.
ed home from the house of God thoughtful. however, is improving. Their religious they were $700 apart—that is, each desired
That to give his brother so much more than he
You wept perhaps in secret, and prayed for condition is a point of great interest.
was willing to take.” = We might perhaps asSaperina
ia
mercy. . Yet you were not converted.
You
they have a childlike trust
Britain as of any
did not *¢ cut the taproot” of cherished in;
tending Goodness which will never fail soon believe that of New editor
of the New
It beams in their other place, but alas! the
you did not flee to Christ; you did not sub- thema is undeniable.
mit to him. If vou were to die to-night, the faces, speaks in prayer and song, and has Britain Record & clares that he isunable to
oes believe it. Dimelancholy eritwph on your monument sustained them through their bitter trials. find a man there
would he: Awak ined, but not saved.—Rev. Joined to this i+ a most forgiving, unre- ‘ogenes is needed with his lantern.
T. L. Cuylerin Independent.
vengeful spirit. You often hear them speak
NEVER forsake a friend. When enemies
most compassionately of their former mas- gather around, when sickness falls on the
ters. It is easy to call thisinsensibility and heart when the world is dark and cheerless.
John. Wesley on Screaming.
want of spirif, but that is a very noble is the time to try true friendships. They who
sensibility and a kind of poorness of spirit turn from the scene ot distress betray their
the father of Methodism, dep- much like that commended in the beatitudes hypocrisy, and prove that interest-only
John Wesley,
which feeds and clothes the master and | moves them. If you have a friend who.
recated all strainmy of the voicein preaching. He wrote to the Rev. Joun King the mistress who had taken their unpaid labor loves you, who has studied your interest and
following characteristic tetter, so often quo- for go muny years: But they séem to-hive happiness, be sure to sustain him in adversi
the sentiment without the principle of re- ty. Let hiv feel that bis former kindness i=
ted, dated July 28th, 1775:
“ My Dear Brother: Always take advice ligion. They need to be calmed and appreciated, and that his love was not
strengthenedin manly truth and virtue.
or reproot ns a favor; it is the surest mark
thrown away. Real fidéliry may be rare,

happy

merry

A

For
2000°4%

are written they are things.

in

She

was alinost to Zar, yet she had left her
heart in Sudom; and she looked longingly
toward the dear old home of her sin and
shamp. She knew her danger; yet she was

out o LC

prohibition of the flute and

dancing isinveighed agaiost

will never

Instead of strain myself; [ dare not. Iknow it would
ainst God and) my own soul,
for ling mdi he a &

confounded undér one name.
discontent being a common
a crowd

heart; and if your whole h¢art is not in the
search for salvation, you

unmovable.”

like a billow shattered

A

2

——
WHEN
YOU are angry, don't write.
Words when spoken are air, but when they

All Night in Prayer.
:

oo
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flock are sleeping side by side.

his

against a rock.—Dr. Guthrie.

voice

prompt, it must be deci~ive and determined.
* Look not behind th=e !” said the angels to
Lot. For they knew that the fascinations of
the gay and guilty town would flash their
attractions on the eye and the heart of Lot
and his household. Therefore there must be

into

they went

Your escape

of

steadfast,

discomtiture,

atone.

to Escape.
— Ei —

but houest
:

bloody

true

care wearisome;

of

saddle, and rolls back that proud

like the S .n of Man, you shall not minister,
;
but be ministered 10?

grati-

of their attachment and

tude, they had,

they are.

* Be

faces

ere he gives the signal which, followed by
a loud crash of mu=ketry, empties many a

two

Anxious to be the bearers

give.

calling out,

then it may as well be you as any one else
who shall wrestle with these difficulties and
bear these burdens. For, indeed, who are
you, that you shall demand freedom from
the strife and toils of religious life? Who

neighbors who resided in a remote part of
the parish; and whom want and privation,
incident to a new setilement, had left nothing

are chafing

his eye along the grim

that the puish isa difficult field, the Sau
day school burdensome, the journal ex-

and

were

where

cut

Reed &

9
2,28
,16
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Wwe were students together,

At this terrible moment, just betore the
shock, I can fancy their leader, as he runs

and thinking that somewhere else they
would find it easier, and some one else find

in-

love attuned every heart,

for

might as well be there as any one else.

baps, anxious to exhibt their superior
wealth. Be this as it may. they formed a

happy

him

his office.” Odd as the remark appeared,
the goud pastor pondered over it, and felt
that it was not far out of the way: he

of their minday they came to the residence
ister, some in carriages and some on foot,
bringing with them their various gifts, all
zealous to testify their love, and some, per-

terchiinged,

furnish

and

down the men, crushing the life out of brave
hearts beneath their horses’ feet. The issue
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and pleaded fervently for the pastor and bis
people, among other things saying; ‘Lmd,

He planted them, and they

in that region.

rush in at the gap to ride down
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Wholesale Agents, George

did he sneer at my teetotalism; when Lurged him to sign the pledge, he laughed and
scouted at the bare suggestion of danger.
Poor Fred! his fither had the glass on the
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« Drunkards shall not enter the kingdom of
heaven.” Wh na boy, our poor friend was
as happy and bright as any of you. More

came in unexpectedly, and took a seat
side him.
“1 am full of trouble,” said he
“and, if you wish it, I had rather preach
for you than not.” He engaged in prayer

the
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gpirit-breaking, and mind-weakening, of all

solicitation of a young lady to whom he had
been introduced.
:
I next saw him, when he supposed he
was unseen, taking a glass to satisfy the
slight desire by his sordid indulgence, and
:
thought there was no danger.
saw him, late in the

H.

'

)

ALGIA,

just got through with,)

that I have

{hat ED

first saw him in a social party; he took
the earnest
single glass of wino, at

I next

f

t

ave i)

madness:
have the
"Whenof you
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wasp, circulating the most venomous and hot poison
around your heart, and driving you to the very

History.

Man’s
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If in bed, or
and suffer, in the
wishing ltwas night, and ‘at night wishing

ic was morning:

:

PATENTED

;

RHEUMATIC
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pain, and you cannot even turn
in a chair you must eit
#

man.

Young

THE BEST PAVEMENT FOR

the | when every nerve in your being is like the sting of a

the people, as they look into the face of

A
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"BLESSING

thing to say—something he must say—and

earnest

SNOW & DAVIS

GREATEST

he believes

man has some-

** This

| Ddbertisements.

Robes-

of

the street unable to walk home. I assisted
him thither, and we parted.
I next saw him reeling out of a low grogSteadfast, Unmovable.
gery ; and a confused stare was on his coun—
W—
tenance, and words of blasphemy were on
‘Be steadfast, unmovable !" are such words
his tongue, and’ shame was gone.
as we can fancy addressed to men formed
I saw him once more. He was cold and
into square to receive cavalry—the front motionless, and was carried by his friends
koeeling to present a hedge of steel, and to his last resting place. In the small prothe next erect, with knit brows, and heads
cession that followed every head was cast
bent to the barrel of the musket along down.
His father's grey hairs were going
which their eye glares with deadly aim. to the grave with sorrow ; his mother wept
Hurled on by the tempest, the wave comes that she had ever given birth to such a
swelling, foaming, roaring againstthe rock ; child.
and so, launched against this serried square,
I returned home musing on his future

wish. they

how I was cured of that feeling.”

My great-grandfather was a pastor-in
Huntington, Long Island, N. Y. A young

were

had

Mirabean

tento an earnest man.

It is always sid to see this, saddest of all in
the pulpit.

‘tould” change them. I am not free from
this spirit myself, and one day, intimating
as much to a noble friend, since gone to his
rest, he said to me: ‘John, I must tell you

to Ministers.

Fees

sacrifices,

this,

the pulpit manner, tov; and I mean by that
everything 4 man putson for effect compared
with what springs spontaneously out of his
nature. Dr. Wadsworth, of Philadelphia,
was one of the most awkward and ungainly
men in the pulpit I ever saw. Every

A pity it is that so many of us are in the
condition fo make personal application of
the following remarks of a writer in the
Observer:
22d
In a vast number of minds there is a feeling of disquietude. Things are notas they
would have them. Just where they are, the
burdens are heavy and the rewards light,

O saintly Watcher close beside

Doth find

add to

Why not You?

from my gate.
eyes is dim
every grief;
each hot breath of sin—

Forgives our unbelief.

‘When all ny

and we

sermons. * One subtle element of unreality
in the pulpit is the pulpit tone, and I will

was an elaborate lesson they

Nor hight, nor durk, nor calm, nor storm,

In Thee my

They are all speaking a piece;

power of an idolatrous
priesthood—a system of profligacy unparalleled in any otber
part of the world—infanticide, a conse- “¢ action,” as we call it,went in the face of
quence of that system of bloody wars, the whole school of elocutionists, and was
where the conquerors spared neither women as unexpected as it was extraordinary : but
nor children—that these have been abolish- the preacher was aman of amighty power;
ed; and that dishonesty, intemperance and he caught you first by that, and then
licentiousness have been greatly reduced by by-and-by you saw that every movement he
3
the introduction of Christianity. In a voyag- made had a delicate kinship to the moveer to forget these things is base ingratitude; ment of his soul, and then you cared no
for should hé chance to be at the point of more for the contortions. But'I have often
shipwreck on some unknown, coast, he will |: seen men whose movements were governed
most devoutly pray that the lessons. of the by the elocutionists with most exquisite
grace, that I could not bear to look at. It
missionary may have extended thus: far.

I see such eyes of radiant grace

Can drive Him
The glory of His
With tears for
He pleads down

of them ;

THE

Bi

man,” said

every word he says.”
Such is the power of mere natural faith—
of positive convictions, of downright belief
with reference to a political creed, to the
—society:
of
rightsof 1
What if the faith be faithin the living God?
What then? Shall it not do something?
Shall it not remove mountains?
He who profoundly believes the great verities: of the gospel, as Paul, did will be intensely in earnest, and men will stop to Jis-

expect
the mis- dll speak a piece that go sing-song through

They

human

pierre,

Rev. Robert Collyer does not think much

They forget or will not re-

that

«This

Elocutionists in the Pulpit.

system,

sionary, instead of credit for that which he

with!within,
Rien
glory
y, gleams
etar
then
oor such
And
The sun looks dark beside!

[}

The Power of Faith.

|

—

es to effect that which the Apostles
themselves failedto do. Inasmuch as the
condition of the people falls stort of this
high standard, blame is attached to the mis-

Sometimes, T, timid, bid Him in,

But no.

J. WESLEY.

sional

Of His shining form I catch;
And oft at midnight wake, and hark

Thinking my Watcher fled.

the

who

their

Mabetismonts,

wrong spirit.
If you cannot take, fects man’s interests here and hereafter.
in a ve
advice from others, surely you might take
it from your affectionate brother,
r

and the effects produced by it. Such reasoners never compare the present state with
that of the Island only twenty years ago;
nor even with that of Europe
at this day;
but they compare it with the high standard

Each morn I ope my narrow door,
And hear His patient tread, @ *

_ Through my low doarway

that

Your last-letter was Written tham for its practical wisdom in all that af- |”

headstrong.

I

.

attack, even more acrimoniously than Kotz-

Pe

&

to me

mary

summer's heats, and Win{er’s snows,

He stops and waiteth there.
—.
: ;

as

:

morality ahd religionof the inhabitants are

Outside my closed and noiseless door,
A watcher standeth evermore |
In still and saintly guise,—
Standeth, with calm uplifted brows
And hands outspread in prayer;
Through

years

‘was days on the Island.
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A Good Prayer-Meeting.

| meeting are essential to its success.

5JualorBil
Editor,

. . . .

church.

There are several conditions indispensa-

=

43

ak
makes

ible
Sensinic

o

of the

divine
vine

p

He

was

a bitter,

zealous, and

we -=Mr. Sprague,

might say, conscientious persecutor of the
But when he was

himself a sinner,

ble to a good prayer-meeting.
Concentration of mind on God and the object of the

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 7, 1869. *
Dar.
SHORES
BREWSTER,
J.M.

point.

he

was

brought to see

wisest ways,

led

in a very

to inquire

of R.I,,

ing himself conspicuous

is just

now mak-

in other than

the

He has heretofore maintained,

commendable

degree, the

grace

and he was sent

of silence, and spoken with a very becom:

This to Ananias who gave him instructions; he
was established in the right and faithfully

two ‘a severe talking-fit appears to have

gy

which way he should go;

’

pursued it to the end. With multitudes of
others who are in the kingdom of God there

ing brevity.
come

upon

But during
him.

the past week

"His first speech

or

was some-

bringing us into communion with God and
_begtting in-us-a-lively-faith-in-his-promises;| are associations of the highest interest which |
—Ad-sommynicEtons
designed for publication should | ‘and at the same time imposing a burden on gather around the spot of their espousals as sentences; and, besides, it was discriminatbe addressed tothe Editor, and all letters on business
ad
the spirits which will lead us to a yearning the turning point of their lives.
ing and just enough to be somewhat forciremittancesof money, &c., should be addressed to for deliverance—an earnest seeking that we
- While those who are pursuing the right ble. Though he did not forget himself, yet
the Agent.
te
.
' | may- find the blessing which God stands course look back with joy, those: who are he did seem to be really thinking of ‘and .in.ready to confer upon us and upon others in pursuing the wrong often revert “with sad- terested -in the country; and though his
answer to prayer. Such a meeting should ness to the first false steps to which so many philosophy, - his statesmanship and his ora“Free Religion” Maturing.
fy

be pre-eminetly

vm

free and social,

Dover has had two rather marked 'visita- is, it-will fail to be a good meeting.

unless

it

There

should be the largest liberty and the least
Hearts should
acter, aswell as in breadth and depth of possible embarrassment.
‘impression. One isa general revival of relig- come into as close approximation with God
ious interest in connection with the labors of and each other as they are susceptible, and
H. F. Durant, Esq., the. other is a hostile all with equal privilege try to do somecritique upon the revival by Mr. F. E. Ab thing to contribute to the interest and éffibot, who recently cast from him, during a ciency of the meeting. The nearer the appulpit discourse, the names Unitarian and proach to an agonized spirit the, better.
* Christian, and who assumed in their stead Christ agonized for us in the garden and he
that of Theist. This last-mentioned step was would have us agonize for the Spirit and for
a very proper one. Having rejected Chiist the salvation of souls. .
The prayer-meeting should have a leader
as an authoritative and trastworthy teacher,
honor required an avowal of his distrust and and that not always the minister. The deadefiance. If he had only faith enough to be cons should lead in turn, or some persons se2a Theist, it would have been hypocrisy to lected for that purpose who will prepare
* pretend to be a Christian. The wonder is themselves for the work, and begin and

tions of lute.

They differ materially in char-

that he should claign progress

in thus going

back from positive Christian theology to the
mere germinal principle common to all systems of religion. It seems to us a species
of progress like that of rejecting Paradise
Lost and Hamlet, and taking the simple alphabet instead ; or like seeking the best result of mathematics in discarding conic sec- tions and the differential calculus for the sake
of affirming the simple axiomsin Geometry.
But it is not Mr. Abbot's theory of religion
that just now calls for notice, so much as his
diatribe against revivals and the whole evangelical system, which he first uttered on a
Sunday evening in the City Hall and then
printed in the Dover Gazefte.
And this utterance is important, not so much in view of
what itself contains, as because it indicates
the drift and the momentum ofthe ¢‘radical”

theology.
We donot

purposea

full

presentation of

the substance or a review of the spirit and
style of the discourse. It has too much
length and too little method, too many assertions and too few arguments, to call for
such dealing. And one can easily put a
fallacy ora charge intoa sentence which a
column would hardly suffice to expose or

disprove.

Very moderate

ability

and very

ordinary virtues are quite competent to ban-

dy epithets and fling sarcasms.

The fierc-

est accusers are not generally the moral paragons, and genuine saintship isnot usually
measured by the yield of caustic criticism.

We only say, in justice to our convictions,
a word
or two

of the

performance.

cerning the author of the

Con-

critique, himself,

we simply express our surprise

and

regret

that the dignity, the scholarly tastes, the
love of fairplay, the disposition to employ
thoughtful speech and discard the special
pleading and clap-trap of the mere advocate,

which we have been wont to look for in his
discussion of high themes, should be so sad-

ly wanting in this late

effort.

The dis-

course seems to us to exaggerate the faults
and errors that may. have appeared during
the revival; it misstates,—not to say caricatures,—the

evangelical

faith;

it

accuses

Christians of selfish motives and low aims in
their efforts for the

conversion

ot

men;

declares that the world has more true

it

spirs

itnal life than the church, and so must save

the church from deathby an infusion of its
own spirit; it quotes the Bible just onge,
and then to give it a flat contradiction; it
charges Christians with spiritual pride
in thinking themselves converted as others
are not, and then boasts of the superior character burhie bythe “‘radical;" it declares that
the ideal of the spiritual life in every man is
wholly sufficient for him without any aid
from the Bible and

Christ,

and

then

about itselfto instruct and exhort
men

whom

Paul and Jesus

turns

the very

would only hin-

der and divert if they were to speak; it virtually ridicules the idea that God would
come with help and redemption to such men
as the publican in the temple, but announces that he will surely aid the man who defiantly scorns all undeseryed favor and puts
himself merely upon his own self-respect;
and it more than intimates that the general
tendency and effect of revivals of religion are

to make the community more indifferent to
real character and neglectful

of

the. most

sacred duties,—and much more of a similar

sort. There arc indecd some words that
were put down with a measure of pitiful
charitableness that savors of pharisaism,
and with some approach to diserimination;
but they do not neutralize nor scarcely soften the general harshness and bitterness
that run through and saturate the discourse.

Our impression is that there will rot

be

found a devout and spiritual- minded reader
of the critique but will’be wounded by it in
the holiest and

deepest

sensibilities,

nor

a

godless
hater of the law of the. Highest but

‘will hail it with a sort of
asm, as a gospel

to ease

science.

recklgss .enthusi-

#n

anquiet
:

con¢

The discourse exhibits to us “‘Free Religion” hastening into- blossom and fruitage,
andit carries with it the/ most effective proskepticism,”

any

That skepticism

has

times in, the courseof the
e in substance, though

and now

in another;

but

Such qpconssive form of it has found first a
“defeat

and then a grave.

Theréis no cause

for anxiety
or distrustnow. The latest embodimentis likely to share the same fate as

the earlier
ong

ones, while

the Spirit that quick-

dead int respasses and sins keeps
storio
ay.
Like Julian
the apos-

wrong steps have since
first oath, the first

succeeded. The

glass of liquor, the

first

steps in gambling, in licentiousness, or any
other

sinful

course,

all,

tend

to bias-the

mind more strongly in the wrong direction
and even furnish crises of sad remembrances
which may torture its victims with reflections and criminations forever.
All through the Christian pilgrimage there
are frequently times‘ when momentous interests depend upon the decision of the
question, which? Whether a man shéll admit the supremacy of eonscience in his poli-

tics and his business, or adopt the motto
“The end justifies the means”right or wrong,
and resort to artifice and chicanery to blind
the public mind and secure office or emolu-

tory awakened ‘move curiosity than confi-

dence, yet he was heard

with attention and

combined partey or bodeysof men the power to Silence my tung or pen
No By the helpé of God and.the sworde of
tae Spirit I will weald it to cut both right
and left If the Heavens fall I will proclaim
itO God helpe and let the fire burn untill it
may burn Masonrey all up root and branch
. not a visig of it left to curs the World
The Star has ben called a christian paper
But if it isa going to be con
3
0
I would calli
iristless paper And I will'|
‘not read or patonize
Eee
ie
T donot believe half harted Christians or
papers that durst hot take a stand against
evil I would to God that thair was new
light in the World and not so much darkness and Silence on the Subject of evil
O that earth might resound with truth I
want you to send to me the amount that is
your due from me for your Masonick paper
and I will send it to you and I want you to

attempted

oratory,

and

-

GRIFFIN
:
The Star will probably manage in some

he could not

know. also that the writer has lived

take calmly the smiles from the galleries or
the criticisms from the floor which every
public debater invites. So he must needs

augural proved him to be no statesman and

to learn

the meaning of discretion, even if the proper
interpretation of the word courtesy is too
large a task for him,
:

try again as soon as hé could get the material for a second effort. And then having
risen in his place, he lectured the galleries
like a schoolmaster,—virtually told the
Senators they were a pack of dolts,—expressed his pity for the President whose In-

Christians

ray for

Current

|

Topics.

can,

ol a

times

instructive,

observe the manner

as

It

is

some-

well as annoying, to

in which some of the

in

view

-

give

of. this

fact,

i?
An unknown ‘writer sends

us a communication,

suggesting

Theological School.

We

;

Whites-__

town, N. Y., as a suitable location

for the

do not publish

the communication as the name is not
given. Besides, its contents are sufficiently indicated by the above statement.

Spirit of the

Press,

—

THE POWER OF THE HOLY. SPIRIT,
“ The Watchman and Reflector thus speaks
of the power of the Holy Spirit and our
need of the same:

-

:

How striking is the language of both Tes-

taments, ‘“ Not
by my Spicy
with might by
Thus, not only

lete and

~——MISREPRESENTATION.

This will

him with greater faith than ever be. .

UNPUBLISHED.

E.

way to survive this literary bombardment
and loss of patronage. We shall be glad to

the Sabbath.

pleasure to a large portion of the people who
have no personal favorsto ask of the President, but who do desire that the usages of
the government may not be brought into
conflict with the interests of public morality.

stop it untill you-can tell the trouth

thought of as a young man having perhaps
undeveloped possibilities.
Bat he could not be quiet after having
once

visitors on

pirit,

by might, nor by power, but
saith Re Lord!" *‘ Armed
his Spirit in the inner man.”
are all the virtues that com-

grace the character fruits of the

but

it is the

Spirt

that gives

force,

and Snergy, and effectiveness in all aggres-

sions against sin, error and the kingdom of
darkness.
If the mindis a power of pow-

to have started quite on the wrong track,— remarks of eminent preachers and revival- ers, the Spiritis the power of all powers.
Our present
want, then—and
indeed
bewailed the decay of virtue in social life as ists are caught up by the opponents of rehe lay aside his conscience and ge into
close the meeting at the appropriate time,
the want of all time—is the energizing
ligion,
and
used
to
the
disadvantage
of
the
well
as
the
ignorance
of
finance
among
never delaying the commencement, or al- someillicit or questionable business because public ‘men,—declared that he saw the per- cause. We saw it stated a few weeks since, power of the Holy Ghost. This is equall
the want of the religious press, the pulpit an
lowing the meeting to drag or to be spun it will pay better pecuniarily and thus di- ils clearly to which nearly everybody
was that Rev. E. P. Hammond declared recent- of each individual believer. We may reaout to weariness, and thus lead to dissatis- vorce his business from his religion? Such
blind,and had a simple and infallible remedy ly, in ope of his sermons in Rochester, N. son, and logic is well in its place; we may
a course would be fatal to his religion
faction.
v
for all our troubles which the people obsti- Y., that ““all ‘Universalist ministers were seek to persuade, and persuasion has its
The prayer-meeting should have before and probably in the end to his busines#\ nately..refused to take or believe in,—told devils.” We are glad to observe that Mr. natural laws; we may stir the sympathies,
and these are a medium through which men,
These are but mere illustrations of the imit some specific object.
The members
how he sprang at once into public view at Hammond has denied this charge in. the Christian as well as others, often communishould adopt the general rule, not to talk portance of right answers to the question the breaking out of the war and took the Wathchman & Reflector, saying that he cate their moral states to each other; we
and pray about every thing that can be. before us. Permit us to say to you who lead in mastering the rebellion,—and closed ‘never in Rochester, or elsewhere, made may press with Bible truth, and it isin conthought of. This has a teridency to distract may read this, whenever itis with you a by giving,couleur de rose, the main chapters any such statement.” It is also alleged nection with truth alone that salvation
the mind ‘and scatter the thoughts instead question of conscience or of right, never of his own biography. Since then he has that Mr. Durant said, during the recent re- comes : but the Holy Ghost operates on both
of concentrating them. In such cases noth- hesitate a moment in your decision. - There added a third speech in the same vein, but vival in this city, that “a good moral man the receiver and imparter of the truth; softening the former and making him receptive,
is too much depending upon it. You cannot
ing, or at most, but little is accomplished.
one having less character and more person- out of Christ, had a worse influence over pouring its influence through each fittest
afford
to
wait
and
suffer
the
consequences.
Prayers are offered without point or object,
‘ality and petulance than its predecessor; his children than a drunkard.” While we avenue, whether of intelligence, sympathy,
and consequently without faith; and of Neither have you any excuse, the light is so and he then threatened to go on still farther concede that Mr. Durant made this or a persuasion or judgment, and securing to
course they will not be answered.
The pe- abundant, and duty is so plain. Were it a in what is morally certain to be a descend- similar remark,
we’ insist that he intended the latter not only a right and impressive
tioners themselves do not expect them to be question of two ways so much. alike that ing path.
that
no
such interpretation should be given apprehension, but that ethereal efficiency,
Whether he thinks his wealth
that undefinable magnetism, which so often
you
could
hardly
detect
the
difference,
you
answered ; they would be very much suphas really made him a great man, or be- it as is given it by the opponents of re- compels even the worldling to stand in awe
prised if they were. But if the prayer meet- would have’ some apology. But if is not lieves that his position and his pluck
are.com- vivals. On the same principle that the influ- “at the mighty power of God. We, however,
ing has before it some specific object, as so. They are diametrically opposite. More- petent to render him such, is not quite clear. ence of a moderate drinker is often more are constantly inclined to rest in preaching,
over, God's requisition is imperative, your
the - revival
of God's work about
which
rest in prayers—their moral inflnence=—rest
We are glad “to concede to Mr. Sprague injurious to the temperance cause than in machinery, rest in means and methods
thought is busy and for which fervent pray-- own convictions are positive, your peril is
that
of
a
drunkard,
so
the
influence
of once greatly blessed of God, and to forget
whatever ability or merit are really his, we
er is offered by those who feel that they momentous, the infelicity of a wrong décithe moralist may be more potent, in keeping where our great strength lies.
would
sion
not
see
his
senatorial
rights
abridged,
is
terrible
and
the
fatal
consequences
must see it—that they shall see it, it will
the young from committing themselves to
‘“ INJURING THE CAUSE."
not be useless. Who ever knew such pray- are inevitable. (Then do not trifle; do not and confess that, in indulging himself in Christ and trusting in hint alone for salvaunbecomin
hesitate
talk
in
the
Chamber,
he
can
to
g
be
true
to
yourself,
to
your
own
The Advance expresses its dislike of what
ers offered in vain? Such a prayer-meeting
‘easily enough put in the plea of following a tion, than that of the notoriously wicked. is meant by this phrase, in the following
is a success. Tt is just what every lover of consciences and to your God, and answép
the great question of life as you would if powerful and contagious example ; but such With this interpretation the statement: is a terms:
~
Jesus sincerely and ardently desires.
you
could look back from the shores of -harangues waste precious time, jeopardize just one, and is sustained by experience and
A’ cant phrase, often used in ecclesiastiWe have very often been astonished to see
The prevalent gisposition to cal circles to,excuse a refusal to perform an
the reputation, burden the strength, abuse observation.
£ leading members of the church throw off all eternity and do it. iE Z.
’ 4 1
misconstrue
statements
of this kind, shows
unpleasant duty, is that it will *‘ injure the
the confidence and sorely tax the patience
personal responsibility in this matter and
prey
very conclusively the resdiness of the op- cause.” A church dislikes the scandal at- °
of
the
American
people.
We
trust
that
the
imagine that it all belongs to the pastor.
tendant upon the discipline-of an unworthy
Exposition: *
Senate may sometime free itself from the ponents of religion to catch at straws, and
member, and, under the plea of fearing to
This is a great mistake. The prayer-meet:
J
+
elements that spring from personal ego- teaches the importance of care and accuracy ‘*injure the cause” by calling attention to
ingis emphatically a meeting of the church
on
the
part
of
ministers
and
revivalists
in
the sins of a prominent man, allows him to
John 14:2, Igoto prepare. a place for you.
tism and private pique, and devote itself to
on which its ‘own existence, prosperity and
making statements of this kind.
j
remain unrebuked ! An ecclesiastical body
those
things
that
directly
concern
the
pubIn
the
interpretation
cf
Scriptures
perspirituality largely” depend—a meeting to
knowsa certain minister to be guilty of dislic
welfare.
That
Chamber
has
been
set
he sustained whether there is a pastor or taining to another life we are not to ferget
——INNovaTioN THREATENED. The friends reputable conduct; such as brings reproach
he grave deliberations of statesupon the clerical profession,
yet recoils from
not. It cannot be neglected with impunity. that human language is —employed—such -apart-for-t
men, not for the exaltation of self-seekers of the present school system in New York
the daty of putting him on trial, lest the
language
as
is
used
to
designate
earthly
The penalty will most assuredly -be felt.
are alarmed at the prospect of an innovapublicity of the proceedings should * injure
or the sparring of pugilists.
There support the prayer-meetiong not on- things. Hence the necessity of understandtion upon it. It appears that the Catholic the cause!” A charitable or religious sociingitin
a
secondary
or
figurative
sense.
ly by your presence but by your cooperainfluence has succeeded in getting before ety finds some serious error of policyin its
Merriment in Annoyance.
tion. - Do’ all you can to make it good and This sense by use comes to be fally comprethe state Senate a bill which provides that, past course, or is made aware of some indefensible conduct of a leading officer, and reprofitable to your own soul as well as to hended and sometimes it takes the placeof
—
lr
“ Whenever there shall be or has been -es- sists every attempt to correct the evil, by
the original sense.
the souls of others.
0.
$
”
tablished
and maintained in any city of insisting that darkness is the best cover,
An editor ye a large share of those peculLd
AA
The word spirit, (Pneuma), originally
this State any free school or schools, in and silence the wisest remedy, and that to
iar
experiences
in
which
the
ludicrous
and
means wind, air in motion, breath, but as
which not less than two hundred:children make an avowed change or correction would
‘Which?
applied to God or to the mind of man we the perplexing elements mingle in about
;
have
been or are taught and educated gra- ‘injure the cause”!
-«
He is often plagued and
tf
—
attach no such idea to it.
Heaven is a equal parts.
We have little patience with such transtuitously,
it
shall
be
the
duty
of
such!
tickled
at
the
same
instdnt,
and
even
by
city,
From childhood to the grave, this life is place heaved up, and hell is a dark, obscure
parent sophistry. *‘ The cause” has a strongfilled up with alternatives more or less im- place,or it is the valley of Hinnom,(Gehen- the same thing. Frown ard smile are proba- or of the Board of Supervisors of ‘the coun- er constitution than these weak ' reasoners’
It has endured much severer
bly seen every now and then contending try of which such a city is a whole or a imagine.
portant ; all suggesting the necessity of the na), the most odious place on earth to the
shocks
without
resultant death or serious
part,
to
make
provision
from
year
for
the
mastery
on
his
face.
The
very
to year
question ‘‘which ?"—which is to be chosen ? Jew in contrast with the ‘Holy city.’ So here
injury. It is not so easily damaged.
The
for
the
expenses
of
such
school
or
schools.”
weaknesses
and
foibles
of
his
correspond‘We say necessity ; forone or the other must in the context in speaking of our fature
life of God is in it, which is a lifeof purity.
The
hope is that this general provision will That which alone endangers it, is some cherin them.
be taken. Like the traveler who comes to abode it isstyled ¢ Father's house’ in con- ents are aptto havea vein of humor
two roads on his journey, he must take one nexion with which are ¢ many mansions,’ A snarling letter now and then exhibits an covera particular objetf} Viz., the support ished iniquity. : A hidden sin is of all things
or the other and the question is, which? terms which we understand not as a literal extravagance that touches off gravity and of the Catholic schools by money drawn most fatal! God's cause in” Joshua's day
easily stand public exposure and cutVery soon the child gets into a controversy house or literal mansions, but terms which, makes it explode in sonorous laughter. from the public treasury. The plan is an could
ting off of Achan; it was his concealed
artful
one,
but
as
the
friends
of Protestant- crime which injured it, and brought it nigh
between right and wrong. There are two being understood here, Christ saw would Unreasonableness and vanity and spite
or more things before the mind. One he convey to our minds the idea of the sometimes have a most amusing way of ex- ism are manifestly awake, its success is to ruin, And so, at the present day, if
the
cause can survive the effectsof thesins and
gels is right and only one. This he ought ample provisions made for us in heaven hibiting themselves, so that the article real- doubtful.
follies which cling to it, take shelter under*
£5
Father and mother wish him to do it, better than any other language which he ly helps digestion even when it could do
its sacred name, and bring it into foul rebut he is tempted to ancther course ; ancther could employ. Headds for our encourage- nothing for the brain but vex it, and so finds ——CHurcH Music. It appéars that Bish- proach, it can endure the process of purificaop Littlejohn of Brooklyn recently deliver- tion however trying. . . .
.way seems pleasanter ; it is more in harmo- ment,—* I go first to lead the way and make its way at once to the waste-pasket.
Letall good men learn, that when a Chrisny with his inclinations; which shall he ready a place for you,’—'I will come again,
We have, in a few instances, expressed ed an address in that city, in which he took
and receive you.’
: our want of sympathy with the methods of very decided ground against the method tian has sinned, the cause is helped and not
take?
~
harmed by his frank confession ; that when ©
This is but a beginning of the alternatives,
This is language of accomodation to lead Masonry and of othér Secret Organizations. in which church music is secured in that a church has an unworthy member, it is
city.
Among
other
things,
he
said
that
The young man is thrown into the compa- us to trust and to guide us to our final rest. We have sought to do it courteously and
stronger and not weaker without him ; that
ny of vain associates who are bent on what He says, ‘ Let not your heart be troubled’ with discrimination. There seemed to be a the Episcopal Churches of Brooklyn were clerical disgrace is in sheltering and not in
they call enjoying themselves. They will only believe, ‘I am the way.’ Christ went reasan for it; and when a new. reason ap- | now. paying from $20,000 to $25,000. for exposing a ‘“wolf in sheep's clothing ; ” that
lead him away from church and from parent- to the Father through the cioss and the pears we shall not hesitate to speak again, paid singers, and asked the very pertinent when a Society has done an unwise act,
though under the direction of the now
al instruction into profanity and Sabbath grave and became the way by the atone- not bitterlyand with hot censures, but with question, ** What was got for all that ex- ‘‘gainted dead,” it will gain and not lose
penditure of money?” Some very superior public confidence, by acknowledging the
-desecration and induce him, perhaps, to ment and the resurrection, and there ‘he charity and well-weighed words.
musical talent, but that, so far as. the work error. What is the use of religious princitake a ‘‘social glass,” to join in the mazy ever liveth to make intercession.’
But this does not satisfy some of our vehedance, to frequent the theatre, or to try his
In preparing the way for us through his ment patrons, as the following epistle will of the.church was concerned, was almost ple, if it will not conquer evil pride ?
worthless: The singers were without symluck at gambling ; and now the momentous merits that we who were excluded by sin
’
PUBLIC CORRUPTION,
=~
show. A commupication was sent us by- pathy with the work intrusted to them, and
question comes before him whether he shall could be permitted to €nter heaven where
The
Examiner
and
Chronicle
raises its
the same party, a short time since, which
desert his early training and the church-go- Christ has gone, ready to recognize and to speedily went the way of all senseless and it oughtto be done by the people of God voice against corruption in the government.
who cultivdte their
ing habits of his youth and become a “fast. welcome us to the happy abodes of the passionate diatribes. Whereupon the author themselves.” Those
It says:
3
musical
talents
for
the
benefit
of their own
young man,” following the lead of his gay blessed,is doubtless what he means by going
tries again; and as this is really a much homes ought to consecrate the culture so « The principle which has too long bee
associates, or preserve his integrity, honor to prepare a place for us, just as one here
tacitly accepted is now openly (@¥
less objectionable document than the other,
obtained to the service of God on the Sab- We are distinctly told that this Gogg
his parents, and betrue to himself and to by going home and preparing for us as comhaving more ideas and less , blunders in bath. With $25,000 now annually expend- cannot
be manuged but in the intergst
the religion of his fathers, which ?
pany, means simply being there ready to grammar and orthography, as he is overparty which happens to be in powe!
Notonly are there alternatives in every receive us. The expression is one of endear- anxious to appear in type, and as others ed for that purpose in that city he pledged certainly
was net the conception ofthe?
one’s life but there is also a crisis or turn- ment, of frankness, of cordialty,
and of af- may find an advantage in seeing how some himself to revolutionize the whole policy, founders of the Republic, and if the fact be
ing point upon which all the rest of life “fection. Asmuyghas to say ‘I will provide things look when the direction—*‘print this life, and movement of that branch of the as alleged, our experiment with popular >
church in that community.
Such bold and government must prove, atno distant day,
seems to. depend. Whether it be for weal for the future ; be not troubled about that, as I send it"—is followed,
we give it a place, decisive words,
coming
from
such a source, an utter failure. We are tending fast toor woe it maybe traced back to that point I will satisfy justice, open the door of heav- following copy, exactly. We presume our
ought
to
have
an
influence,
and we trust wards a degree of public corruption ging 5
en
for
you,
and
be
there
to
cheerfully
reand the ““which ?” right there is of 'incalcuMasonic friends may find a sort of comfort that they will.
It
is
high
time that the when did public corruption fail to affect
lable consequence. It determines inan im- ceive you and to fulfill all my promises'to in it; but that is no real fault of ours.
abomination practiced in many places should private morals P ) which might make an honportant sense whether his future career you. * Let not your heart
est and discreet despotism a boon to be eabe troubled; beSHARON = March—24—
69
cease,
gerly sought.
We expect never to reach
This is
shall be upward or downward, life-ward or lieve in God ; believe also in me.”
By the all appearences the star is Masonick
that point, however, for we have faith in the
our great duty, Christ will take care of the in all of its vews and forms
death-ward in the highest and lowest sense.
integrity and intellectual ‘acumen of
?
il
Itisstated thatthe increase moral
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ROCK & DANE Q. M., Wis.—~The February
term was held with the Evansville church. Owingto the bad traveling and inclement weather
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ized. The fond hope isnow cherished that
athrifty church. will soon be established
there.
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surrounded on a

sides by citizens who have not yet found a
religious home.
He is one among the
many who are anxious that a Freewill Baptist church should be organized in that place,

and he wishes to know if there is not some
minister who will come and labor with them
for the accomplishment of the desired result.
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first of January than during any time within the
last quarter of a century, although there have
been frequent revivals in that period. There are
many converts, a large proportion of whom are
adults,~—Dr. Jos. C. Stiles has been conducting
revival meetings with great success in Virginia.
——In the Presbyterian church at Salt Point,N.Y.,
under the care of Rev. S. Nye Hutchinson, a
work of grace has been in progress for some
weeks,
Forty-one persons were received on profession of their faith on the 14th inst. The revival commenced with the week of prayer.——
In Fulton, Ill., Rev. J, D. Potter has been work-

ing with great success; and
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fourth, but sometimes one-half of the time,
a union house
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was destroyed
by fire in Feb. 1868.
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THE POOR MAN’S FRIEND.—Doctors’
long for a poor man’s pocket,
but many

bills are too
of them may

be avoided by keeping GRACE'S SALVE in the cupboard. It is the ¢ precious pot of ointment,” curing |
burns, cuts, scalds, sprains, wounds, chilblaiane,
chap
ped hands, &c.
Prudent housewives will save their

husbands’ hard earned money. by purchasing
of this salve.
2

a box

Stop your hair from falling out by using Hall's
Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer, a sure preventive,
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Religious liberty ideas are spreading in France
Five hundréd religious men in?
as everywhere.

Tours have petitioned the Senate that the church
may

be wholly separated from the State, and the

exercises interesting.
Bro. Stewart's ser- pastors be ieft to the support of the congregations, This fs the voluntary principle, and it
mon was highly appropriate and well re- will upset the Church estublishment in England
ceived.
'
before the year 1900, we believe.
I entered upon pastoral work Feb. 21st.
Rev. Swan L. Pomeroy, formerly of Portland,
The church and people have exhibited a Maine, and for a time one of the secretaries of the |
very commendable spirit in their effurts to American Board, récently died suddenly at the
secure a house and preaching all of the house of his brother, in Sunderland, Mass., on |
Wednesday, of last week.
time. I have been received very kindly,
At the recent State Temperance Convention in
and we hope to see the church increase in Vermont;
it was resolved, “That we bave rd
#piritual life and power for good.
b“with a high degreb of satisfaction the recent
H. P. LAMPREY.
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The teeth often fall out
without apparent cause, It is occasioned frequently by the use of charcoal and imperfectly

powdered substances, which make the gums rethe teeth, thus producing the trouble.
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is the only reliable
for removing Moth and Freckand safe remedy
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at $1 per bottle.
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surg remedy for Liver Complaint in all its forms,
Humors of the Blood and Skin, Serofula, Dyspepsia,
Costiveness, Indigestion, Jaundice, Headache, and
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To Sen tne
AMERICAN
KNITTING
The

simplest,

cheapest

and

best

Knitting

Machine

vented,
Will knit 20,000 stitches per minute.
Liberal
ts to Agents,
Address,
AMERICAN
KNITTING
3 €O., Boston, Mass., or 8t. Louis, Mo.

12614
Per Day Sure, and no risk.—
$10 to $20
Agents wanted everywhere, on
commission or by the month, to sell our Patent Everlasting White Wire Clothes Lines.
For Full particu;
lars. address the AMERICAN WIRE Co., 76 Wilham
St., N. Y., or 16 Dearborn St., Clicazo, Ill.
4t14
WALES
Ax ents.—*' Wonder of the World,”
|
is warranted to cure Rheumatism and Neural-

gia.

Sold on the package system.

month

I pay $60 per

until tested.

Not to be paid for
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J.C. TILTON,

to distribute packages.
Pa.
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.
E.C. LEWIS, Sec’y ¢ Treas.
New Hampton, N. H., March 31, i869.
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EVERY CLERGYMAN SHOULD HAVE A COPY!

Bilious Diseases, General Debllity, &c. They cleanse
the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite,
purify the blood, strengthen the body, and thoroughly prepare it to resist diseases of all kinds. GEO. C.
GOODWIN & CO., Boston. Sold by all druggists.
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3y Prof. NoAH

INTELLECT.”

PORTER, D
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D., of Yale College.
LAW,”

Price £1,50.
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and $7,50,

For
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subscribers

and

-$15,00,

(with 68 cents to pay postage) we will send
the first volume of Strong and. MecClintock’s Biblical and Theological Cyclopedia.
Price $5,00.
vi
For eleven new subscribers and $27,50, (with $1,36 additional to pay postage) we will send the first and second -volFor

00,

sixty

we

will
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give

one

Case.

P
be paid by the receiver.)

of

and $150,-

Baker

and

Organs,
!

(Transportation to

Price $85,00.

For eighty-five new subscribers
$212.50, we will give one of Baker
Randall's Five Octave double Reed

and
and

Organs,

in Black Walnut Case.
(Transportation to
be paid by the receiver.)
Adapted to the

the

latest

Price $125,00.

excellences

and

improyements.

(Transportation to be paid by the receiver.)
Adapted to churches and large vestries.
Price $240,00.
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N, J.

IL. Parker, Attleboro’, Mass.

‘A.

C, Waterman,

Lowville,N. Y.

G. Wilder, Brunswick, Med. Co,, Ohio.

P,W.lerry,
-

Carpet

specialty
47

JOHN G. PEASLEY

JOHN

Boston.
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& Co,
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Mich,
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preparing and using the same, which they will find a
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FRECKLE LOTION.
only
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face,
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PERRY'S

Sold by all druggists.
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WORMS,
PERRY'S

York.

MOTH AND
Prepared
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AND PIMPLES ON THE
( OMEDONE AND PIMPLE

REMEDY, orepared only by Dr, B, C. Perry, 40 Hond
Sold everywhere. The trade supSt.. New York,
6m10
plied by Wholesale Druggists.
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hed, stable
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g
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and suthufidings. There is good runnin thewater
front yard.
e, 180 a fountain in
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3-4 of a mile from New
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“God

Medicine,” so

Rev. I.D Colburn, Missionary at Tavoy, Burmabh,
writes :—“I shall be happy to assist in extending a
knowledge of a remedy so speedy and effectual ”
Pain Killer is sold by all medicine dealers.
4t14
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HALLS
VEGETABLE SICILIAN
RENEWER .

Is the best article known to preserve the hair.
It will positively restore
GRAY HAIR TO ITS OR!GINAL COLOR AND
PROMOTE ITS GROWTH.
;
It is an entirely new scientific discovery. combin

powerful and restorative ag@nts

ing manyof the most

in the vegetable kingdom.

AND
AND GLOSSY,
IT MAKES THE HAIR SMOOTH
eg
DOES NOT STAIN THE SKIN.
J
THE
RY
USED
AND
RECOMMENDED
3
|
RETReT MEDICAL AUTHORITY,
is
Price $1,00,
by all druggists.
wale
ror
Proprietors.
Nashua, N, H.
&4 Co.
P. HALL
R. Fo
HAL
1meowld

ETNA
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while in most
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stings, cholera,
&c.,3. and cannot
rion stings,
higi b y for r i scorpion
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the Snow place (so called)g
H.

told in

tofore fatalin that climate, mong which were Chol-era, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, the bites of venSons reptiles, &ec., speaks volumes for the Pain
iller,
Rev. J. E. Clough, Missionary
at Ongole, Southern
Juda, Jytites —=We sstoem your Pain Killer very

L.et.
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how,

by them the
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FRECKLES,

by Dr. B. C. Perry.
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lace in the temple, where none but priests had ever
yefore heen admitted, she was permitted to use for
him the sacred vessels, which none but the high
priests dare touch, and to even overturn and sit on
one ofthe gods to rest; all through the influence of the

A. WILSON,

Kings County, New

St., Boston.

the Baptist Messenger,” relating how she was sent
for to visit one of the Buddhist high priests, who bad

Parties wishing the prescription,will please address

REV, EDWARD

HOME,”

A THRILLING INCIDENT
In the life of Mrs. Ingalls, in Burmah, is well

Prescription js to benefit the aficted, and spread
intormation which he conceives to be invaluable; and
he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will
cost him nothing, and may prove a blessing.

Williamsburg,

AT

164 Tremont

oe

Send ten

Address

successfully had she nsed it in euring diseases, here-

to health in

i

AG Agents wanted in every town.

cents for a specimen copy.
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a few weeks, by a very simple remedy, after
having suffered several years with a severe lung af:
:
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Jocson, SY hit Great Mlsease Coy sumption kin

TiS, ete.

family.

Wash-

Consumptives.

of CUTE.

with $12; and “Love as Law” for three subseribers
with $6; or .both for eight subscribers.
Whe will
club together to make these invaluable additions to
ministers’ libraries ?
The “Sabbath at Home” is an illustrated Religious
Magazine for Young People, and should be in every

at the low-

Warehouse,

B~CARPETS.—
The people supplied at low prices
New opening, Brussels, Tapestries, Three-plys, Superfines, Kiddermin-ters, Oil-cloths, Mattivgs, &c.
at the new Carpet Warehouse, 47 Washington St.,

June

D. M. MIELER,
Clerk,
ro

J. A. Lowell, Newmarket,

YG.

The largest iid

est prices, at our New
ington St., Boston.

G. H. FREEMAN, Glerk.

Rev. 0. F. Russell, Laconia, N. H.
‘“ Wm, Peck,Conesus Center. N. Y.
“

of these goods.

a

FOR SALE.

stead of Burlington Flatts ,—to commence Friday be.
fore the 4th Sabbath in April next at & pelock, P.M.

Post

e make

OIL CLOTHS.

will hold its next session

CORRECTION,
The next
Q. M. will be held with the
™

FLOOR

To all who desire it, he will send a copy of the

VIII.

parlor or vestry.

A

Price $10,00.

of the Oyelopardis.

umes

Russia Cottage Carpets,
62% and50 cents per yard;
Electro Carpets, imperfect in matching, 42 cents per
yard.
New Carpet Warehouse, 47 Washington St.,
JOHN J, PEASLEY & Co.
Boston,

-
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M

.

WIN
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tical,
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Adjustable.
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sige, adapted for manu.
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Shutlte, “Lock Stiteh, ftraight
Needle, Simple, Durable, Prac.
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usebesides ournew
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N. E. States,
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STREET, BOSTON.
Agent,
H. 8, Winuiams,
A
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to
ALESH EN wanted by a Manufacturing Co.
Esq., on
nod fin nire of By G. KELLEY
.
Jin in
| KY t:avel and sell by ssmple a new line of
ards
fhe premises, A. BM ESERVEY, or the subsreriber nt
H.
H.
good,
Situations permanent; wages
R. C. ROLLINS.
©
H.

Hil.

N.

S14Ho

v

§

:

North Berwick, Me.

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.

good.””—DR.

BITTERS

skin

handsome tubers, of excellent quality.
This variety
sold readily last year for $5,00 per bushel.
Two or

Proprietor, Dover, N. H.

I'll

only, at 75 cents

The Harrison has a smooth, white

and fresh, having no hollow at the center, and is perfectly hardy, very free from rot, yielding immense

the

Notices.

4
A af,
les.
gq by all Druggists

60 cents per peck.

the pound

ntitled

ri

$500.00 hana

for the

we will send the ¢* Sabbath at Home,” for
the current year, commencing with the No.
for January. Price $2,00.
",
Y.

PSALMODY.

We have 1000 copies of the 18mo. Psalmody in
the hands of the binder (to be bound in sheep),
which will be ready to supply our customers just

M. Buck,

Rose by

These books are acknowledzed to be the finest pro16t11
ductions of the American mind upon mental eh
= philosophy.
moral
|
KIDDERMINSTERS
ALL-WOOL
#~HEAVY
ining Hours,” whieh, In literary exc
postIntellect’
the “Human
Will sixsendsubstriliers
‘We for
cents | paid,
874%
Kidderminster,
linen
heavy
yard;
per
¢,
|
othet
many
in
tone,and
religious
high
lence,
at Home”
“Sabbathby mail,
to the
yard;
per.
cents
75
Carpets,
lifien
Dudee
yard;
respects,is fully equal to the book last men- | per
1

iti

pehiion

Co

IX.
:
For one hundred
and fifty new subP. O. address. Will correspondents please be a geribers and $375,00, we will give one of
little more particular ?
Baker and Rdndall’s Five Octave Three
preparing for the ministry in Chicago. " The ConReed Organs, in Black Walnut Case, having
gregational Semingry has upwards of fifty stu,
N.B. Some of the subscribers to the Myrtle seven stops and Book-Case, and combining

lated, which in some particulars sustains the érrors of Rome.
.
!
There are one hundred and twenty young men

wrapper.

built,

Sabbath School ;—or, we

of

be thus controlled has

been

Price $2.00.

in Black Walnut

seem never to hawe noticed that the time to
which any package of Myrtles has been paid tay

dollars,

four Gospels.”

special

early

per pound.

x

J.

Boston.

ir

$1,50 per bushel, $1.09 per barrel.

; Feb, 28th David

Fannie

?

HEAVEN

OF

OSGOOD & Co.,
ring

FIELDS

A few

same, in Cambridge, Mass., feb. 24, Mr. Hiram Chison, and Cordelia. D. Ham, both of Cambridge;
by
the same,in Charlestown, March 2,Mr, Edwin Blanchard, of Boston, aud Abbie 8. Wilder, of Charlestcwn.

417

LANGUAGE

THE

12t14

MUSIC:

IS

== | ' Price for the above varieties,

In Charlestown, Mass., Dee, 14, 1868, by Reve J.
Burnham Davis, Albert F. Perry of Danvers and
Lizzie A. Powers, of Charlestown; Dee. 2¢, William
Thompson and Jemima Miller, both of Chelsea; also
John P. Harris, and Manda
B. Webber, both of
Charlestown ; also, Feb. 18,.1869, John F. Vickery, of

Me., and

bt

HARRISON, GLEASDN, CALICO, EARLY SEBEC,
Af1Y GOODRICH and CUSCO.

Lydia F. Varney, of Barring13th, Edward 8. Otis, and isther John»

ton ; March
son of Strafford.

ee,

8

113 | QEED POTATOES FOR SALE,

of Rochester, and Miss

$7,-|

and

Randall's
I
Five Octave Single Reed

CORRESPONDENTS.

Persons sending money to us by letter cannot

his consecra- | a

from the Dioceses of

and Natal.

solved to print 1,000,000
the version by Cypriano
the Hebrew and Greek
of Scio, made from the

TO

"
y
at Cape Town on the
against

three

3. For three

-

the erection of a new house to be controlled dents and a faculty of four professors. The Press
fully, and occupied all the time, by the F." byterian Seminary has move than thirty students,
with four professors; and the Baptist Seminary
Baptists.
J
keine
has about forty students and. a faculty of four
Hence a neat and substantial edifice to professors.
about five thousand

<9

not provided for by the poor law. This would
allow £185,000 for lunatic asylums, £20,000 a year

The HARRISON POTATO which is now the leading
been greatly revived ; and there are said to be 300
variety, also a few other choice varieties, for sale by
converts, of whom 60 are among the students of MosesH. Hussey, North Berwick, Me. Sce Adveradhd
the Illinois Soldiers’ College.
-|-tisement.

Macon

:
IV
new subscribers

Ours is the ouly genuine and

:

te |
BO

hs Hamil

Hanscom; of Barnstead

pi gyn Tug

oS
730 ere Chis Aid
by E. Stuart Phelps,
AJAR,”
E GATES
¢
5.00 | 1701: 16mo. $1,60. Sent Postpaid by the Publishers,

Miss Annié¢ B. Foss, of Strafford ; Feb. 8th
Mr.
Robert Gray, of Sheffield Vt., and Miss Mary H.

Auburn,

stitch can be cut, and still the cloth eannot be pulled

Luo

In Far ingtef, Dec. 15th, by Rev. W.T. Smith,
Mr. Noah Holmes and Miss Nellie F. Welch, both
of Straffo # ; Pec. 29th Mr Denman D. Scruton and

50, (with 30 cents additional to pay postage) we will send ‘‘ Life Scenes from the

ow | for the’ deaf, dumb and blind, £15,000 a year for
Lave be
d
£10,900 for reformatories
nurses,to county
|,
ew
begunhasa been
have
converis
its history, and
£31000) ofayers
avd training
of Southington,Conn.,
town 100
life.——The
infirmaries—in all
tioned.
more awake -to religious things since about the £311,000 ayear.
>

The British and Foreign Bible Society has

WiLmor Frat, N. H.
A few words respeoting the F. Baptist interest hére may
be in place. For about twenty-eight years,

:
For

1,

interesting,
; our
people|
joy of their

)
The Lord has increased the strength

of our church

Parkyn,

Mary | pememm—

2. For three new subscribers and 87,50,
(with 16 cents additional to pay postage)
growing out of the change proposed. The in- we will send a copy of the new $500,00
come ofthe remaining seven and a half millions prize volume, containing about 400 pages,
sterling, it is proposed to devote in part to the re- entitled * Andy Luttrell,” and pronounced
lief of “unavoidable calamities and suffering,’ to be a superb book for the Family and the

28,at

The North Presbyterian church \ in Buffalo.is
enjoying the mostremarkable work of grace in

NeosHO FALLS, Kansas.
Bro. Leman
Chadwick writes us that he has recently
moved from Ohio to Neosho Falls, Woodson Co., Kansas.

Opening

Friday, May

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

S.F.S.
.

souls.

J.

church,

Mary

by

of these books, 75 cents.

ion in the British Parliament, is estimated by
Mr. Gladstone at £16,000,000; of this something
more than half would be surrendered by the Government to satisfy vested interests and charges

Revivals.

—

-

preached during the
KF. Missions, $7.50.

with the Rome

Next session

» by

makos tho * Elustio

wise.

100

Me

C.0. LIBBY, Treasurer.
:

Ay
;
g7 Poven NH.

Machine

fly tuck, quit cord, bind, aii ;
NE finuien,
Fully warranted for five years. We wil
only
thn curesocond3%
sons. Every
Taare benutilulsOF MoreLockGlastoStitch.”

pol |

Price of each

Latham Clark, 174 pages.

$
oo 06 tho Irish Church, th
lac.: The efforts so far have met with very | the churches were but partially represented. | =~ 00
Church,the|
e Irish
property
we
flattering success under. the direction of But the Great Master was present, and good,
disestablishment of which is now under discussRevs, Edwards, Parkyn,
believe, will result.

Johnson, Huling, and Hull
for
. n
Collectio
meeting.

Present,”

Birth-Day

e

7.

under the auspices of |

According to Schem’s Ecclesiastical Alinanac
III.
we have 10 Methodist denominations, with 27,
1.
For
-two
new
subscribers and $5,00,
889 traveling and local preachers and 2,358,966
members,
The Baptists, who come next: in nu- (with 16 cents to pay postage) we will send
merical strength, have 11 denominations, 13,607 the book entitled ‘¢ Sunny Skies ; or Advenpreachers, and 1,864,106 members, exclusive of tures in Ttaly,” 261 pages; or,
2. “Bright Days; or Herbert and Meggy,’
the Southern Baptists, whose statistics are not
257 pages. Price of each book $1,50. Or,
given.
Next, numerically, come 11 denomina8. For two new subscribers and $5,00,
tions of Presbyterians, with 7,238 ministers and
20 cents additional to pay postage)
787,135 members.
Of the Lutherans there are (with
we will send a copy of the new *‘ Book of
1,837 ministers and 377,100 members.
Worship.” Price $1,00.
Or,
:
The éditor of an Episcopalian paper in Illinois
4. For two new subscribers and $5,00,
says : “Under no circumstances are these columns
(with 28 cents additional to pay postage)
open to discuss any official act of any bishop in we will send one copy of ¢¢ Butler's Thethe church, or any expression of opinion which ology.” 456 pages,. Price $1,60.
Or,
a bishop makes,or any advice which he gives.
5. For the same, and (20 cents additional
As bishop, he is utterly above any judgment of to pay postage) we will send one copy of
ours, orof any other man.”
“Any other man”
« The History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479
will please beware, therefore, how he ‘exercises pages.
Price $1,20.
7
any judgment of a bishop!
:
1

small church at West Cameron, taking the name
of West Cameron Free Will Baptist church, was
received.
Next session with the West Cameron
church.located 2 miles west of Cameron depot,on
the N. Y. and Erie Railroad.
JACOB STUART, Clerk.

Home Mission Society toreestablish meetings

Rev. R. .Clark, lately of - Warren, Ill.
Quite a congregation and Sabbath ‘school
ave already been collected, a meetinghouse purchased, and athurch and society
- by Divine Providence are soon tobe organ-

hal
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6.‘ A Rainy Day at School,”
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other parties pabnies
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Muking Something, 184 pages; or,
3.
4. * Jamie and Jeannie,” 155 pages; or, | A sister

Sos
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EECOMB. & Lo, PITTSBURGH, PA.; BOSTON, MASS.or
;
MO.
5.00 1 FE LOUIS
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Sartems
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FOE

apart without tearingit. We pay Agents from $750
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BENEFICIARIES. ’
Sarge
Q M, by Rev A

Sandwich

$2,50, | SarduichQ pig 8 A

and

pay

Treasurer.

#

|wms
BALSAM.
ANTED — AG:
EE

62.80

he

:

G. H. BALL,

Buffalo, N. Y.

1. « The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or, | Rock& pase Wis, pers Hulse
:
;
‘es
trio @ Ms
.
:
:
Mos art,
Dea WD Giiw, Mis Dotivm
= * Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages 3.08,

|

Church. The meetings, both of Wor-A | op os ono conn Bible Society
Canisteo
ship and business, were of usual interest.

SAUK CouNTY Q. M,, Wis.—Met with the
church at Sauk, March 12.14. Only five churches
reported themselves, but these were striving to
maintain their visibility and retain the Divine
Presence.
A good season was enjoyed during
|
the session.
Resolutions of respect to the memory of Dea.
John G. Mabbott, late Q. M. Treasurer, were
adopted.
Next session with the Willow Creek branch of
the Richland Center Church, in the ‘Bush School
House,” town of Ithaca, June 11—13, 1869.
A. N. TRUE, Clerk.

to

additional

| 1.500 Sabbath school’ children. A translation of | 194 pages; or,
The Birth-D
the Bible into their language is now-in process | =»

now numbers twelve members with a fair
prospect of an increase.
The prospects of
success in the future are quite encouraging.
Their pastor, though young in the ministry,
is meeting with fair success. By many it is
confidently hoped that success will attend
Bro. Thompson's labors in this new and
important field of Christian work.
Récently there has been an effort made
on the part of the brethren of the Wisconsin
and a church in the growing city of Fondu-

1,100 communicants

Tuscarora Q. M.—Held its Feb.term with the | o¢ rinting in New York,

x
—
;

school

8

imme
il immewill

ST

=

CARTER’S|™ os,

)

Foreign Missi
uny one of the’ following books,
we will send
orelzn Missions,
§
;
| |
|just published,or immediately to be publish- Gold Ring from Sebee Q M col. sold for
a CQ Koon
dil, ber
ed, for the Sabbath School and the Family, {}; A Jordan, Swedon

Among the Choctaw Indians there are sixteen|
churches,

AD deeM SE
Myron
Redon

|

9 A

ship, ‘ until such time as the congregation (a por- | by Mrs. L. Maria Child, viz.:

Christian

Clerk.

* J.INGERICK.
rr

Church.
Joi

.

.

:
"ov Auburn, N. Y., has
©lic church at Auburn, N. Y., has been, that the
Bishop has withdrawn the newly appointed
pastor and closed the church as a house of wor-|

ra

Next session with the Chatham

and sis- | ed with profit.

with a goodly number of brethren

:

how: subscriber

1. For one

(with 12 cents

ath-

session March 5,6, and 7, at Ridgebury. The | ious service, according to the rules and regula-|
|
attendunce Wat small, but the word of the Lord tions of the Catholic Church.”

that the meeting could have
convened | Some

pointed by the Fondulac Q. M,

IL.

|
=

Dress Ia
Bon of hou usin Ye i
W. WALKER, Clerk.
the subjeets | 8. 8. address.
souls a have been made hopefully
unitorder,and
y
pl
BRADFORD & T10GA Q. M., Pa,—Held its Feb. | edly manifesta desire for a restoration of relig|
of divine grace. The work isstill progressing.
On the nineteenth of March a council ap-

10.00

Prof. J. A. Benton | subscribers to the Star.

4

A Sabbath school exercise is | rent are to be free.

were impressive.

——

inaugurated March

The business was
the social meetings

was Sue. of deep juterest,
harmoniously, and
transacted

Wisconsin Items.

The occasion | (i) preside over

Fairport church.
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Q. M., N.Y.—Held
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The new California Theological Seminary will
Next session with the Pageville church.
il hn
Y
Buffalo.
*
J. W. MARTIN, Clerk. | be temporarily located in San Francisco. It has
We nee
uffalo, N. ¥., will come safely.
premiums for new
secured rooms for instruction in the vestry of the | We offer the following
pn
it prompt-

and shall expect to receive
money,
.

20,00
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Home Missions.
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Stories

Prize

PEF

will at once arrest attention by its literary brilliance, its vivid portraiture, and its high and wholesome Christian teaching.
:
:
Price of each book, . .... $150,

pa | Leonard Burkhart

to Conscieiice » 108 pa

Lag ir appeal
months, and we have.np moneyinthetreas- | Armexs Q. M., O.—Held its Feb. session with | Will be. ! College has sent out about 20
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an. 1st., and | the Albany church. The churches were not all
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interest
a revival The
ported to quite
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quitead in- 1,200
session
the churches.
not yet given their notes for the amount | tions

BOOKS!

CANDIE

John
Col
Join Colas

214

§ LYON,
.
Chicago.

is the story that was awarded the prize of $0C, and
is a work of unusual genius, skill and power.

WESTERN PREEDMEN'S MISSION.
.

?

;

and never

free government,

religion under a

——

Communionist,”

Free

:

JUSEPY BLISHEN a%0 new Books of marked inYoiest aa merit

EXPRESS.
D G Holmes, Chicago, Iil
Rey P W Perry, Goshen Pike, Ohio
Rev J Swank, Athens, Brad. Co Pa
J L Sinclair, Meredith Village, N H

o

«The

g

never yet was the dominant|

Romanism

NEW

SIV

IT

2, «The Spirit of Roger Williams,” 94 | Fhe‘Gtmmen aharen Cure
or,

BLACKMER

Tv

W King, Greenwood, Mo
W R Wadsworth, Constableville, N. Y.
Rev A A Smith, Topsham, Me
:

1. ¢ The Manual; The Scriptural Doctrine of the Trinity Investigated and Defended,”’ 119 pages; y or or,

erty.

Meetings.

:

over that of others is 100 per cent. He believed
the dominant influence of the country, at the
close
of the
/ century, would be on the side with
}

the Catholics.” If he thinks so,we must do what|

:

T

Quarterly

Our

several

paid for

years will become entirely Catholic.

he said:

The record which the church

nancial as well as épiritual interests, is encourag-

i
interest on their notes to me, at Buffalo, as

and his

Father Hecker, Roman Catholic priest, is mak-

has made during his pastorate, in regard to its fi-

ff

like lightning

ing the bold prediction that America in a few

and worthy of the confidence and

support of all,

for the school at Harpers Ferry, to send the

that, to send the principal, if possible.

to resign

his pastorate of the church in Boston in consequence of'ill health, expresses his regard and
sympathy for the church and society as noble,

j

and 4 to do even better than
soon as possible;

compelled

it. His countenance*was
raiment white as snow.”

ADAMS,
2114

Books Forwarded. BY MALL,
_v.
W Whitacre, Chagrin Falls, O
Rev
Rev D J Apherson. El a ville, Scheley Co, Ga

every old Subscriber. to the Star,
who will renew his subscription for one
year in advance at any time before thé first
day of May, 1869, we will send, postpaid,
one copy of either of the following books,
viz. :
ta
To

| rolled back the stong from the door and sat upon

:

PRACTICAL

:

Gould.

r

Subscribers.
2
L

Old

Offers to

ee

Work for 8, 8. Teachers and Officers ever published
in this Or any other country.
3
Price 75 cents. Sent by mail on receipt of price.
ga-For sale by all booksellers.
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cker—J D Vandorn
—8 Teel-G W Towne—J D
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—L P Waldron—J Wilcox—A G Woodman-—A ‘Wares—
x We, ymouth—F L Wiley—W Whitfield—C Williams—W
|}
adsworth—Almira Warner—W H Yeoman—S M

i

«

Chester-

ville, Me., March 25, after an illness of only four

do for the

we

more

So that the

them.

the organs now offered as premiums, Let
every one who reads this go to work now,
ter. The teacher replied by letter that the bish- and continue to work through the year in
op’s right to interfere was among the things of getting subscribers.for the Star, and by and
the past, and he should teach as he pleased. The
by he will be rewapded. The offers which
world does move, and Spain with it.
we now make are numerous, varied and
Palmer, the sculptor at Albany, has made a
the children doctrines contary to the ‘‘Catholic”
Church, and directing him to repent and do bet-

ve

:

;
COMPLETE

SW Sheed 2 id 3 Leighton i
Een
A Laughton—J B Mitchell
Liby—d C Leavitt—S Leat—A

two
and

by great care, hide the effect of it on his person. | naw subscribers to provide itself with
ll
it
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7. Lowi
church
other
ood orzans. . Let
Wiley and wife réturn thanks to | But in far the greater number of instances, even
. F. L,

Rev

A

& Co , 413 Chesnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.
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Poetry.
The rom

of thé Lord.
—- re

God is marshaling his army
For the rescue of his truth,

—e-is-ealling
now-to battle
Both the veteran and the youth.

*

You can hear his mighty summons
In the thunder of his word—
Let us then be valiant soldiers
Inthe army of the Lord!

Let

the watetmau on the tower

Keep his post with sleepless eyes;
Let the private outon picket

Guard against the leastsurprise.

&

For the order is forever
To be ready at aword;
In the army of the Lord.

Tis a war that lasts forever,
Tis a conflict with the world;
There can be no furlough granted,

There must never flag be furled.’
We can never cease the conflict,
Till the summons home be heard.
‘We have all for life enlisted

In the army of the Lord.
comrades!

Let us faint not by the way!
Though the night be long and dreary,
Soon will dawn Millennium’s
dav,
Let us keep the camp-fires blazing,
Let us sound abroad his word;
There are glorious victories coming
To the army of the Lord.
As we think of home and heaven,
Of the dear ones gathered there,
Of the mansions builded for us
And the glories | we shall share—
Let us buckle on our armor,
All the zeal within us stirred;
Let us vow heroic service
-Jn the army of the Lord!
—Aifred § wlly.

Three Bugs.
——
Three little bugs in a basket,
» And hardly room for two!
And one was yellow, and one was black,
And one like me or you.
The space was smxll, no-doubt, for all;

“But what should three bugs do?

Three little bugs in a basket,
And hardly erumbs for two;
And all were selfish in their hearts,
The same as [ or you.
80 the strong one raid. *“ We will eat the bread,
;
And that is.what we'll do.”

.

Three little bugs in a basket,
And the beds but two would hold;
So they all tl ree fell to quarrelling—

_The white. the black, and gold;
And two of the bugs went under the rags;

And one was out in the cold!
80 he that was left in the basket,
Without a crumb to chew,

Or a thread to wrap himself withal,
‘When the wind across him blew,
Pulled one of the rags from one of the bugs,

And so the quarrel grew!
And so there was war in the basket,
A pity ’tis, ’tis true!
But he that was frozen and sfarved at last

A strength from his weakness drgw,
And pulled the rags from both the bugs,
And killed and ate them too!
Now

when bugs live in a basket,

Though more than it well could bold,
It sec m+ to me they had better agree—
The white. the black, and the gold—
“And share what comes of the beds and crumbs,

And leave no bugs in the cold!
— Alice Carey.

in hand, ¢¢ perhaps this is the way

God has

| taken to revife his work in my heart.”
“It may be,” she said, thoughtfully.
«« He works in a mysterious way, his wonders to perform.”
«At all events,” continued Willie, “I
.have learned this lesson and I hope that]
shall never forget it; and that is, the danger
of pulling off preparing for death; for it
may come in such a way that one may. have

no time even lo think of it.”
replied, ** Our dear Saviour
and knew

all

that

would

His mother
who

loved

befall

us

us

here,

has told us that as a snare shall it come on
{ all them that dwell on the face of the whole
earth,and has lovingly warnedus to ‘watch
therefore, and pray always, that ye may be
accounted worthy to.escape all these things
that shall come to pass, and to stand before
the Son of man.”
:

‘A Hasty Spirit.
»t

ind

ed with that any more,” exclaimed the
excited mother, seizing the offending toy
from the child's hand and going towards
:
the grate.
A « Don’t, mother,
don’t burn it
screamed little Benny.
The child's

up,”
plea

was

flames

had

For

two

spoiled the

pretty

already

the

painted

toy.

whole days the tiny whistle (1 present from
Uncle John) had made little Benny as
happy as a child could be. Every room.in
the house had rung with its shrill music,
frightening the baby and torturing older
ears with its screechings, all rare sport for
Benny, who persisted in keeping up’ the
din, despite of threats

entreaties.

All

the boys in the village had ‘seen and

ad-

mired

the

and

wonderful

whistle.

Choicest

nuts and apples, balls of twine and fishingtackle, and a penknife, had been offered in
exchange for the coveted toy. This last
“was a tempting offer
love of noise finally

to Benny.
triumphed

Bat
over

the
the

desire for ‘whittling.
Poor Benny,=
precious whistle would never make any
ise for him! He looked the picture
y sitting there before the grate
with his\ tear-stained face contemplating
his idol in\ ashes. It was his first real
sorrow, and it seemed almost’ more than
His:child heart could bear. The sorrowful
face filled the mother's heart with regret
for the hasty act.

‘‘ Go out and play,”

she

said, pleasantly. But Benny's heart was
too full ot sorrow for that. Before his
usual bed-time, he crept away to his trundle-bed. The low sobbings reached the
mother's ear long after sleep had closed
the little fellow's “eyelids.

At last, Joe gave up the

Stepping

softly

to the room where he slept, she knelt by
her darling boy, kissing away the hot tears.
Smoothing back the moistened curls, and
giving a fresh tuck to the bed-clothes, she
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by and by, when he comes to need bralus;
that his brain-power will not be found. He
will be starty, fitful, morbid, full of nervous
kinks and cranks, 0one of those wretched hu-

man beings who live a life like that describ-

ed by Hawthorne in his story of** Feathertop,”
—only capable of existence and efficiency
while he issmoking, hut sinking into dimnessand stupidity. whenbe stops.
Such are some of the chances of poor babies! God help the poor little - things!
They never asked to be born, and their parents, if they will bring them into existence,
owe them every attention to make that ex-

istence a blessing.

nf

-

o—

are

a

number

of

Commenting

on a letter from

a mother,

who testifies against soothing syrups and
crying babies, Mrs. Stowe says, in Hearth

dren.

;

St

But a great part of the children that are
born nowadays are nol good, average,
healthy children. They are children of deficient brain-power,

and smoked

it out;

the

mother has diddled and dribbled it away in
balls and operas. Two young people come
together, both of them in a state of half-nervous derangement.
She cannot live with-

out strong coffee ; her hand trembles and she
has a sinking at her stomach when she first
rises in the morning. till she hastakena cup
of strong coffee, when

she is primed for the

day. He cannot study, or read, or perform
any real mental labor, without tobacco.
Both are burning life's candle at both ends;
both are wakeful and nervous, with weak
muscles and vibrating nerves.
Two such persons unite

in

giving

Indeed, we shall find that Florida herself,
as her structure is

known,

is

only a

succession of such rows of islands as now
lie outside her southern shore, united together by flits exactly like those accumulating at this moment jpetween the

present

islands and the coast, These islands are
called the Keys of Florida, and are distinfrom

one

another

by

a variety

of

instance—are

large,

inhabited

Jlinds,

planted with fruit and flower gardens, where
cocoasnuts and other palms, orange-trees,
and bananas, grow in great luxuriance,
while others are mere barren rocks scarcely

verdure.

9

Suppose now that in fancy we sail out
from the keys on their seaw. rd side, choosing a bright, calm day{ when the surface of
the ocean is still.

The waters

of

that

re-

depth, distinct as

bility that all the forces of nature are a tortureto it. *‘The fathers have eaten sour four or five mills from the keys, we find
grapes, and the children’s teeth are set, on ourselves in the neighborhood of a rocky
edge.” Whatsuch children cry for,is nei- wall rising from the ocean bottom. As we
ther cold nor huager, but ¢rrepressible ner- approach it, if we look over the side of the
fear,

some-

lic affairs.

She has made

the qualities and

herself familiar

with

lives of all classes of public

men. Equally at home in politics, literature and
science, there are few eminent names in any one
of these departments of thought but have become familiar and significant to her, and she can

at once sketch the career of their owners and
portray their qualities with definite features and

boat, we shall see that we

a floating" shrubbery,

are passing over

a branching

growth

spreading in every difection, its lighter por-

in a low, nervous fever.
Now, the directions about putting a chit

ce

Hel /

at once into the available

German

vocate.

been

fresh, original, unique.

may-develop

au vicious

a

These publishers confine

Mrs. Leslie’s books are always wholesome, full
of pure domesticity, saturated with a religious
spirit, never failing to kindle by their inteMectu-

ality or to subdue by their touches of pathos.—
From a hurried examination of * Juliette,” wé
think she has done something better than simply
to maintain her previous reputation,

PICTURES TFRGM PRIsoN LfFR. An Historical

Sketch ‘of
i Massachusetts State Prison,—
With Nurratiyes and Incidents, and Suggestions on Discipline.
By Gideon Haynes, Warden, . Same Publishers, ele. 1869, 16mo. pp.
288, ¢
’
>

We hate been futensel¥ interested
this book.

There

is very

little

in reading

literary

artor

skill in it, and the materials might easily enough
have been wrought into a form that would have
rendered them much more attractive than they
ure.
Bat their value might not have been thus
greutly increased.
The historical sketch is suf-

ficiently full for all ordinary

readers, the inci-

dents are worthy of being published, and they,
along with the Warden’s own personnl experiences,—~which are very modestly dealt with,—
are full of suggestiveness on the whole subject of
the treatment of criminals,
Nothing could more
strikingly illustrate the changes that have been
passing upon our whole system of prison disci
pline, and the gains that have been reached, than

the record which Mr. Haynes has made in this
unpretending

little

volume,

and

nothing

could

better indicate his adaptation to his sphere. He
is a much greater man in his office at the prison’!
than he is in the sphere of literature,—hls everyday deeds measure his power far better than his

most elaborate words.

|

OUR CHATHAM STREET UNCLE: or,
1 Three
Golden Balis. By Mes. J. Me Nair “Wright,

“author of ** Corder Stull,” ete.

Boston :

enry

The old maxim,~**
Say nothing but good of the
Hoyt.
16mo. pp. 315.
ead,” is'a false one, and its tendency is
fisJENNY'S GERANIUM; or, the Prize-Flower of a
hievous.
Criminal lawyers, when they have acjmadon Court.
Same publisher.
16wmo. pp.
quired a reputation that makes every great rascal instinctively turn to them after an gst, in J
Mr. Hoyt keeps steadily on with his work of
the hope of securing an acquittal, are in
Ranger
issuing an excellent varicty of juvenile litera
of demoralizing
the community
and giving
dure for the Sabbath School and the Family.
wholesome statutes over to contempt.
Ile who
r Chatham Street Uncle” is something realhelpsto obliterate
the distinction between right
1¢ fresh and entertaining,—~enough so to induce
und wrong, and muke vices appear tolerable by
ud to read it through at a sitting. It lifie the
throwing over them the glow of genius, is workcurtain and allows us to survey the striking and
ing no ordinary mischief.
There is little danger
unwelcome interior of a Jewish Pawn-broker’s
that men will hate evil tog, infems
and the
establishment, where the greed of gain has beténdency is quite strong and general e
al- come the one master passion.
Solomon Simpson is a hard character, and clearls
life, and sols the little imaginative

gar, and good Aunt

drawn from
invalid, Ha

Anna, and shrewd,

honest

Timothy.
Naomi is a splendid jewel among rubbish,—a rose in a wintry desert,—an
angel,
though a wondenfully human
one, busy with

blessed and effectual ministrics among a very
earthly set of mortals, Itis a good’ book, and
paints life in one little section of New York without flattery or exaggeration,
“ Jenny's Geranium” gives

book

of life in London,

us a leaf from

as the other

the .

volume

photographs a phase, of human experience in
New York, and it teadbes. similar lessons through
similar media.
Both books are specially auract-

ive in their binding.
JACK

THE

:

CONQUEROR;

or, Difficulties Over-

come. By C. K. Bowen. 'NeWw York: Robert
Carter & Brothers, 18mo. pp. 233, Sold by
Gould & Lincoln.

A pleasant addition to the Fireside Library
which these publishers have been steadily mak-

ing up for years, Its title hints at the storyas
well as foretells its lesson. Jack is a little fellow,
and begins his struggle on a low plane, but his
triumphs ure real, needful, noble and perfanent.
—

Tre LiLy SERIES. By Mrs, Sherwood.
1. The
Flowers of the Forest. 2, The Young Forest.
er,
3. The Little Woodman.
4. Joo Little

Beggars,

0. The

Two

Orphans. 6.

Same Publishers, &e.

Joan.—

_A series of beautiful books, having about 100
18mo. pp. each, uniformly bound, and full of
very pleasant stories for the young.

FATHER

GABRIELLE'S

FAIRY.

By Mrs, Mary

C. Peckham,
Boston: Am. Unitarian Assogine
tion.
1869. 16mo. pp. 193. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
Stories Yor Eva.
By Auna E. gap Piston,
Same Publishers, ete. 16mo. pp. 21

Two very pleasant. and o D054.
books,
membirs of a prize series, come to us with the
titles copied above,
They are specially adapted

to young roaderst and inculcate

most excellent

and high lessons,
Tar VILLA ON THE RHINE,
By Berthold Auertbieh,
With & portrait of the anthor and a
biographical sketch by Bayard Taylor,
Part

I.

New York: Leypulut

paper.

& Holt,

pp. 312,

1869.

16mo.

The volume of Auerbach, previously issued in
this country, at once gave him a place in the very
first rank of writers of his cluss, and this new
‘product of his pen is almost sure to justify and

confirm the general verdict, It seemy that the
issue of his previous work by another House
was not

in

accordance with

his

views,

now gives his nuthorization to issue
volume only to Messrs, L.-& H.
PF

ONCE

beautifully

muguzine, the

the first specimen we

April

heve

pages

printed

seen, but which

and

is
we

It is a square

per No., und

its

tents render
it good as well as beautiful,

HOME

he

new

No.of which

hope to greet regularly hereafter.
16mo., of ubout 100

and

this

pop

A MONTH, isa

excellent

con”

THE

Magazing, THE CHILDREN’S
BOUR, and

ONCE A MONTH are three rare publications to is
sue from a single House. ‘T. 8, Arthur & Bon,
;
Phila,
[3

i

But
when

—

unju-tly

extreme.

attractive Norwegian

JULIETTE; or, Now and
Forever.
By Mrs.
Madeline Leslie.
Boston: Lee & Shepard.—
1869. 12mo. pp. 416. Sold by D. Lothrop &
Co.

But there is some dinger that this gen-

erous tendency

and

themselves to works of a high literary character,
and they draw freely from sources to which they
appear to have, among American book-makers,
almost exclusive access.

MY RECOLLECTIONS OF
LORD BYRON;
and
those of Eve-Wiinesses of his Lafe.
By the
Countess Guiccioli.
New York: Harper &
Bros,
1869.
12mo. pp. 670. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
This is certainly in some sense the apologetic
or white-wushing era of literature. Charity isa

have

York:

style at once pleasant, cultivated, picturesque
and captivating; and the story is one that is all
aglow with imagination
and touching with a
chastened tenderness and beauty.
It is something, too, quite out of the ordinary track,—

could be expected to ren-

who

New

one comes to the book itself, there appears

der. She has fourteen.subjects under the head
of * Literary,”
two classed as. * Scientific,” ten
are called * Professional,” four figure as “Si
cial,” eleven are designated as * Politicians,” and
five belong to the circle known as “ Royal.” The
author hus done:an acceptable servicein bringing together these scattered sketches and putting
them into a small gallery by themselves.

they

is suffi-

writer by the pen than by the tongue.
though the name appears 60 barbarous,

country, and to guarantee them a general and
cordiul. welcome. The subjects are taken from
varied circles, they representa great varietyof
opinions and positions, and they get as fair treatment as any biographer and critic of Miss M's

thing, and

possession of the read-

edition by M. E. Niles,

name of this fresh

and merit to warrant their republication in this

opinions

index

Leypoldt& Holt. 1869, 16mo. pp. 217. Sold
by D. Lothrop& Co.
.
It will be found much easier’ 40 represent the

own Mr, Tuckerman gave us a few years since,
but they are, nevertheless, of sufficient interest

pronounced

the full

er. To announce the issue of the work
cient to awaken a large demand for it.

fully written nor as valuable as those which our

good

a picture under glass.
Sailing southward to a distance of some

from

ready

judged are entitled to have their cases reviewed
before a new court committed to fair play. Censure is always. in danger of lacking discrimination, and when one has offended society there is
an impatience, while passions are heated, of listening to any extenuating plea. A manly defense
of a severely accused man is creditable to the ad-

wholly destitute of

be seen at a considerable

vous agony—sometimes

appear to be

She is thoroughly conversant with pub-

over by the wavegaand

ence to a poor, helpless baby, who is born

times because every thing in life is too strong
for them, and jars on their poor, weakened
nerves, just as it does on those ofan invalid

Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.

dependence and eminent vigor of thought, and
she writes in a direct, forcible and self-contained
style. She does not lack information, and all her
for use.

notes

at the end of the volume puts the whole colitents

1869,

rising above the surface of the ocean, washed

gion are always remarkably clear; and ander such influences of sky and atmosphere
exist. they are so transparent that the bottom may

sensi-

Holt.

Miss Martineau is a woman of great mental in-

accumulations of knowledge

on steel, fronts

introductory

the year are very admirable, and

Harriet Mar&

are compressed within the few pages that are
devoted to each.
Her estimates appear to be
honestly and intelligently made up, though itis
not at all likely that they will be universally approved.
The sketches are by no means as care-

in a state of such a diseased

nervous

By

Leypoldt

tion and a fair amount of thoughtful eriticism

gradually consolidated into dry land, will
at last make a bridge between the islands

for

12mo. pp. 458,

SKETCHES.
York:

drifting into it sand, mud, and

tems; children begotten of tobaceo-smoke, appellations, such as Sand Key, Key West
late hours, tight lacing, and dyspeptic stom- Indian Key, Long Key, and the like. They
ach+, The father has puthis son's brain in- are of various sizes; some—lhke Key We-t
to bis meerschaum

New

In*fact, a current sets towards,

is

I hope to show you that these flats, being

of diseased nervous sys- | guished

tineau.

the title-page, the ‘extended

THE FiSHER-MAIDEN. A Norwegian Tale. By
Bjornstjerne Bjrénson.
From the author’s

actually

a process

debris of all sorts.

so far

BIOGRAPHICAL

east-

and the lower extremity of Florida, unitWe are much pleased to hear that a woman who has bad so much expérience does ing them solidly together, so that the formnot believe in the institution of ross babies; er will cease to be islands #nd will become
we like her condemuation of all the nos- part of the main-land.
trums, teas, and stimulants with which the
morning of lifeis often deluged. Her mode
of proceeding, in all its parts, can be recommended for good,
average, healthy chil-

need, my reader. Well, Jesus will giveit
you if you ask him, for he says, ‘Come unto me.” “I will give you rest.”

vivid coloring.
We have in this volume,~which
is a fine specimen of book-making,—~brief sketches of nearly fifty personages, and much informa-

that such

of ink,

_by the editor on the progress of science during

That's the kind of faith you

2

islands,—the

that praise might be régarded a waste

breath and time. It aims to follow out. the plan
adopted by Mr. Wells, who edited it for a number of years, though its former high character is
not quite fully maintained the present
year.

not afraid.

Literary Review.

:

Just outside the lower extremity of Flori-

da

the channel,

—

What faith and courage she

all classes of intelligent readers,
and it is com-

piled with so much painstaking, ability and skill,

Stittitis
a very valuable
portrait of Prof Dana, engraved

The Florida. Keys.
'

going on.

Babies.

Dear girl!

us. It has been so many years ‘since this Annual began to be published, it has acquired such a
standing among scientific men as well as among

must have had to write that note!
She was going to Jesus through the
stormy waves of the angry sea, yet she was

te

channel,

Nervous

The man was saved. The girl, with hundreds of other persons, was drowned. The
mother. received the note. What do you
think the little girl had written init? Here
are her words:
“Dear mother, you must not grieve for
me. Iam going to Jesus.”

ment

chase. and came back to the mine, thinking | ernmost almost touching the main land,
to himself thatthe men would all have a while the westérn lie a little farther off.
good laugh at him.
In consequence of this peculiarity in their
But he found them all pale with alarm and disposition, the space left between these
awe. ‘What a narrow escape you have islands and the Florida coast, marked on
had, Joe!" said one of them.
¢‘ The pit the map as mud flats, is broad and open at
has caved in, and poor Tim is killed. If the western outlet,but almost closed towards
that dog had not run off with your dinner, the east. It is importantto remember the
you would have gone down with Tim into form of this broad intervening space, stretchthe pit and been killed too.”
i
ing between the keys and the main-land,
Joe took off his hat; and while his bredst because the narrower and mone shallow end
heaved, and his cheeks grew pale, and the may easily be fllled up with sand, mud, &e.
tears came to his eyes, he looked up to hea- If you will look at the map, you will see, by
ven, but said not a word.— The Nursery.
the flats at the eastern end of this once open

and Home:

“There, I'll see it I'm going to be plagu-

unavailing;

catch the dog.

APRIL

tions swaying gently with the movement of ready to xlur over the immorulities of Ji
the sea.
luis not green, like land shrub- buve maurkéd talent and high popularity,
bery, but bas a variety of soft, bright hues,
This white-washing tendency is appearing freeaway alone to sleep, without rocking or —purple, rosy, amethyst, yellow, brown, ly.in literature. Aaron Burr is transformed into a
wernt back to her work. But her thoughts soothing, is a good one oaly for robustand and orange. If circumstances are favora- patriot by one of the most skillful of American
were
ill at ease. She knew the child had healthy children. For the delicate, nervous ble, ard the water crystal-clear, as it some- biographers. A clergyman paints the first NaWillie's Lesson.
punishment, but not in the man- kind I have spoken of, it is cruel, and itis times is, we shall have glimpses of bright- poleon as having had only an ambition to serve
deserved
BY GRACE. ner and spirit in which she had given it. dangerous. We know one authentic -in- colored fishes swimming in and out amid the cause of popular liberty in Europe, and his
nephew at the Tuileries is set forth as having
One evening Willie P., a Christian boy, Her hasty temper had led her into an act} stance of a mother
sho was trained to believe this tangled thicket, or here and there we taken the mantle of the noble and pure-hearted
and greatly beloved, started to go to prayer- of injustice, almost of cruelty to her child, it her duty to p
infant to bed in alone- may discern a variety of sea-anewmones, their patriot who was martyred at St, Helena, Gibbor is now written down by a critical theologian
leave it. Not daring to soft feathery fringes fully expanded.
meeting.
It was not 8o his parents could and she resolved, as she had done many ly chamber and”
trust herzelfin the ordeal, she put on her
go’that evening and he went alone. Ariver times before, never to be so hasty again:
This wonderful growth over which we as a profound believer, whose famous XV. and
When the morning came she missed the bonnet, and positively forbidding her serv- have imagined ourselves to be sailing, is XVI. chapters were meant to exalt a supernatulay between his home and the village, and
rul Christianity.
Rousseau is set forth, by a “late
childish prattle, the caress of the velvety ants to go near the child, went out tor a the top of a coral wall.—Reaching the sur- reviewer, as a genuine moral philosopher and a
“he started to cross upon the ice.
The wind blew almost a gale and flurries arms and the bright lips put up lovingly walk. When she returned the child was face of the water at intervals, it forms little truly religious man.
A persistent attempt is
of snow swept through the air, but, holding to hers for the good-morning kiss. With still, and had been so fr some time. She rocky islands here and there, divided from made to drown the protest against the low vices
Bgrns by vocalizing the music of his
his broad, warm scarf up to shield his face sad forebodings she bent over the crib went up to examine. The child had strug- each other by open channels, through some of Robert
where little Benny lay. The little face, gled violently, thrown itself over on its face, of which vessels of considerable size may ballads and reRearsing his admirable * Cotter's
from the storm, he ran merrily along withSaturday Night.”
And now a woman, eminent
out thought of danger, when suddtnly he flushed with fever, tossed restlessly upon and a pillow had fallen over it, and it was pass. . This wall is, in fact, a repetition of in letters: and soci#d Position, givés us nedrly
the
pillow,
moaning
of
its
lost
treasure.
dead from suffocation.
the same process as that which has formed seven hundred pages of glowing panegyric, instepped upon a place where a man had been
Nervous children suffer untold agonies the inner row of keys, though in a more in- dignant denisl and ingenious &pecidl pleading. in
cutting out ice a few hours before and was The sunny blue eyes were heavy with
pain. - With that anxious, loving
care from fear when put to bed alone. No complete stage; it is built up by the coral order to induce the publjcto reverse its verdict
planged into the water.
which only mothers know, she tended the tongue can tell the horrors of a lonely room animals from the sea bottom.
Whenever over Lord Byron, to concede that his virtue was
The place was thinly frozen over and
suffering child, pleading with Heaven for tosuch children. Alittle, delicate boy, whom circumstances are most favorable to their not surpassed by his genius, and that, properly
_ covered with a slight coating of snow, withits precious life, that she might atone for his parents were drilling to sleep alone, development, there they grow most rapidly. estimated, he was almost as much a saintas a
out a bush or a stake to warn travelers of
poet.
~~
the past. Too late! A few brief days of used to scream violently every night, and In such spots they bring the wall to the sea
. danger.
Now that is carrying matters rather too far.
suffering, and the angels took little Benny his father would comein and whip him. He level sooner than in others.
Charity,iga Christian virtue; but thet is only a
Willie was a member of the church ¢ in
> mistook the pertinacity for obstinacy, and
good and regular standing,” but alas, his home.
This done, however, the work of the co- bastard charity which seeks to make iniquity
Death left a darker shadow in that thought it his duty to conquer the child's ral animals ceases, because they cannot live tolerable, and would smother justice with generlove for his Saviour had begun to ‘grow
osjty. Byron may have been.over-censured and
cold, and that very afternoon he had con. dwelling, the earth fell upon. that little will. One night he said: “Why do" you out of the water.—But "in consequence of a | adjudged guilty now and then on insufficient
fessed his lukewarmness to his mother, and coffin witha gloomier sound, for the bitter always scream so when you know you shall process of decay and decomposition, which grounds, and may not always have had a proper
they had been beseeching their Heavenly memories in the mother’s heart. Others be punished?” +O father, father!” said the I shall describe when we examine thie struct- ‘regard paid to the ‘extenuating circumstances
Father to revive his work in the boy's heart. may be spared the bitter experience through little fellow, “I don’t mind your whipping ure and life of the animals themselves, such that affected him and his life, Whatever was
learned the lesson of me, if you'lI'en}y stay with me.” That faWhen Willie fell into the river he instant- which her spjrit
a wall—or coral reef, as it is called—is sur- noble in him should be fully brought out and
fuirly estimated.
But this attempt to muke of
self-control.
Better
were it, though, that ther's eyes were opened from that moment.
ly commended his spirit to his Saviour, and
rounded by coral sand and fragments wo
him a moral paragon as well as an intellectual
He saw thata human being cannot be gov- away from it by the action of the sea.
then began a desperate struggle forlife. the child die in its innocence, than it should
genius, and to make Lady Byron responsible for
The thin ice kept breaking awayia bis grasp; come to years of maturity with such a erned by dead rules, like a plant or an aniMaterials of this sort, mixed with sea: the scandals that abounded in his domestic and
character
as
a
hasty,
passionate
spirit,
on
mal.
his hands became strained and numb, and
weed, broken shells, &c., soon gather upon social relations, will not answer,’ And that is
No, mother ; before you ake upa plan of
the central and glaring fault of this ready inter
holes wore through the fingers of his wool- the part of her to whom is committed its
the
top of the reef wherever the coral growth esting and well-written book. The biographer’s
operation for your baby, look at it, and see
en gloves. Twice he sunk, then arose and training, begets.— Zion's Herald.
has brought it to the sea level. By degrees tusk, of which the author shows herself fully cawhat it 93, and use your own common-sense
began the struggle anew.
At length he
a soil is collected upon such spots, raising puble, 18 subordinated throughout to that of the
as to what it needs.
saw a small cake ofce,
i
which he thought
- The Lost Dinner.
them more and more above the surfaie dt defender and the panegyrist. These details in
. might support him if he could succeed in
Look at yourself; look at your husband; the water. In this way the islands have Byron's history and life ‘ure interestingly and ingetting upon it. He got one knee on, when
In the town of Newcastle, in England, look atyour own physical habits—at his, heen formed which we call the Keysof Flori- telligently exhibited, snd though not much is
the cake turned and threw his head under there was a man who went by the name of and ask what is your child likely to be ? da; and iu the rame way the little patches told that is really new, yet no one, appreciating
water.
He then began to strangle, and Patient Joe. He worked in a coal-mine.
Children of smoking fathers often have now rising highest ‘on the summit of the the rare abilities of the celebrated poet, can fuil
to find much in this volume thavis hoth readuble
thought in bitter agony, ** Oh, this is no fe was called Patient Joe, because, if grief] their brains and nervous systems entirely Reef, will colar ge gradually into more and und instructive. We wish it satisfied the condream! Iam drowning! I .must die by came to him, he would say, *“ IV's all for the impregnated with the poisonof nicotine in more extensive islinds, though at present science as wellus it does the literary taste.
drowning !” and the lights from his fa- best; those who love God shall find that all the helpless age of infancy. A couple came many of them are gdarcely visible abové the
ther's house were shining almost on the things work together for good.”
to a country-place entirely forthe health of water level.—Our Young Folks.
ANNUALOF SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY: or, Year
scene,
Bookof fuers in Science and Art for 1869, ¢xIf things went well with him, Joe would their only boy, a feeble infant. The child
hibiting the most important discoveries snd
Before trying to get on the cake of ice he praise God; and if things went ill with was pale and sickly, constipated in bowels,
improvements in Mechanics, Useful Arts, Nut
oN
.
The parhad cried out **help I” twice, but thought the him, he would praise God
still, and and threw up his milk constantly.
ural Philosophy. Chemistry, Astronomy,
GeGoing to Jesus.
ology. Biology, Botany, Mineralogy. Meteorols
Id keep any one from hearing his say, ** God knows best what is for my good. ents had but one room, in which they lived
wiod w
ky, Geography. Antiquities, ete; together with
Notes on the progress of Science during the
_voibe. The miller was coming from sup- We must not judge of things by this life with hith, and which was every evening blue
Nearly three years ago, a noble steamer
year 1864: a list of recent Scientific Publicus
Every evening that was sinking with hundreds of pe1¥ons.on
per on his way to mill and heard the cries. alone; there's a life to come after this; and with tobacco smoke.
tions: obitusriesof eminent se fontitls men, sic.
The first cry he thought was from some things that may not seem good for us ‘here helpless little creature teok into his lungs as poard. Only one boatload was saved. As
Edited by Sumuel Kueelund, A. M., M. D..
Fellow of the American Academy oo Aris und
much tobacco as ifhe had smoked a cigar- a man was leaping into the tossing boat,a
bo, pla) ing on the ice; the second Plainly may be good for us there.”
Belencer,
Secretury of and lostraetor in Zoblos
ty
0
"in ths coal pi wero Joo worked, somo ette, Still more than- this—the mother who girl who could not be taken into. the boat, gytuteund Pny slology inthe Massachusetts Insti:
wasa ory of d
of Touehliolagv, ete, - Boston: Gould &
was nurs
Land who knew that she wouldsoon be swal4 Hold on ! Tit help you out!” he san o- of the men would jeer and laugh at
Lincoln, 1869. 12mo. pp. 817.
ulent
to
smoking
one
cigar
every
evening
closing
lowed
up
in
the
deep,
deep
sea,
a,
handed
h
him
|
fust
when
he
said,
*
It's
all
for
the
best.”
There
whese
boy,
drowning
the
wep wards
Thisis a — and full tile, but it represents, in
sound ; hope revived in his was a man by the name of Tha,who would she breathed her hushand’s smoke. Now, a note saying,
the ht
earu caug
every one of its numerous items, something of
if your baby smokes cigars, you will find, “Give this to my mother!” .
sigoificance in the bguk to which it introduces
heart and with an Slat supushiunan effort miss no chance to laugh at Joe.

The Family Circle.

™

STAR:

One day as Tim and Joo were : getting
he again got his head up and by the faint
moonlight could discern the friendly miller ready to go down into the deep pit, Joe,
running towards him. In another moment who had brought his dinner of bacon and
he was safe, though strangling and speech- bread with him, laid it on the ground for a
moment. Before he could take it up, a
less, in the miller's arms.
Words cannot express the joy and grati- hungry dog seized it, and ran off.
“Ha, ha!” ‘cried Tim: * that's all for
tude of his parents when-their rescued boy
the best, is it, man? Rind Stick to thy
‘was brought to them.
His drenched garments. Were SOON remov-. 1creed-and say, Yes.” ~
ed and he was clad in dry, warm clothing.
¢ Well,I do say, KL Yes,” said Joe; ¢ but,
After his accident had been well talked as I must eat,it is: my duty to try to get back
If I get it back, it will be all
over in the family, his mother took him to my dinner.
her own warm room, and there'they had a for the best ; and if I don't get it back; why,
little prayer-meeting. The mother earnest- it will be all for the best just the same. God
that he can rule the smallest
{io saved thatthe young Jife so marvelous- | Lis so great,
oe
ly spared, might be spent to the honor and things as well as the largest.”
glory of God ; and Willie gave himself anew
So Joe ran after the dog; and Tim, With
a laugh and an oath, went down into the
to his Saviour.
3
« Mother,” said Willie, as they sat hand coal-pit. Joe ran a long way, but could not

There must be no sleeping soldier

Let us not be weary,

MORN ING

3
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Senatorial Portraits.
—

:

following portraits of the new members
of the Uuited States Senate. She says:

to

seems

-" Inits new members the Senate

have gained more faces than it has lost. It
almost Brings back the old Lincoln days to

sea Mr.
looks

Hamlin

on the floor again.

Thomas Ewing, ot Ohio, - who was” a mem- | through

“his recent triumph,
which he probably
considers. ogly a just compensation for the

bet of, Gen.

Taylor's cabinet.

wife,

the

would have been
any young man.

past. He is a solid, stolid old: gentleman,
with a jog-a-trot gait and an honest face.

He has a big round head, fringed with black
hair, “dark eyes and skin, spectacles half
way down his nose, his eyes smiliog over

buttoned across his broad

chest, and

as

a good
Jefl. Davis,

hand

for his first

of Zachary Taylor's

of

the

have certainly reason

the - personnel

of

new

to

before

we

reached

fit

An ‘Expensive Doll.
doll worth
a child in
scribes this
dressed in
cashmere,

he

their

champion.

$400 (gold) asan Easter gift to
Rome.
A correspondent deexpensive toy:
¢ The doll is’
a short costume of pearl-grey
worn over a petticoat of cerise

Carl

this lace dress is 3000f.)
Then there is: a
Schurz, moving about the Senate Chamber,
/
:
tnt
:
of over six: feet. Thin, yet] white cashmere peignoir, beautifully emshows a hight
wiry and muscular, his step is eager and | broidered; also muslin peignoirs trimmed

Mr. Fenton, of New York, during his years

His hair is touched by added

In

Rochester, Wis,, Dec. 8, 1868, aged 11 years, 9
months and 27 days.
Rosa was a very amiable
and lovely child, Shé possessed a mind matured
beyond her years.
Her qifiet deportment won
the affections of all who knew her. She was a
constant attendunt of the Sabbath school and
loved it much,
Inher last hours she gave up
one after another of her friends and sent requests
to her associates in the public school and Sabbath school.
Finally she gave up her mother,

laid back

quietly in her arms,

:

rr

piety

{Her

was deep

gon) | all'of us ran as well as you with sueh Lh HE
«fiverse

.

P

vr.
>
& Women’s

Husbands

Oe

AN Easy
Prace.—Rev.
Henry
Ward
Beecher some time singe received -a letter
from a young man, who recommended him-

self very highly as being honest; dd closed

with the request: **Get me an easy situation
that honesty may be rewarded.”
To which

Mr. Beecher replied:

a

Rights.

their

spouses the following

little

trick :
A

lawyer,

sence,

and

whom

they

engaged for this

purpose, called at their houses in their
desired

to

see

ab-

Madame.

Ma-

dame was occupied with her toilet, but the
visitor insisted on seeing her. So she was
obliged to receive the lawyer, who very politely handed her a stamped paper.
The
lady read it in_surprise, and turned very
pale. The lawyer leit her. What did the
paper contain?

* An

application

for

vorce on the part of the husband.

SOUTH

toned and

upon religious experience.

|,

a di-

The la-

dy passed long hours of painful suspense.
At last her husband came home from his of¢ My friend, what is the meaning of
fice.

MOS,) 38 & 40 CORNHILT,, BOSTON.
MESSRS. D. LOTHROP & CO. have made speeial
|

Company,

NEW-MARKET,

arrangements to kcep constantly for Sale a full ag-~
sortment of all Books of the American Tract Societies. American Sunday School Union, and all new
and desirable Books for Sunday Schools of
{ther
Societies and Publishers; £0 that a COMPLETE VA-

OF

Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;

Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine,

~

Tubu-

lar, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
for Print

Works

;

Lap

4413

Welded

Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules

now method of sending

Lathes; - .

Turning

Shafting,

wok 1 keep up a Music Store.
II. By sending Instruments directly from the man-

Machinery, (both circular and upright.) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
t651]
Gas Works,
A

or

Cold,

Cough,

2 Throat

So

ufacturer to the purchaser.
PLEDGE. Ifany Instrument fails 13 give satisfac.

hence he
ent:
honGD
Ins
fe anko. ke ho,theIRstTAmOL:
Aer© money
om
is compelled vf deal in none but the best Instruments,

xe

and he warrants every Instrument that he sells, for
five years.
Send to MR. HARMON for Mason & Hamlin’s Cab-

if
Ek
REQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION AND
SHOULD BE CHECKED, IP ALLOWED

inet Organs.

TO CONTINUE,
Irritation of the
manent

an

IS OFTEN

LAND

Affection,

Lung

THE

or

Discase

RESULT,

We, the undersigned,
are prepared

Harmon’s NEW METHOD
9 Brown's Bronchial Troches, - i Liggl,.
Instruments in any part of the

OLD

Having a direct influence to the
g
parts, give immediate relief.
For Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Consumptive and

NANCY G., widow of Col. Dudley Lyford of
Piutstield, died in Strafford, Nov. 27, 1863, aged
85 years, Mother Lyford was a native of Pitrsfield, and for manv years a follower of the SavShe
joursin all the ordinances of the gospel.
umted with the I. 'W. B. church in P. more than
a quarter of a century since, by letter; and continued a worthy and exemplary member until
removed
by deaths Although
dead, she yet
speaketh.
The influence of a mother’s prayers
eternity alone can unfold.
Her life was one of
Her death peaceful and
piety and usefuluess.

Throat

SINGERS

AND

at the very lowest figures.
Bro. Harmon's long experience

are

and

familiar ae-

Rev. E. Knowlton, So. Montville, Me.
«
(C. 0. Libby,Cor. Sec. F. M. Soc., Dover,N, H.
¢
T,, B. Tasker, Lyndon, Vt.
J. Burnham Davis, Charlestown, Mass,

SPEAKERS

recommended

and

quaintance with all the First Class Firms,eoables him
to give valuable information to all enquirers.

will find TROCHES useful in clearing’the voice when
taken before Singing or Speaking, and relieving the
throat after an unusual exertion of the vocal organs.

Troches

our

rethren may obtain Instruments of the best quality,

Diseases,

PUBLIC

to say that Rev,

of surnl idg Musical
United States, makes

hurchasers perfectly safe; and by its advantages

TROCHES ARE USED WITH ALWAYS GOOD SUCCESS,

The

(Terms as low asthe Firm allows.) -Al-

80, for all kinds of Pianos;
especially Chickering &
Song’, of Boston, and Steinway & Son#’ of New York.
For circulars address
Rev. L. L. HARMON, Portsmouth, N, H,

Lungs, a per-

Throat

Incurable

:

oni $30 to $150 per

he kh does. Jo

SXShANEe for He

aw Mil)

Mill Work, all kindd of

A few weeks | ovory description,

Melodeons, Organs and Pi

nts
kinds taken in,
of all
Old Instrume

HARMON.

oor

Iron ag

aeol

Engines,

Steam

Portable

& CO., BOSTON, MASS.

; of the Uuiied
anos, from any firm desired, to any part
States, thereby freeing the purchaser from the
_—
;
way.
risk in any
per cent, is saved by purchasing of Mr.
Twenty
in reinformation
valuable
He gives
HARMON.
"
spect to keeping instruments in good tune,
Instruments
80
reasonably
as
Mr.
)
No man rents

AND

She de-

D. LOTHROP

PIANOS! ORGANS! MELODEONS!
purchasers
are being greatly favored-by Rev. L. L. HARMON’S

for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship. Tanks ;
STATIONARY

iter.

|

Attention
is called to the fact that many
1

;

; Ship, Tanks

Tubes

fell

i

be sélected in one store upon as favorable terms as
they could be obtained atthe var'ous places of publication ; Catalogues, or an assortmentof Books from
which to select, sent when desired. Orders sent by
letter will have our personal attention, thus saving
Commitees the expense of a journey, in order to get
good hooks. Address all orders,

Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

prescribed

Jamer A. Howe, Olneyville,R. I.

by

L. Dewey, East Troy,

Physicians, and have had testimonials from eminent
men throughout the country.
Being an article of
true merit, and having proved their-eflicacy by a test
of many years, each year finds them in new localities
in s varions parts of the world, and the Rroches
are
i

Pa.

Smb

«Don’t be an editor
if you would be ‘easy.’ this paper ?” she asked, with a pale face.
WONDERFUL!!
absolute will, that will not let the dying Do not try the Jaw. Avoid school-keeping. “Why, it isan application for a divorce
of Keep out of the pulpit. Let alone all ships, from you. Ibelieveyon want to be free!
5
He is nearly seventyes years
body drop.
3
3
1
carat
pi
Pes
Shim
Fertilizer.
Concentrated
Fales’
y
.
H
Abhor poli- 1 do not want to be your tyrant.any longer.” | triantphant. Her rest was sweet in Jesus. Her | universally pronounced better than other articles.
age; yet from behind he looks like a young | (00 shops,and merchandise.
OBTAIN
only
*
Brown’s
Bronchial
Troches)\
And
z HE effect which is produced on all kinds of veg(OM.
reward is sure und glorions.
Don't | ‘Iam sure,” she said, with her kindest smile,
do not take any of the worthless imitatieqS that
man, so slender is his figure, so dark and
tics. 2 Keep ' away from lawyers.
etabies is wonderful,
It is better than the best
RACHEL HARDING, was born in the state of
abundant his full head otf hair. He is a practice medicine. Be not a farmer nor a “you have wet feet, and. will catch cold.
may
be
offered.
Peruvian Guano, and at about halfthe cost. Ifsny one
1869.
Maine, Jan. 22. 1809, and died March, 10,
80LD EVERY®HERE.
4m
get a little and try it
dearest
husband
!
Pray
sitdown
by
the
fire
and
call
please
martyr of patriotism.
He suffered
every
doubt
any
has
She settled in the state of Ohio at an early day.
mechanic; neither a soldier nor a sailor.
on grass or house plants, We will warrant it the
indignity from the rebels. He was shut Don't study.
Don't think.” Don’t work. and warm yourself. “Shalll get you a cup She cmbraced religion at the age 9fF. seventeen
Wilbor’s Cod-Liver Qjl and Lime.
W. Bapup in their jails and sentenced to be hung. None of them are easy.
years, and became a member of the
BEST FERTILIZER IN THE MARKET.
O my
honest of tea?” «+ Oh, no, fam quite well,” replied
The friends of persons wlio have been restored from
Sustaining her Christian character
fist church.
He has come to this high place through
Also for gale, all kinds of
friend, you are in a very hard world!
I the wicked husband, laughing inwardly at through life, her death wus triumphant. ‘In confirmed consumption by the use of this original
reparation, and the grateful
parties themselves,
many battles; yet what a mockery toa
AGRICULTURAL
TOOLS
§ SEED.
know of but one real ‘easy’ place in it. her desire to do something to make him her death the community has lost a good citizen, have,
by
recommending
it
and
acknowledging
its
comfortable; ** Lam quite well, and I am
soul looking out of this almost dead body
WHITTEMORE, BELCHER & CO,,
her husband a kind companion. her children a ‘wouderful efficacy; given to the article a vast popuThat is the grave.”
sure you will likewise get well as soon as loving mother. Funeral services by the writer,
must be this last earthly honor.
larity in New Evgland.
The Cod Liver Oil is in this
pos
84 Merchents Row, Boston.

‘You are free.”

Whom

do

Great Men
in

Women,

Marrying

Marry?

——

——

of course.

But

they show the

same diversity of taste that is seen in the
lower ranks, and on the whole mike worse
mistakes.

They,

sense

game

thé

however,

generally show

that

wives

choosing

in

they show in managing other peeple’s—affairs whether it be good or bad.

John Howard, the great philanthropist,
married his nurse. Sie was altogether beintellectual

and

life

in social

him

neath

capacity, and, besides this, was fifty-two
years old while he, was but twenty-five.
He would not take No” for an- answer,
and they were married, and lived happily
occurred

which

her death,

until

together

two years afterward.
Peter

the

peasant girl.
and

of

Great,

She made

a

wife

an excellent

Humboldt mar-

empress.

a sagacious

married

Russia,

ried a poor girl because he

loved

course they were happy.

her.

Of

One of the most curious customs of the
Moravian Church is marrying by lot. A

lects a

great bard himself.
Like most of the
great poets, he showed too little discrimination in bestowing his affection on the
other sex.

Byron

i

married

Miss

Milbank

to

get

money to pay his debts. It turned outa
bad shift.
Robert Burns married a farm gir! with
whom he fell in love while
together in the plough field.

they worked
He, too, was

irregular in his life, and committed the
most serious mistakes in conducting his
domestic affairs,
Milton married the daughter of a country
squire, but lived with her but a short time.
He was an austere, exacting, literary reeluse ; while she was a rosy, romping country lass that could not endure the restraint
imposed upon her, and so they separated.
Subsequently, however, she returned, and
they lived tolerably happy.
Queen Victoria

and Prince

Albert

lady

whom

she

thinks

suitable.

Then lots marked Yes and No are thrown
into a box, and if the first drawn is in the
affirmative, the marriage takes place; but,

Slaughtered by Rum.

4

25,000 persons sent to prison !

10,000

1in-

nocent children sent to the poor-house!
10,000
1,500 murders!
500 suicides !
orphans ! 1,000 widows,! Add to this the
indirect effects of intemperance in the production of innumerable diseases that would
otherwise never have been known ; and add
also the thousands born with physical and

mental’ derangements ; and if your ear is
not sickened at the appalling results for
one year, go on and multiply it by all the
ages past, and by all the countries of the
globe, and tell us if this grand tatal of misery, degradation, and death, does not justi¢ Great slaughter!
fy us in exclaiming,
Great slaughter !”

good man,
It is not generally

Sin
that, Andrew

known

Jackson married » lady whose husband was
still living, She was an uneducated but

amisble woman, and was most devotedly
attached to the old warrior and statesman,
John C. Calhoun married his cousin, and
their children fortunately were neither diseased nor idiotie, but they do not evince the
talent of the great ‘‘states’ rights” advocate.

Lytton

Bulwer, the

English

. statesman and novelist, marrieda girl much

~ his inferior in position, and gota shrew for
Gen, Sam. Houston lived
.squaw

wife,

while

Gen.

happily
Ben.

with a

Butler

was

patronize

it,

bi

must

and allow-

Mrs. ASENATH SANBORN, wife of Ezra Sanborn, died in Chelsea, Vt.. aged nearly 70 years.
Mrs. Sanborn was married by Rev. Nathaniel
Bolles some 40 years ago, andsome 25 years since
she made a profession of religion and was vaptized. in connection with her husband and sever- |,
al of her children, by Rev. 8. Cumming, and

ttuarics.
*

The

Crater

of Vesuvius.

Brevity is specially important.

my

too

bold

friend

nearly paid a severe pena ty for his rashness ;
the liberated flame and smoke at once spouted high into the air, and halfstifled us with
thick sulphurous fumes. One breath was
almost sufficient to choke us, and I rushed
away from the resence of the infuriated

little voleano, glad to begin the descent of
But for the smoke which
the mountain,
oured

over it

in one direction,

we might

ave walked all around the crater, for the
lava was no longer issuing from the sum«

mit of Vesuvius. It had some days since
found a weak place in the side of the cone,
several hundred feet from the top, and
through this tunnel the liquid lava was slowly issuing.

an

HERBERT

died in Veazie, March
A. P. TRACY.

A., only child of

Sylvanus

and

and 6 days.
‘ And they brought unto Him also
infants,” and Jesus said, ‘* of such is the kingdom
of God.”
S.C. K.
MARY ANN, only daughter of George and
Elizabeth Lock, died in Alexandria, March 16,

She was taken sick one year

and

she

never

fully

ago

very

great, but she was never knownto complain.
The Christian” hope of immortality and eternal
life was her comfort and support.
)
.

cultivation, ete., to atl desirons,
Or orders may
addressed to Nelson Chase, Montpelier P, O., who

Prof.

Wilson,

and will furnish books, seed, &c., on
3ml0

same

terms.

WOOD'S BOTANY.

for one of joy.

As her end drew. near she sought

be

with

Christ,

3

leaving

And lies flown to pleasant

sorrowing

Hobs, was one ofThose

L. BRACKETT.

WIDOW MARY SEWALL, «ied in Wilmot, Jan.
25, aged 87 years. Sister 8. professed faith in
Christ about sixty years

ago,

and

in life’s

trials

found him a friend in time of need. Afflicted
with blindness during the last ten years of her
life, friends are permitedto hope that she
beholds the glories of the heavenly world

Dra.

JoHN

PurLps,

nearly 94 years.

died in Wi

Bro. P. was

ligion for about seventy years,

sso” of re-

Itis hoped

that

in his long earthly pilgrimage, he was not unmindful of the better lund and-now enjoys its felicities.
HENRY P. LAMPREY.
NANCY N., wife of Edward Hall, died in Durham, Murch 15, of heart disease, aged 32 years,
9 months.
Sister Hall experienced
religion and

united with the Christian church at Lynn, Mass.,
a number of years ugo.

Durham she manifested

During her residence in

in our social meetings

and in her daily life the meek and quiet spirit of
a Christian.
She was sick only tive days,
She
tilked much of Jesus and his goodness to her.

When her voice

fuiled she sang in a whisper,

“Jesus my all to

heaven

Christian goes home.
NELSON

has

gone.”

Thus

8. C. KIMBALL.

the

BARNEY, died in Charleston,
Vt., Jan.

1st, of a cancer, aged 62 years, 11 months. Bro.
B. was a great sufferer for the last few months
of his life, but was very patient and submissive;

and we trust died in peace with God and man,

Ld

9p3p8838-0
9083 3%

-*24 1

Randall”

BUY

A

large family mourn their loss, but not without
hope.
The chureh, too, loses a brother who had
enjoyed man
good geasons with them in the

house of God.

ALICE DOLLO¥Y, daughter of Dea, Thomas n,L.-

Dolloff, died in Charleston, Vt., of consamptio
This dear sister, like
aged 14 years, 11 mouths,
many others,d id not attend to the great subjectof
satvati
_| sought the Lord, and we trust found him precious,
She was na turallyof a mild and pleasant

best, and truest lives,

STEEMED

and

ns shown

revented
inthe

new

by
Chro-

mo,20x24,
of the Black Valley Rallrord -coutainin
Dr. Sewnil’s diagrams.
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side, and said, *Remember I give two hundred
dollarsto the Foreign Mission Society.”
This
was her last request,and the money thus bequeathed to carry the glad tidings of great joy to benighted heathen lands, was the result of her own
industry and frugality.
CoM.
TINTEMPERANCE

a

AND USEFUL.

Bh 3

SABRA STANTON, died in Wést Lebanon, Me.,
March 7, 1869, aged 46 years.
Sister Stanton was
the daughter of James and Sabra Stanton of Lebanon.
In early life she gave her heart to the
Saviour, was baptized by Rev. Silas Curtis, and
united with the F. W.
Baptist church at Great
Falls. Nearly twenty-five years since,she changed
her relation from Great Falls to the church at
West Lebanon, where
she remained a consistent and exemplary member until called from
her works of Christian beneficen¢e and ugefulness to a peaceful rest and a glorious reward.
She was hopeful and joyous in view of the opening of the gates of death, and the last of her
many acts of Kindness and consideration for
the welfare of others, shows how beautifully the
inner life and Christian graces may be adorne:l
by acts of kindness and works of beneficence,
A
few hours before breathing her last, while the
church bells were summoning worshipers to
their accustomed places in the sanctuary,
she

view
of its consequences,

R.I.

SILVER
TIPPED
SHOES
For Children, Will outwear three pairs without His
x
3

dreams.”

which strew all the years with the sweetest perfume of kind words, and loving and self-sacrificing deeds.“ May the five orphaned children that
survive, so live as to be prepared to meet those
that have * gone on before,” and form an unbroken family circle in heaven,
Com.

called a beloved brother

PROVIDENCE

ORNAMENTAL

“Who wraps the drapery of his couch about him,

“ good by.” Then visions of a brighter world
seemed to pass before her mind, and her spirit
friends
to mourn‘their loss.
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was short,
one whose

Her last sickness
son C, A. Fuller.
Shedied like
and not very painful.
day’s work is done and well done,

of pain

to comfort
her weeping mother. preyed,
and
sang, “I wantto be an angel,” and bid her friends

departed to

-

CAN BE CURED.

Baker&

ALICE L., daughter of Joseph and Lizzie Huckins, died in Ipswich, Muass., March 7.-aged8 years,
8 months.
Her sickness was very Rh
A at the old homestead, owned and occupied by her
world

gd.

Publithed by
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tilda Chapman, died in Charlestown, Mass.,
March 2, of inflammation of the lungs,aged 6 mos.,
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Kind friends laid her
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MRgs. Lucia FULLER, widow of the late CyComplete Unabridged Edition, as arranged by CONYrus W. Fuller, died in Little Valley, N. Y.,
BEARE and HOWSON, with an introduction by Bish
March 13, of typhoid fever, aged 65 years, 8 mos.
SIMPSON.
In consequence of the appearance of mu
She, with her husband, was among the old piolated editions of this great work, we have been comThose having friends afflicted are earnestly solic
peers, both in the settlement of a new country,
pelled to reduce the price of our Complete Edition
ted to send for a circular letter of references and tesfrom $4,50 to $3. EK. B.TREAT ¥ CO., Pub’s, 6564
and the establishment of the F. W. Baptist faith ¢ timonials, which will convince the most skeptical of
Broadway,"N. Y.
.
4t11
in it. They took part in the first organization of the curability of the disease, Address
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the Little Valley church, and were faithful to its
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will” give you atrial «&t once. Many little folks
ing Star was an institution in the family from
during vacation can earn from £10, 10 $i5.a week,
the earliest recollection of the oldest children.
Address
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Since the death of her husband. in 1862, she, with
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Boston, Mase., or Providence, Rhode Island,
, continued to reside
her youngest daughterhad
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November number of the Journal of Pharmacy at
Philadelphia.
Prof. Wil:ou of Monkton, will furnish seed, and

joined the F. W. B. church in East Orange. Dur-

insertion.
than a
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rides,

love to you.
All
with slavery! We

equal to five cents a line, to insure

aged 24 years.

a

Edward

a

last

We were upon the level of what in peaceful timesis called the crater, but the great
basin was entirely filled by the eruption, and
we walked across a portion of it, every footstep trampling on tiny threads of smoke, toas married folks should, in perfect
harmo- ward what was now the active crater of Veny. John Adams married the daughter of suvius, a central tamulus -about 80 or 100
* = ‘a Presbyterian clergyman. Her father ob- yardsin diameter at its base, and rent across
jected on accouht of John's being a lawyer; the middle with an irregular mouth, from
he had a bad opinion of the morals of the ‘which heavy rolls of dense grey smoke were
constantly issuing. With each there flew
profession.
Thomas Jefferson married Mrs. Martha up to the hight of about 200 feet in the air
Skelton, a childless widow, but she brought above the smoke, a shower of stones, none
him a large fortune in real estate. After more than ten inches or a foot in length, and
the ceremony she mounted the horse behind as many of thesé ‘‘thudded” down within
him, and they rode home together. It was thirty yards of us, I scarcely wondered that
had not been popular
~tate'in the evening, and they found the fire the ascent of the cone The
surface of the crabustled during the eruption.
the great statesman
But
out.
around and rebailt it, while she seized the ter on which we stood is about a mile in cirbroom and soon put things in order. Itis cumference, and the whole of this was more
needless to say that they were happy, or less covered with sulphurous smoke. Up
though Jefferson died a poor man on ac- the sides of the small crater, from which the
cops of hig extreme liberality and hospi- stones were being thrown, the rocks were
covered with the most brilliant red and’ yeltality.
5
v
Benjamin Franklin married the girl who low, green and orange—I suppose by the
stood in her father’s door and laughed at chemical constituents of the volcanic smoke.
him as he wandered through the streets of, In one place alittle crater was boiling, with
Philadelphia with rolls of bread under his steaming smoke roaring through its six-icch
To give vent to its small ambition,
arm and his pockets filled with dirty clothes. mouth.
She had occasion to be happy when she one of the party broke the crust which
and

taking

ing your idlers to make
this will cease.
Down

¢¢ Great Slaughter I” Alas! how true.
Here is the bill of mortality for only one
in our own most favored land:— | Particular Notice!" Persons wishing dbituayear,
3,000 lives destroyed for time and eternity ! ries published in the Morning Stat, Who do not

were

the wife of such a great

you were dresSing,

New Discovery in Making Money!

are in duty bound to restore-such poor women as you to freedom and independence!
lot once more appealed to.
Missionariés in Hurrah for libeity ! An hour afterward the
distant fields of labor frequently have wives | two sat down to supper.
The lady no lonselected by the society, the ceremony of ger talks of her wrongs, and of her desire to
marriage performed with a proxy, and the recover her liberty.
Similarseenes occurbride sent on to their station, where, per. red at the houses of other gentlemen.
haps, they meet for the first time.

cousing, and about the only example in the
long line of English monarchs wherein the
marital vows were sacredly observed and
sincere affection existed.
Washington married a widow with two
children. Itis enough to say of her that
she was worthy of him, and that they lived

found herself

G. A. PETERS.
combination 10bbed of its unpleasant taste, and is
rendered doubly effvctive in being coupled with the
Factory, Chicopee Falls.
4t13
Lizzie MARGARET, only surviving daughter
Lime, which is itselfa restorative pridciple, supplyicg nature with just the agent and assistance reof Rev. II. Blaisdell, died in Tamworth, Dec.
h
ANTED.—1,000 Agents 10 scll “ORA, THE LOST
quired to heal and reform the diseased lungs.
A. B.
She united with .the C.
WIFE,” by Mrs. Bella Z. Spencer, author of
4, 1868, aged 26 years.
No. 166 Court St,, Boston, proprietor.
Sold
“Tried ana True.”
This is the best se;ling book now
Baptist church in Lawrence, Mass., some years " by WILBOR,
all
uruggists.
4w10
offered Agents.
It hasbeen published vut four days,
to her covenant
since, but by untaithfulness
and
hundreds
of
orders
are already report<d.
her
vows, she lost the joys of salvation from
One Avent reports twenty three copies cold in one
heart, bus when consumption was leading her
day,
another
twenty-two,
and still another fifteen.
into the dark valley, she turned again to her FaEvery body wants it.- Fer full particulars spply to
Opium is an article of commerce commanding
a
ther’s house and fixing her eye on the friend, as
hizn price snd has never heretofore been madedin | or address
one whose powet is mightier, and whose love is
4613
W. J. HOLLARD, Springfield, Mass,
Ameriza. Prof, W, C. Wilson has by.actual experi
without
followed
death, she
than
stronger
ment demonstrated that poppies cin be grown for
is
which
hope
that
by
Opium in this country, and in this climate, as suceessshrinking, sustained
THE
HAND
OF
JESUS.
fully ss anywhere inthe world. From 300 to 400
an anchor of the soul.
“A father and mother and
:
BY REV. J. D. CHAPLIN, D. D,
one brother, Rev. H. R. Blaisdell, Principal of pounds of Opium can be realized from the poppics
grown
oa
aun
acre
of
good
land,
which
will
net
the
Maysville Literary Institution, Ky., together with
Square i18mo. $1.50.
owner from $1,500 to $3 500 per acre.
For the last
one who had fondly hoped to share with her
six years Professor Wilson has had his mind upon
Thisbook of devotion gliould be in the hands of
exit.
her
mourn
to
left
are
sorrows,
life’s joys and
this subject, and has had the assistance and advice of
every Christian. The beatitiful subjects set forth in
And now that He who redeemed her has called her
the best physicians and scientific men.
These in®
this volume cannot fail of drawing every true believer
to the mansions of his Father’s house, where the
form him he has mde a fair stand and has inaagurnesrer to Christ.
ated producing Opium in the United States, opening
The subjects are as follows :
ransomed of the” Lord obtain joy and gladness,
a
fine
business.
The
atteution
of
f
rmers
and
all
He has given additional inducement to her beThe Hand of Jesus,
The Life giviog Hand,
tillers of the soil, is invited to this enterprise as one
The Helping Hand,
The Preserving Hand,
reaved friends, to so believe with the heart and
that will bear tovestigation.
Toe Opium maaufaeThe Serving Hand,
The Relieving Haud,
confess with the mouth, that they may be adred by Prof. Wilson has been thoroughly tested by
The Guiding
and,
The Knocking Hand,
mitted to her companionship over the river.
a chemist and the result of the test published in the
> Due
The Healing Hand,
The Winvowing H.mnd,
«

if negative, a new choice is made, and the

:

faithful to her vows,
say the same of the

¢Bat, my dear husband, I

do not understand what you mean! Shall l
fetch your slippers?” ¢No,thank you. Why
should you impose on yourself his slavish
yoke which you have neyer borne ? I heard

your cries for deliverande.
Iam oppresslittle book written by a lady who was once
ing you, as you say, and henceforth I shall
a member of the sect tells about it. The no longer work for you.
Hitherto we men
women live in an establishment under the had to bear allthe burdens and cares; we
charge ofan Elderess, and the unmarried toiled all day long, passed sleepless nights
When one of in order to devise new ways of making monmen in a like establishment.
the brethren wishes to marry, he announces
ev, and struggled witha thousand competihis wish to the society, and the Elderess setors in order to earn our daily bread, while

Shakspeare loved and wedded a farmer's

She was
daughter.
but we can hardly

by Lot.

we
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Knight, of West

positive.
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Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and

and tive children survive the Christian wife and
sainted mother.
Services at the funeral by’ the
writer.
S.8. Ee
HARRIET, wife of Thomas C. Dolloff, died in
Sutton, Vt., Feb. 28, aged 5S years.
Even in
youth, she sought the Saviour and made his people her choice.
She united with the Freewill
Baptist church, of which she was a faithful member to the last.
With heart and hand she engaged in every noble enterprise.
Her example was
worthy especially in caring for the poorand sick.
Her family sustain an irreparable
loss, and the
cause she loved devotedly miss a true advocate,
but hers is a greatgain.
A life of trouvleis exchanged for one of eternal felicity.
W. L. N.

wives

participated in the meetings emphatically
advocating the emancipation of women,

played

2

AMOS PAUL, . . AGENT,

before her death, she was at the house of worship, SUd gave hor asi pubic Jestimony Jor Ie
her Jeath caused no fear. An infirm companion |

— Ei —

Several gentlemen in Paris, whose

-

SWAMSOCOT

Parsonsfield, Me., died March 7, 1861, aged 81
Sister Knight was a very exyears, T months.
‘emplary Christian in all the ussociations of life.

ith

y

1

3

d
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;
Funeral sermon by the writer.
H. J. BROWN.

MRS. SALLY, wife of Shem

your next?
‘I will run the way of Thy
commandments when Thou shalt enlarge
my heart.” No thanks to you, David; we

and sweetly

all

atthe spacious and popular Booketore, (which is also

.
M. A. QUIMBY.
Rosa, daughter of Dea. George Hoyt, died in

reading the 119th

BOOKS and

| a BIBLE WAREHOUSE and DEPOT FOR CHRO- -

Machine

“Well, David, whatis your first resolntion?
¢I will run.’ Run away, David—
3
:

Wanted.

palsy; neither aching feet nor weary hands
He cannot stand or walk withare-at rest,
He exists by the force of an
out help.

-

The most complete assortmert of

REQUISITES for the Sabbath §phool may be found

known especially as a pesree-muker.
He lived
and prayed for the peace aud happiness of all, |
And all feel that a good ‘mun has gone to his
rest. As he lingered on these earthly shores,
though unable to speak,
his countenance became radiant with heavenly hope, aud he raised
his hands in delightful, expectancy of being forHe leaves a widow, an |.
ever with the Lord.
only daughter
and son, besides many other relatives and friends to mourn their loss.

Psalm, as he came to the passage, “I will
run the way of Thy commandments when
Thou shalt enlarge my heart,” he said:

real Indian cashmere.” The whole is packed within a huge Easter egg.

sorrows; but his face is still that of a man
in his prime. He has dark eyes, and features of the finest type; the lines of the
mouth, especially, express marked delicacy
and purity of character. In the front row
of seats, at the left of the Vice-President,
sits Parson Beo®nlow, of Tennessee, who
in physical feebleness and intellectual
acutenrss more than fills the place of Thaddeus Stevens.” Every limb shakes
with

{

to | -

terra firma, | highly for his goodness and upright life. “6 Was |

ed

of Kirkald, Scotland.

skin) ; a bonnet of . white blond, trimmed
with forget-me-nots; boots, shoes and slippers; a boxful of lovely china and glass
for the toilet ; and, last, though not least, a

of high executive position has certainly
gained in elegance of presence and court
liness of bearing, though always marked

*

Sunday 8chool Libraries at wholesale prices.

love the Saviour in youth.
He was baptized by
<Eld. John Buzzell, and ever sought to honor his

As 4 specimen of running commentary,
the following is attributed to Robert Shirra,

his face intense. ‘He has German features, | with lace. The whole of the underlinen is
dark hair, sandy beard and mustache. | of the finest batiste, richly trimmed with
Danie! Pratt, ot Indiana, has dark hair Valenciennes ; the pocket-handkerchiefs are
and a heavy face. In appearance he is perfect cobwebs of lace ; a half-square shawl
chiefly remarkable for his immense stature, of find Brussels lace; a carved ivory fan;
having had a chair built expressly for him. gloves of all kinds (even the useful dog-

for bqth.

Bro. Towle learned

ee———

FREE BAPTIST BOOKSTORE.

1

CAPT. JABrZ TOWLE, died at East Parsons-’
field, March: 16, of lung fever and paralysis, aged

68 yeurs und three days.

be
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Abertisoments,

Fis

Aberfisement,
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parting

She gave

E. C. SMALLEY.

Comment.
Ri

of turquoise blue, made with two bodies;
the latter is-of Valenciennes Jace, with the
smallest bit of muslin let in. “(The cost of

satistied .with

—
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school schol-

of a Good Templer’s

in the Lord. ~
Lorde
] the dead who dieene

R. A, Arnold.

Scotch

dispensation

bg

Y,

words of coupseland love1 all her friends; anf | === m—

sits erect listeningto Mc. Sprague he has satin, a Grande Duchesse hat of pearl-grey, what hinders you? What is your next?
Jesu,
A full-blown rose. There area | |
; | feather, with
i appear* | asleep info Jesus.
nf
a very manly and- statcsman-like
command
Thy
of
way
the
run
will
I
ance. He is committed to woman's suffrage; dinner and ball dress ; the first is a rich silk ments.” Better run yet, David. What is
and the women

Sabbath

Lodge, our loss is deeply felt.

hand where my foot was, it seemed unpleasantly doubtful,” especially as the haze of
smoke that clouded our prospect made the
lava-field seem larger than it was.

An American lady in Paris has ordered a

elegant looking
His dress-coat is

A good

ar and singer, a member

alone | but when I found upon one or two experistart in life for ments that I éould not, for the heat, hold my

‘more sense than show, and is therefore
for a President's wife.—C. B. Stevens.

senator. For, if cleanliness is next to godliness, no amountof moral excellence can
make a virtue out of dirtiness.
Mat.H.
Carpenter, the new senator from Wisconsin,

OP

E En

won

in a

sits at a desk near by—an
Judi Of about thirty-five.

circle of friends.

This

daughter: and Gen. Grant married a Miss
Dent of St. Louis.
She apparently has

juice about the corners of his mouth,
cigar-ashes on his shirt bosom, a general
apearance of mussiness, characteristic of

the man, but not highly commendable

4

of the greatest men of his time.
| This
“we turped out before treading the hot high and holy prefession.in fidelity 16. God and
“Gen: Sherman-married-the-danghter—of Hava: —T-hoped-my-boots wopld-not-be-burnt-fman. Inthe community he.was esteemed very |

THe

doubtless i4, over

happy, and

very

kay

turn of mind, and had éndeared herselfto alarge

We crossed the tunneled stream in our
descent, and after reaching the bottom
of
the cone, passed for about 500 yards over
a

portion of the lava-field formed during -the
ter of Thomas H. Benton, against the lat-- present-eruption. Itwould
have been imter’s wish, which obliged him to elope with possible to ascend the cone through the
her on a stormy night. The union proved depths of dust over which we came down
a happy one‘in spite of the squally begin- at a run; the elevation we bad consumed
ning. Horace Greeley married a school- an hour in mounting was thus descended in
mistress whose beauty was questionable; ‘ten minutes, with no bad consequence, exbut whose sense and goodness satisfied one | cept the filling of our boots with sharp dust.

Independent the

the

Mrs. Ames gives in

a
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or he
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wip Forrest, the great tragedian; married a
beautiful actress, from whom he was divorced. Gen. Fremont married the daugh-

en

Jil

divorced from an accomplished lady. Ed:
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Summary.

On Monday,

in the

Ex-President Johnson has

leave, were

rolls all officers absent without | ~ About forty clerks

passed.

On

the

announcement

the Senate

ou the

fépure-of-office

question,

mo-

tions to insist and ask acommittee of conference,
and to recede
TY

and agree with the House, were

been

seriously ill—

—

were

dismissed

from

Raising Calves,

From

'the

cent.

are

raised, and

full

one-half of these

are

needed.

about the business. These farmers bring them
up in such a manner, that, when three or four
years old, they-make the kicking heifers, and the
lank, unruly
steers which
are pests to our

.

os

once made, and both were debated at considera- |
Lb
~motion-to-recede
was

know

rain.

or care nothing

at the end will standa fair temple;
God and man.
But, gs one leak will

Paragraphs.
TAME TAME HARPER; “who Teventty ~aied Th" highwaysyand-a-disgrace-to-the—owners—-themlogt—20 to 37—and the motion to insist and ask |New York as the result of injuries, was born at, selves... Now this ought not so to be, for I believe “STK ship; and one Naw Tigak a chaiii, §6one
aean, dishonorable, untruthful act or word will

for a conference committee

was carried.

In the

| Newtown,

House a large number of bills were introduced
[to New
and referred under the call of States, and after_ wardsindisposing of the business on the

ers table, the billto amend

wheii i young cow will bring one

Long Island,in April, 1795¢ He went
York when
quite young,
with his’
John,
and was apprenticed to the

lars,

and

a ‘yoke

of

hundred

three-year-old

steers

dol-

forever leave its impress and wo#k its influence
on our characters.
Then, let the geveral deeds

‘will

bring three hundred, that it will pay to raise
com- | calves.
°
>
sys| pleting their time, set themselves up in business
A person who would raise calves for cows

Speak-

the judiciary

| brother

| printing business.

The two

brothers,

unite to form a perfect

on

day, ahd
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Raising Beans.

w,

His delivery

proved by his new method.

is

but

much

he
im-

authorizing the purchase of

WITH SPRING are
revived
in Europe the
apprehensions of war, which winter had driven
away.
The formidable armaments of the various
powers are doing nothing, and a number of
restless spirits begin to look round for d¢auses of
quarrel.
Noone
interferes
with Spain.
One
advantage at all events of the revolution has been
fe
examine the tariffand kindred laws was adopted. to\preserve her from the temptation of wrangling
The bill providing a provisional government for
with her neighbors.
The Parliament of the
Mississippi was taken up, and considerable de- Northern Confederation of Germany is at work
bate followed on the motion to postpone action on
upon financial questions, but outbursts now and
the measure until the first Monday in December
then of opinion show that the national jealousy of
which motion was finally adopted—103 to 62,
dictation from France and the resolve to be
The election case of the Hon. John Covode was something more than a mere Prussian kingdom
are active and strong.
called np, but no action was had thereon,

lands by actual settlers from the Osage Indians,
were also passed.
The Indian appropriation bill
was then taken up, and was before the Senate
when ity adjourned. = In the House a resolution authorizing a sub-committee of the ways and
means committee to sit during the vacation an

On Friday, inthe senate, an important bill pro.

viding forthe

settlement

of all claims for quar-

termaster and commissary stores furnished to or
taken by ahe United States government inthe

sotthern States during the rebellion was reported
from the committee on claims, and will be found
summarized intne 1eport of congressional pro-

ceedings.

Tope Indian

appropriation

bill was

passed with some important amendments.
In
the House two joint resolutions srelating tothe
quartermaster’s department, and a bill authorizing the extension ofa branch line by the Pacific
Railway Company, were passed. The Covode
contested election case wus debated during near-

ly the whole session,

‘and the whole subject was

finally

to the

recommitted

eléctions

conmittee.

On Saturday, in the Senate, the only important business transacted was the adoption of
. the joint resolutiqn- for the final adjournment of
- the present session of Congress,
The date fixed
by the House, the Bth instant, was changedto the
10th. In the House, the miscellaneous deficiency
bill, which calls for two and a half millions, was

reported and passed, and the Senate amendment
to the adjournment resol ution was agreed to,
MISCELLANEOUS.
General Longstreet has been confirmed by the
Senate as surveyor of the port. of New Orleans,
the vote standing 27 to 10.
General Sherman has sent

a telegraphic

order

«to General Stoneman relieving him from duty in
Virginia, and directing him to turn over the
command
to the officer

ordered
to reinstate

next

Mr.

in

Wells

rank,

who

was

as Governor

of

Virginia,of which office the latter had been vir. tnally deprived by the order of General Stoneman assuming the duties of the governor of the
State.

The

current statement

of the

public debt,

shows a total reduction of the debt of §5,557,350,
Pennsylvania

having

ratified

the

fifteenth

amendment, we have eleven States which have
already enrolled themselves in favor of the

measure: Nevada, Kansas, Missouri, West Vir-

ginia, Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Maine,
South Carolina, Arkansas, Pennsylvania. Delaware and Georgia have rejected it.

The recent removal of Gov. Wells of Virginia,
by Gen, Stoneman, is supposed to have been
occasioned by the former’s connection with a
resolution adopted by the Republican Executive

nities
that body

of Virginia denying the report that
had asked. General Grant to retain
.

The Hon. John Allison, a former member

resident

o

A CURIOUS discovery, kept secret for fourteen
years, has just come to light at Ravenna.
The
workmen engaged in digging a canal near the
present railroad station, in 1854, found a skeleton
with a breastplate of fine gold buried face downward.
The precious piece of armor,
which
weighed six pounds, was broken up and the
pieces secretly sold to jewelers. Two large
pieces, which appear te have been the shoulder.
bands, and are covered with chasing and enamel,
have been given up by a jeweler in Faenza, but
the remainders are probably lost. It is known
that Theodoric buried the body or Odoacer. after
his murder, at Ravenna, face downward ; and the
Italian’ antiquarians suppose that the golden harness is really that of the first king of Italy,

-AVENCHES, in Switzerland, is the ancient
Roman Aventicum.
Among
its remains are
traces of battle
a temple,
s,
a circus, a theater,
from which the inhabitants quarry blocks
for
building from time to time.
As M. Formerod
was digging In his field for building material he
came upon a block of marble weighing more
than a thousand pounds, upon the side of which,
bas-relief,
in a sunken panel, was an exquisite
It represents: Romulus
in perfeet preservation.
and Remus under the wild fig tree, the she-wolf
giving them suck, the nest of magpies, the laurel
tree, and finally, the sentinel goose.
Connoisseurs who have seen this sculpture pronounce
it one of the very finest of ancient art.

THE ROLL of * the Lords Spiritual and Temporal ” for the first session of the 20th Parliament
of the United

Kingdom

of

Great

Britain

and

Ircland has just been published, It contains a
list of 470 Peers in all, including the English
Bench of Bishops, the four Irish representative
Prelates (who will disappear on the passage of
the Irish Church hill), the28 Irish representative
temporal Peers, and the Scotch representative
Peers, who at present, it appears; are only 15.
The first in order is the Prince of Wales, who
sits, however, as the Duke of Cornwall.
Next
come the other members
of the royal’ family.

Next, according to the custom dating back in the
middle ages, follow the highest dignitaries of the
Church, headed by the Archbishop of Canterbury. Then follow the Peers who are members
of the Ministry ; then the Dukes, 20 in number,

headed by the Roman Catholic Duke of Norfolk;
then the 127 Eurls; the 30

Viscounts; the

of Bishops, 20 in number;

and

Barons,

The

latter, it will

be

almost exactly one half of the

Peers.

finally
seen,

whole

Bench

the

234

constitute

body of

The general iden is that most of these

noblemen are
of very ancient descent; but it is

{

the

Duke

are the.only di
reat

male representativesin the three highes gr
t ades
and confirmed
by the Senate as
reign of Henry VIII.
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We drill in about

three

inches

deep.

If | Yellow .........87 8 - 9

the ground is mellow, the seed will all be cov-

ered.

Cassia y Bb gold,16 8 jo

If not, it is necessary for a couple of men | Biriey....11:100 @ 3 25 | GADGET
+r. vrv. 2 00.1058

to follow the drill with hoes, and cover any beans 10MBuir cs trrss 7 @.. 83 Habe.
that are on the surface.

This completes the ope-

rte

ion.23 “ sn »

renwal

Panes

suffered to get the start. We insist
more on
this point from the fact that the bean crop of the

B

Ayres, dry...31 @.. 33

Rio

Grande,.

United States is diminished
than oge-half, simply from the
For ordinary cultivation the
probably the most profitable

.The

Potato

every year more
growth of weeds.
white medium is
variety.—Am. Ag.

Disease:

A new disease touching the potato has withina

year or twosnade its appearance in this country.
Itaffects not the tubers, but the men that deal in
them.
Itisasort of monomania.
It makes the
subject ofit perfectly wild in his estimates of
prides and productiveness. A higher value is put

on a single

potato,

the Early

most to the death “of himself and his neighbors.

If he ever . comes to his senses, it is only by finding that he has been humbugged.
‘
Down East they have some sensible farmers still
left. Ata meeting the other day they “discussed
the merits of different potatoes, compared notes
and took a vote on the subject. It was to this effect, that all things considered the best potato for
general cultivation by the Maine farmers is—The
Orono.—Cong. & Rec.
:

The

Defective

:

—

Stone.

“Don’t put in that stone,” said one mason to
another as they were working together on the
rear wall of a church. ** Can’t you see it’s a poor
quality, all flaky, and will scale away to pieces #”
“It isn’t very good grain, I see; but it fits in here,
and I don’t want to wait for another.
Besides,
you can’t see it from the ground, and nobody will

tuke the trouble to climb up here to look at it.”
“Yowd better send for another block.
That
isn’t fit for the wall ; it won’t stand the weather;
and if it should go to pieces, it will damage the
whole building.”
“I guessit won’t damage

me, nor you either, 80 here goes.” And he litted
the block of loose-grained, flaky freestone into its
bed, though the outer thickness cracked and the

shell sloughed off.

He dashed over it a'trowel®

ful of mortar, and went on with the next tier.
Nobody eould. see the defective stone, for it was
covered

two
laid,
time
beam

by a

projeciiog

buttress,

and only the

stone-musons were present when it was
But though unseen,it was not safe, and
brought about its own result. Every sunloosened its texture a little, every storm

helped to crumble off a minute fragment,
and little by 1
stone crumbled
away. That was bad enough, but that was not
all.

It chanced

thatone

the roof rested a few

of the

great beamy

of

tiers above, directly over

the defective block, and as the stone decayed, the
boam sank a little, Presently a crack openedin

for all

dis.

orders wheré a’
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AND

GENTLE

IS

RC

STIMULANT

REQUIRED.

tient dies.

In such

will be specially provided for, and will find their own
with fun in pictures and fun in
page always lighi

stories, so tempered with good teaching that we hope
to Jake them wiser and better while we make them
merrier.
:
:
;

TO ALL WHO LIVE IN THE COUNTRY,
we hope to bring Entertainment, Sound Teaching
pas
and Valuable Suggestions.
TERMS FOR 1869.
Single Copies, #4, invariably in advance; 8 Copies

$10; 5 Copies $15.
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too
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GOLD

AND

ing the

nature

and

un.

of this

uni-

versal complaint. Itis an
Ulceration of the hesd.
Its

indications

F oR,

e

:

AND NEURALGIA,
from

soreness

Eyes,

two

was well,

or three

though

in

or inof

deafness

a

years I have

previous

at-

in

the

Kare,

loss of Smell, Memory impaired, dullness and dizziness of the Head, pains in
tne leit Chest or side and
under the Snoulder Blades,
Indigestion invariably attends Catarrh ; a hacking
cough and colds are ve
common. fome have all
these symptoms,
others
Very little

7

;

pain

attends Catarrh until the
Liver and Lungs are attacked in consequence of
the stream
of pollution
running
from the
head

Mr.

Z. Frank, Poland. Me.
the

Hawk-

weak

flamea

only few.

The following certificate is just recéived
Dr. CLARKE,
Dear Sir:
During

are

ing, Spitting,

into

tne

stomach.

It énds

in Consumption.
Bronchitis is the legitimate child of Catarrh, Troohes and ull pallistives cannot in any case venoh the
fountain in the head, where the polluted, festering,
coriosive matter issues. Snulf or dust of any kind
aggravates, apd never cures the disease,
A sneeze is nature’s emphatic warning, and is pro-

duced in consequence of an irritation of the head.
Mature speaks out und says no ! at every sneeze, She
opens the water ducts, and floods the nostriis with

water to drive out

the muruder, just as

the

ducts of

the eye are opened when dust affects that organ.
Takinggsnufl' will produce Catarrh.
The patient
feels dull, heavy, stupid and sleepy ; his fears are not
aroused until perhaps too late,
He catches cold constantly in the head. sometimes
running atthe nostrils ; the breath sometimes re-

veals to his neighbors the vorruption within ; while
the patient has often lost the sense of smell.
The

advantes cautiously, until pain in the chest,
| disease
lungs, or bowels, startles him; he hacks and cou
8;
has dyspepsis, has liver complaint, wants to take a
blood" purifier, or cod liver oil. Bosh | The fou!
ulcer in the head cannot be reached by such nostrums. He becomes nervous, his voice is harsh and
unnatural, feels disheartened, Memory loses her pow-

er, judgement her seat,gloomy forbadings hang overhead; hundreds, or thousands seck'a rope,a iver, or
a
razor, and cut the miserable thread of life. The
Z. FRANK,
world lvoks on and wonders that a man surrounded
by all the charms and opulence that gold can
give,
should deliberately choose a quiet grave ; others
frag on a weary lite and sink pderiung complaints
bv inches.
Many hire somg miserable scamp
or
some big sounding ckarlatan, having
such g # ing.
of Rromotions from Europe that
they actually bewilder and dazzle their victim, who at once comes
down with the dust, pays $5 for a useless examination, $50 moreas part
er tfora job cure. Of
courxe the dupe is not
silly enough to
pay the
ance, but thanks God he was not killed outright balby
European Cough Remedy.
the outrageous treatment.
The viMians cooly write
a flaming certificate, and attach thereto the vietim’s
This well known Standard Medicine requires only. name,
‘
to be tried, to be appreciated. Itis one of the fow 1 _ Thousands are restored to health whom doctors
call
hopeless
victims
of
Consumption, Physjans
Proprietary Medicines extensively used by Physi.
think the lungs affected when the liver is the Only
cians, and will probably cure more cases of Disease
cause of pain in the majority of cases, and the pa
tignt is curable. No lung complaints can exiet unless
of the Lungs and Bronchial Tubes than any other
caused by Catarrh, But the liveris always first atmedicine whatever, and no consumptive should detacked.
Medicines taken in the Stomach, are worse
spair until the European Cough Rentedy has had a than useless.
Physicians know nothing, compara.
fair trial,
tively, of the symptoms of this diooase oe onuse or
oure—and few are bold enough 1o deny this assertion.
The above Medicines are for sale by Druggists nd
Many Fm siciant have Catarrh themselves and do
Medicine Dealers generally, Dealers supplied by the
not know it; those of the highess standing buy “An
vihilator” to cure it,
following Wholesale Agents:
For all afilicted with this disgusting complaint, Dx,
JOonN F. HENRY, successor to DEMAS BARNES & WOLCOTT'S
ANNIHILATOR affords a safe
Co., 2I"Park Row, N. Y., RUST, Bro.& Bir, Boston, cure, when no BONES come from the head. andThespeedy
nog.
trile must be rinsed with ANNIHILATOR, by enufling
Mass; BALCH & 8S0N, and CHAMBERS & CALDER
through to the throat and spit out the hasty corrupProvidence, R. I; H, H. HAY, and W, F. Pines
tion instead of swallowing or allowing it to run
Portland, Me; and BURNHAMS & VAN SHAACK, Chi:
down the throat, and thus keep the ulcers clean of
cago, 111,
matter nd they hes] permanently,
or
Weal —
Nerves,
uralgiadt ia invalBix Bottles of either the Vegetable
5
.
Twelve pints should be used for Catarrh,one
matic B
pint each week.
3
medy, securely
The ANNIHILATOR i8 sold at50 cents, and full pints
packed and sent by express to any part of the
#1 a bottle with full directions, Pints hold
three
Country on receipt of Five Dollars, Address
560c. bottles, Buy none except in pure white wrap.

* CLARKE'S

00 @18 v0

BUTTER.

Factory,ex.# Bh2. @ 20%

CURE

tack she was confined to her bed three weeks.
I can give yon the particulars of several other cases if yon wish, bus will only r fer now to a REMAKKABLE CURE OF RHEUMATIC FEVER which
took
place in this neighborhood about two years ago.
The lady had suffered on several previous occasions
from the same disease, egqeh time having been con.
fined to her bed several weeks, but at this time was
cured by less than two
08 of the Rheumatic
Elixir, and has had no yr of the disease,
N. B. The Rheumatic
Ei
as cured every case
of Neuralgia in which I have known
tried.

Ex Medigm 8 50 © 4 00
ExMess ¥bbl18 00 @20 00 | Marro
Country do..16

RHEUMATISM

three days she

Dried. ii.in a3 0M
| iiidiliiiineenensd0 Ge. 16
OATS
"BARLEY,
State & Can..2 10 @ 2.85 |W

Orange
Co.¥h 44 @ . 46
StateFirk primei0 @ . 43
West ordinary 33.@ . 88
C!
SE,

CERTAIN

in vain, generally one or two bottles have effected a
cure, but in som e cases more have been necessary.
My wife who has been subject to Lumbago for years,
had one of her most painful attacks last fall, I immediately gave her the Rheumatic Elixir, and in

Green Winters 50 @ 6 00
a

wis

ing and where all kinds of remedies had been tried

..15 @.

MAPLE

Elixir.

been selling your Rheumatic Elixir, I have known it
to cure some of the worst cases of Rheumatism I
have ever seen, some of them of many years stand-

"NEW YORK WHOLESALE PRICES,
APPLES,

Remedy,

the Throat, dryness and
heat in the nose, matter
running
from the head
down the Throat, ringing

CLARKE'S
Rheumatic
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Catarrh js a dangerous
disease; yet it can be cured
by the use of DR. WouLCOTT’S ANNIHILATOR, adit
like
PaIN PAINT.
Thou.
sands suffer without know
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ing Lands, City or other property on the

itis so successful that some who eell it, are willing

Portland seeeeenes @oorse

14

$5000,000, GOLD.
- 1,200,000,
¢

Coast, will be paid by Telegraph or otherwise In any
pant of California, Oregon, Idaho, and in the Mining
istricts of Nevada, throvgh the Bank and Agencies
as above, on the most fuvorable terms,

SUGAR.

@
@

-

-

. AGENCIES.
VIRGINIA CITY,
GOLD HILL,
AUSTIN,
o NEVADA,
. WHITE PINE,
RUBY op Idaho.

12

Havana.
Nos. 8 to 12.11%
Nos.13t017..23%
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A GENERA! BAXKING AND a
NESS TRANSACTED BY THE
. AND AGENCIES.

PURIFIES THE BLOGD,
and

spemgfield, Mass.

Francisco.

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS,

é

system,

are coated with

The Bank of Califoriiia,.

Sometimes in consequence of over-working, persons get “run down,” as it is texmed, lose their appetite, have in fact no relish for anything, and everything they do is burdensome. In Buch cases the

invigorates the
health, and as

COMB.—Teet

15t14

certain relief if taken regularly three or four times a

assists digestion,

r cent, of the

to act for us,

solid dye. You wet your hair and use the comb, and
it produces a permanent black or brown.
ONE
comb sent by mid) for $1.25. Address

Dis-

It
REMEDY.
VEGETABLE TONIC 18 A SOVEREIGN
gently regulates the Bowels, increases the appetite,

retain 10

and are respectfully solicited

any settled. Clergyman (he stating with his yvemittance
the church over which he is settled) for $2,560,
A specimen copy sent free,
No travel'ng agents employed. Address all” communication to
A
.
:
;
PETTENGILL, BATES & Co.,
414
37 PAxK Row, NEW YORK.

EASES there is often great weakness and nervous de:
rangement, the appetite is gone or food causes distress, in such cases the VEGE TABLE TONIC 18 OF THE
GREATEST BENEFIT; in the weakness and lassitude
peculiar to females, the Vegetable Tonic will give:

day.

club

We will send HEARTH AND HOME one year, to

to try the

PULMONARY

one sending us $24 for a

‘ance with above rates, may

vegetable tonic, in small doses, which. after consulting her physician, they did, and to the astonishment of all, she so6w'began to improve, and finally
ors
got well.

Again,

Any

of 8 Copies (all at one time), will receive a copy free.
Postmasters wiro will get us up Clubs in accord:

tpdspoonful, frequently administered,
in stimulating the languid and feeble"
gradually restoring to health and vigor.
The following case in which a PRECIOUS LIFE WAS
SAVED, illustrates this.
A young lady had long
been confined to her bed, and had become too weak
to turn herself upon it—it was said that she was dying of consumption—in reality she was dymg of
weakness; the physician had ceased to give her any
medicine, he said she was too weak

k

THE BOYS AND GIRLS

This medicine, thus introduced to the public for
the first time, has been tried in hundreds of cases

during the last eight years, and has proved itself
worthy of the utmost confidence. It is A PURELY
VEGETABLE COMPOUND, and, being a STRENGTHENING MEDICINE, isof real value in a variety of
apparently different diseases, for itis well known
that many diseases depend upon weakness and can
only be overcome by strengthening the patient,—the
recovery from fever and other acute diseases is often
prevented by the general prostration and weakness
which follow,” and in consequence of which the padoses

;

RAISING,

In its Literary Department it includes the choicest
original reading for all members of the family: Adventures by Sea and Land, Pure and Elevating Stories, Sketches, Biographies, Poems, etc.
'
MRS. STOWE,
GRACE GREENWOOD, _
rah
MRS. MARY E. DODGE,
contribute regularly,and the best writers in the country will constantly enrich this department,

Nos.18to 20.15% @ 163%
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BREEDING,

GARDENING,
PLANS OF COUNTRY HOMES,
RURAL ARCHITEUTURE,
"ORNAMENTAL GARDENING,
FRUIT GROWING
;
FLOWER CULTURE, &c.

Prostration,
Weakness from any cause,

. PLANTING,
STOCK

POULTRY

Potato «overt8% @..85%

Straw,1001bs..1 25 @ 1 30
HID

Rose for example,

than on many bushels of other varieties.
This
distemper is infectious. A man sane to day on all
subjects relating to farming, to-morrow comes in
contact with a man potato-crazed, and forthwith
he too is affected. He goes home with his five
dollar potato, exhibiting itas did Franklin his
whistle. His friends stare and are silent, but at
heart exclaim, Alas, poor Yorrick ! His insane fit
has its run the whole season. He makes the culture of that one potato his hobby.
He rides it al-

-

¥ b....10%

Com.ass’d14000 @14500 | Rough.
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Piles, Kidney Diseases, General

And
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HANDSOME
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iss
“AND
HARRIET BEECHER STOWE,
assisted by a corps of able editors and contributors
in all departments.
A
HEARTH AND HOME meets with universal favor °
from all classes of persons in town and country.
It contains every week original articles by the best
American Writers each in his own department on
FARMING

For Indigestion, Loss of Appetite, Nervous
* Debility, Constipation of the Bowels,
Flatulency, Sinking atthe Stomach,

wig

Middlings ...35 00 g37 00 | Pimento.......20 @.. 21
\
STARCH.
Pearl,

a

8; ny

ration of planting.
As soon as the rows can be distinguished, go
through them with a light cultivator, and continue todo so as often as is necessary, which is
about as often again as is generally supposed.
Destroy with the hoe all weeds that cannot be
reached with the cultivator. They must not be

OF SIXTEEN
YOR THE

EDITED BY
:
DONALD G. MITCHELL,

GENERAL TNVIGORATOR.

on their own responsibility to warrant a cure in every case.

PICES.
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Soy 3 8. w

in hoeing and in pulling the crop.” We generally | Corn, ¥ 56 bs
RedTop.¥bag,3 00 @ 4 00
sow beans as soon as we are through planting Nhetn fel » g. 4
soo, £ m.3
s 2 »

corn.
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them,
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extemporize.

leave

convenient |
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must

will

ping in hills, 15 inches apart, is more

CT-1-1

er at Paducah, and

to intfmate it, and he

three inches, the rows, of | Oranges......2 50 @ 3 00 | Poultry........20 @.. 28
course, to be 21-2 or3 feet apart, as before.— Be
eask «oil iiee aE.
ED Joa
Drilling, we think, gives a larger yield, but drop- | Bunch, ¥ box.. @ . .. Clgyer Nodthern
128 1624
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REV. MR. STRONG, of Cleveland, has resolved
to preach for'one year without bringing his notes
into the desk.
He writes fully, and then goes
into the pulpit full of his theme, and depends for
the
inspiration
of the
moment.
He
$5 words
if they ongetthetrod
of im; the
people’
have bit

ILLUSTRATED ‘WEEKLY
FOLIO PAGES,

.Farm, Garden and Fireside,
mm

Thé Markets.

On Thursday,in the Senate, after the usual
introductory business, joint resolutions requiring
“applicants
for the removal of political disabilities
to state their grounds of application under oath,
A
Scots
:
irs to,
authorizing the commissioner of Indian affairs
to,
appoint guardians for Indian children entitled to
pensions,
and conferring a grant of land for a
Southern railroad, were passed..
Bills authorfing the building of a bridge over the Ohio Riv-

AN

Tonic.

one by one the

days grow into noble years, and the years, as they
slowly pass, will raise at last a! beautiful edifice,
enduring forever to our praise.

tem of the United States was reached, and a
should be careful to select from cows of a quiet
by the aid of their. former employers, and took
substitute therefor reported from the Judiciary
disposition, and good feeders who give a large
| as apprentices their younger brothers. Wesley
committee was adopted.
It differs fromthe Sen- | 4 Fletcher, who subsequently became part- quantity of rich, yellow milk, They should be
ate bill in providing for the retirement of judges
| ners in the business, and thus the firm: of of fine form and color. Calves for oxen should
after they reach the age of seventy years but in
| Harper & Brothers was established. The senior be bred from large well formed animals. A cross
SRN
no other important particular.
between the Hereford and Durham makes the
member, who has just died, took an active
BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES,
+
|
best
oxen,
although
some
of
our
native
stock
is
On Tuesday,in the Senate, the bill continuing
interest in the business to the last.
,
For
the week ending, March 31, 1869.
the freedmen’s hospitals at Richmond, Vicksburg
The only public office he ever held was that about as good. Calves should be allowed to suck
CANDLES.
‘
MOLASSES.
not more than two or three times; then they
and in the District of Columbia, was passed. A
of mayor.of New York City, to which he was
Moulds....es...14 @.0 17 Cuba, tart......51 @. 52
Sperm..........48 @.. 50
do
sweet....00 @.
00
variety of matters occupied the attention of the
elected by a very large majority in 1844, and in should learn to eat from a trough made for the
Adamanyne.,
= @.. 3b
do Muscovadods @.. b3
Senate during the morning hour, at the expirathat case he only yielded to the solicitations of purpose. There should be a leather teat nailed
Cienfuegos .....60 @
60
OAL.
to the bottom for them to suck, and they will Cannel +++. 1300 @26 00 New Orleans c.cee@.o +»
tion of which the supplementary currency bill his friends, as he was wholly without ‘political
PIOtOUsssssssss:
oo
Ges
va
OIL.
was taken tip, debated until 8 o'clock, P. M.. and ambition. In businesshe was careful, conscien- soon learn to eat without trouble. Yankee inge- Anthracite,.. 8 50 @ 6 00 Olive, ¥ gal..1 (6 @ 1 70
nuity might invent a kind of wooden cow with a
finally passed, The bill is printed in full in the. tious and
strictly governed by
the - highest
COFFEE.
Linseed
«99
casissernl] 3: Nn
report of the Senate proceedings.
Inthe House,
principles. There are numerous anecdotes of | leather bag and rubber teats, and this would do Ja.
. Do!
rene
"“
the bill providing for the coinage of one, two and his genial temper and suavity, his kindness away with kicking cows on account of sore teats,
9@.. 22
three cent pieces of nickel and copper was passed.
and liberality. It is lar t due to him that the and muzzled calves in pasture in summer. The ND: & COTTON.
Sperm,..ve... 2 10
Mobile .. @.+ -«
The disagreement with the Senate on the tenurehigh character of the housé®*of which he was the calves should always be fed three times a day.
rdinary...25% @ 26} Lard, Western—
Mid.to
good
mid
31
@
32
Extra......1 60
This
will
do
away
with
bleating,
and
cause
them
of-office (juestion was insisted upon, and a conhead was built up and maintained. Diiring the
Ordin ArY..oeve0 27 @ 27H
‘NO. livevse.l 40
ference
committee ‘appointed.
A concurrent
greater part of his life he was a devoted member | 0 grow very fast. Feed them on milk from the
DOMESTICS,
Neatsfootd?gall 10+
cow till four weeks old. Don’t stop to skim the
resolution providing for the final adjournment of of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
Sheetings and Shirtings—
AINTS,
Heavy
44.416 @ 16%
milk although butter may be forty or fifty cents
the first session ot the Forty-first Congress on
Medium
4-4...14
@
163%
y
THE
NEw
YORK
papers
are
calling
the
attenper pound; it won’t pay if you want to raise a
the 6th of April, was adopted.
The vote referGround,pure ..138.
first class animal. NO. Levieasnnnssi@
ring the bill to amend the act of July 20th, 1868, | tion of the people of that city to the curious
revelations made
by the publication of the
Always
give
them
enough
to
eat,
and
don’t
imposing taxes on distilled spirits and tobacco,
criminal statistics for 1868, The whole number
knock them in the head with the churn dash.
was reconsidered,
the provision in the bill exof arrests during the year was 4.712. Of these
@
tending the time for the withdrawal of whiskey
This is the root of all evil in calf-raising. When
a
only 605 were disposed of in the courts, leaving
from bonded warehouses was. stricken out, and
four weeks old, give them one meal a day of por45 ¥ermittion ens22. 8
4,107 cases unaccounted for. Out of 78 arrests
ridge, but don’t fail to give them a good supply
the bill passed.
17!
Boston.....225 @
Ginghams.... 15
for murder, only 15 cases got as far as the courts.
of milk.
At this time they may learn to eat a
Laines.. @
22 | FrenchYellow 2% e
On Wednesday, in the Senate, the concurrent
Out of 13 persons arrested for bigamy, only one | jiyle nice, fine hay. Letthe children go in and Mous.de
Varnishes ....1 50 a
Carpetings—
resolution providing for the final adjournment of was tried, and out of 65 cases of arson, only two
Puttyescesesene [4] d'@
play with and handle them; this is a sure remeExtra super.... @1 27% | Glue. .......0..14
@.
_. the present session of Congress on the 6th of were tried. There were 255 arrests of recéivers
dy for kicking cows. Keep them dry and clean,
PETROLEUM.
April was debated until the expiration of the
of stolen goods, and only three trials: Until the
Crude......ve0.19 @.. 20
and give them a little yard where they can caper
morning hour.
The discussion “indicated that courts and district attorneys do their business
Refined.........33 @.. 85
on sunny days. When the grass is high enough,
small.......00
Kerosene.......35 @.. 87
the Senate will hardly adjourn before the middle
better than this there will be no diminution of k fance in alittle lot out _of the field where the fin- Mackerel;lge13
50 §27 50 Napthaa.........i2 @.. . 23
of April.
The Indian appropriation hill Was crime.
Shore......18 00 @23 50
PROVISIONS,
*
ést grasses grow, give them a full supply of niee,
Alewives.....
000
@ 0 00 | Beef—Mess, °
|
then taken up and several amendments thereto
clear water, and you will be surprised at their
Salmon. tce..30 00 @34 00
Western...19 00 @20 00
THE
PROJECT
of
bridging
the
Niagara
River,
were adopted, when the bill was laid aside, and,
Herring,
pick.4 50 @ 8 50
Eastern ...18 00. @19 00
Winter them well
at Buffalo, seems to have been abandoned, for the growth through the summer.
FLOUY AND MEAL.
|Pork,
the report -of the’ conference committee on the
the following winter on the best of hay with a St.Louis, sup.. ++ @.. ..
Clear...... 36 00 837 00
‘present,
at
least.
The
common
council
of
the
tenure-of-offie act was presented and agreed to—
extra brand
6 50 @ 7 00 | Mess, best.32 00 gb 00
mess of carrots or turnips each day.
Keep them
42 to 8. Inthe House an order was adopted to city has adopted a paper, stating that * grave
choice extrall %0 @13 v0
do.otherbr..
. 8..
well bedded and card them twice a day.
doubts are entertained by our citizens as to the
West'rn sup..6 75 @ 6 00
Prime.... 27 00 @i7 50
clear the floor of all unprivilegéd persons ten
com.extras..6
26
@
6
75
|
Lard
keg,lb.c.....
@.v ..
Follow
this
treatment
until
they
are
three
or
jurisdiction of this State as one of the parties,
minutes before the hour of meeting.
A bill was
medium do..7 00 @ 8 00 | Lard, bbl. b....19 @ 19%
four years old, and you will not fail to receive
and
of
the
dominion
of
Canada
as
the
other,
and
choice
do....9
00
giv
00
|
Hams
smoked..i8
@.. 1v
passed giving authority for the expenditure, durthe prices mentioned above, as a reward for your
Illinois and Ohio,
©
sesnascre
ee ue
that the franchise so granted and held from them
ing the present fiscal year, of the $25,000 appro.
choice extra, 1? 50 g11 00 | Hogs, dressed. 14 @.. 15
B. A. WADLEIGH.
is not in itself sufficient to satisfy this body in skill and industry.
Mich. and Indiana
.ODUCE.
priated for the custom house at Bangor, Maine,
choice extra.8 50 @ 9 5C | Apples,dried,b.13 @ 14};
taking any
initiatory
steps
without
further
for the next fiscal year.
Resolutions were adoptCanada,superd 75 @ 6 00
do sliced.....15 @..
legislation.”
_- eddirecting inquiry into the expediency of levycom.extras..6 256 @ 6 76
do,new¥bbl350 @ 6 00
medium
do.
7
0
@
8
(G
|
Butter,
¥ b.
ing and enforcing a direct tax in the late rebel
A MONTREAL PAPER
says that at no time
BR
choice do....9 00 @ 9 60
Vermont......47 @.. 48
within the last twelve years has there been such
States, and of granting government aid to the
A Virginian gentleman wants to know how to Southiern,sup . .. @..... | Beans,¥ bush.
| extras.......6 50 @ 8 00.|Smallandex. 4 00 @ ¢ 12
International Exposition which is to bé held in ‘a large and continuous emigration of agricultu- raise beans on adarge scale.
choice Balt.i1 00 @12 (6 | Marrow ....0V0 @ 4 00
rist, from Canada to the United States as at presNew York in 1576. The consideration of the bill
Brandywine 9 00 @ 9 50
Blue Pod...2 75 @ 2 87
Take a good piece of clover or grass sod, plow
ent. Itisestimated that as many as five hundred
Rye Flour....5 50 @ 6 50 | Cranberries,bu4
@ 7 00
providing for a'provisional government in Misit carefully, harrow, and roll. Get a drill that Corn Meal....4 50 @ 5 00
Cape.......5
00 @ 8 00
sissippt was'interrupted by the presentation of persons, most of them young men, are leaving
FRUIT.
Cheese, ¥ b,
plants two rows:at a time, The one we use
+.22
the report by thegonference committee on the the country every week by ‘way of Montreal. makes the rows 2 1-2 feet apart. It is better to Almonds—
Factory
......
Soft Shell.....20 @ . 28° | Vt.and N.Y...I8 @..
23
Unfortunately for Canada, the men who have
tenure-of-office act,
whieh after some discussion
mark the land first, as in this way the drill can be
Shelled.......36
@
.
40
|
Western......i2
@.. 1
the energy to emigrate are just the men who are
was accepted—106 to 67. The currency bill pass.
kept in the marks, and the rows will be straight- Currants, soe 10:4 @.. I Pons, ¥ bush. 3061S
most needed in the New Dominion, and the er.
ed by the Senate on Tuesday was referred tothe
We set the slides of the drill to drop five or | Af.PeaNuts..1 75 @ 2 00 | Potatoes, ¥ bu o
papers are doing-atlin their power to keep their six beans in hills about fifteen inches apart.
committee on banking and currency, and the joint
1f a | Figs, common. 13 3.051
Jasmoms., 28.0
resolution respecting the pay of enlisted men in young men from crossing the line and settling common grain drill is used, set it so as to drop a Lemons,
#box 250 @ 3 50 | Onions.#bbl. 5 Ww @ 7 50
the army was passed.
/ in our republic.
bean about every
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HEARTH +s» HOME.

CLARKE’S

careful to build our lives with puré, noble, upright deeds,
honored by

Abertisemens,

And

ey, a new roof was built and anew block inserted
inthe wall. It was only a small defect, but itdid
much damage in the end. There is a structure
which everybody is building,’young and old, each
one for himself. It is called charactér, and in it
every act of life is a stone. If day by day we are

calves

ten per

raised by

a

who

than

many more persons are on the pay rolls than fire
i

farmers

in the

| Toss of much time,
and the expense of much mon-:|

observation, I find that of all the

dropped in the county, not more

to a leak, lettipg

when at last the-worthless block fell out, the
beam dropped down, the roof sunk in, and the
church was no longer fit for use, until after the

—

3

at

Ae)

=

the ceiling,disfiguring
the fresco-painting, and the

| Treasury Department.
Their places will not be
of
| filled,as the Secretary is convinced that a good

the non-concurrence of the House in the action of

1

crack grew

Senate, joint resolutions | to that extent that a rumor.of his death prevail-

‘continuing
the pay of enlisted men in the army | ed; buthe is better again.
at the present rates until June, 1870, -and drop- |

ping from the
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The Georgia courts have decided that, by the
+ State Constitution and’ laws, negroes are dneligible to office in that State.
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THE MORNING STAR: APRIL 7, 1869.
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